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Abstract
Rare-earth doped crystals have proven to be of considerable interest for quantum

information processing, with demonstrations of quantum memories and the poten-
tial for coherent microwave–optical conversion as part of a quantum network. By
interfacing these rare-earth based technologies with superconducting devices, they
can complement existing technologies — which form the basis of many state-of-
the-art quantum computers — forming a hybrid quantum information processing
architecture exhibiting the advantages of fast superconducting processors alongside
the extended coherence time and frequency conversion available from rare-earths.

This thesis demonstrates the suitability of a widely used rare-earth doped crys-
tal, yttrium orthosilicate (Y2SiO5 or YSO) doped with 145Nd or with 171Yb, as
a substrate for fabrication of superconducting resonators. Designs for these res-
onators are presented with simulations of their electromagnetic modes, and their
fabrication detailed. These devices are cooled to milliKelvin temperatures in a di-
lution refrigerator in order to investigate properties of the device and its coupling
to electron spin transitions within the substrate where a coupling rate of the order
gens/2π =1.2–7.1 MHz is observed. Dielectric loss due to two-level systems is mea-
sured with a loss-tangent tan δ = 4 × 10−6, and a coupling between resonator and
spins is observed to have a high cooperativity C ≈ 8–250.

The superconducting resonator is then used to perform pulsed spectroscopy of
electron spin resonance (ESR) transitions in the high-cooperativity regime, measur-
ing two-pulse coherence times of T2 = (409 ± 14) µs for 200 ppm 145Nd:Y2SiO5 and
T2 = (1170 ± 90) µs for 50 ppm 171Yb:Y2SiO5. Chirped pulses are used to invert spin
magnetisation and drive arbitrary rotations, enabling the measurement of relaxation
dynamics and Rabi oscillations. Dynamical decoupling sequences are explored as a
method for extending coherence time. Experiments exploiting coherence-enhancing
‘near-ZEFOZ’ transitions in 171Yb are proposed, and continuous-wave measurements
are used to demonstrate the working principle of such a scheme.



Impact statement

This thesis describes an investigation into the suitability of yttrium orthosilicate
Y2SiO5 as a substrate for superconducting device fabrication, and uses supercon-
ducting resonators fabricated on Y2SiO5 to drive ESR transitions in rare-earth ions
doped within the crystal while measuring physical parameters of the device and
rare-earth spin ensemble.

The immediate impact is primarily academic, as further work is needed to produce
a commercially viable device. A new methodology is presented in the fabrication
of devices on Y2SiO5; measurements of dielectric loss and device quality indicate
this new approach can yield low-loss devices. Experiments coupling the resonator
to ESR transitions show these transitions can be driven with continuous and pulsed
excitations, enabling parameters quantifying the phase-coherence of electron spins
to be extracted as a function of environmental properties such as temperature.
These demonstrate an enhancement of coherence with decreased temperature. Sim-
ulations of ESR transitions also confirm the existence of specific magnetic fields
with properties capable of enhancing the coherence time of 171Yb:Y2SiO5, and an
experiment to measure these properties is proposed.

In the greater context, this work demonstrates an interface between planar super-
conducting devices and an ensemble of electron spins. By using rare-earth doped
crystals as the substrate and spin ensemble, their optical properties and long co-
herence times can be exploited to store quantum states as a quantum memory, or
convert quantum states from microwave to optical frequencies as a quantum trans-
ducer. The device can additionally couple to superconducting qubits, a technology
at the forefront of approaches toward scalable quantum computers. As such this
work is a step toward two quantum technologies which when combined can extend
the capabilities of quantum computers, by providing a storage medium for quantum
infomation, or allowing quantum states to be sent between quantum computers in
the form of a photon along an optical fibre.

Such a device would have wide-ranging impact, by providing an additional ele-
ment which a quantum computer could utilise as part of computational algorithms,
or by providing a vital component for communication between distant nodes of a
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quantum network. This technology would transform some commercial sectors by
enabling calculations that are otherwise infeasible using classical technology, by
enabling simulation of complex quantum systems (with benefits to the chemical
industry and healthcare), secure communication via quantum repeaters (impacting
finance and governmental services), and by extending the computational capability
available to enable otherwise impossible calculations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Worldwide demand for data and computational power is growing year-on-year. 88 %
of the UK population has access to a smartphone. Intensive algorithms are driving
the development of artificial intelligence, diagnosing cancers more accurately than
clinicians and putting autonomous cars on the road. Global internet traffic has just
exceeded 3 zettabytes per year while data centres and cloud computing burn an esti-
mated 660 TWh worldwide1. This technological uprising has been driven by silicon
processors, fuelled by Moore’s law [1], performing computation with the fundamen-
tal binary unit of classical information represented by the states 0 or 1 — the bit.

Despite the computing power currently available, there are classes of problems
which remain infeasible by classical computers — this poses challenges for large
optimisation problems and underpins the security of many classical cryptographic
protocols based on the difficulty of prime factorisation. This limitation, alongside
the predicted death of Moore’s law in the 2020s [2], drives research into another
paradigm of computing which exploits quantum mechanics. The quantum computer
was proposed in the 1980s by Paul Benioff and Richard Feynman [3] as the natural
framework for simulating a quantum system, and formalised by David Deutsch [4]
to describe a universal quantum computer using a series of quantum gates analogous
to classical logic gates.

Quantum computing uses a generalisation of the classical bit using the quantum
eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉 as the logical states of a qubit. The state |ψ〉 of a qubit is
represented by an arbitrary superposition of these two eigenstates

|ψ〉 = cos θ
2
|0〉+ eiϕ sin θ

2
|1〉

where 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π. These variables θ and ϕ invoke an obvious
analogy to spherical polar coordinates whereby any pure quantum state |ψ〉 can be

1This is approximately double the electrical power consumption of the United Kingdom.
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Figure 1.1: In the Bloch sphere picture, the state |ψ〉 of a single qubit
can be described by a position on the surface of the a unit sphere
using the spherical coordinates θ and ϕ.

described as a point on the surface of a unit sphere, in a representation known as
the Bloch sphere [5] shown in Fig. 1.1.

It is immediately obvious that a quantum state |ψ〉 encodes more information
than a classical bit with strictly two possible states, but when measured the qubit
state collapses to one of two states — typically the computational basis |0〉, |1〉 —
causing the quantum nature of the information to be lost. The real power of a
quantum computer arises when multiple qubits are used concurrently and allowed
to entangle, maintaining the integrity of the quantum information during the com-
putation (provided the qubits are not measured by the user or the environment).

Several routes toward the experimental realisation of a quantum computer have
been explored. In 2012, the Nobel prize in physics was awarded “for ground-breaking
experimental methods that enable measuring and manipulation of individual quan-
tum systems”, shared jointly between Serge Haroche and David Wineland [6, 7], for
pioneering experiments coupling atoms to light confined within a reflective cavity
in a field known as cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED). However, the
most recent breakthroughs in quantum computing have been demonstrated using
superconductors.

Superconducting qubits are constructed using Josephson junctions, formed of two
superconducting electrodes separated by an insulating (or non-superconducting)
tunnel barrier. This forms a component with nonlinear inductance, which as part
of a circuit forms a nonlinear resonator, of which two energy levels can be used
as a qubit. This type of qubit was developed following theoretical predictions by
Brian Josephson [8], for which he was awarded the Nobel prize in physics in 1973.
This artificially made qubit effectively substitutes the natural qubit in cavity QED,
creating a new field of circuit QED [9].

Following decades of academic interest, and developments in the microwave in-
strumentation and millikelvin cryogenic apparatus required to operate these super-
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conducting devices, industrial funding has driven substantial growth in the field.
Large organisations including Google, IBM, and Intel, as well as companies started-
up around quantum computing such as D-Wave, Oxford Quantum Circuits, Rigetti,
IQM, and Seeqc, are each pursuing their own approach to developing superconduct-
ing computers.

With industrial backing, superconducting quantum computing has made rapid
progress. State-of-the-art machines can incorporate 50–100 qubits with fast 10 ns–
100 ns two-qubit gate operations with ~99.5 % fidelity and coherence times ~100 µs
[10]. While this is not enough to perform error-correction, it is nonetheless sufficient
for Google’s quantum research group, while led by John Martinis, to have demon-
strated a quantum speedup with a 53-qubit processor, taking 200 s to calculate a
result they claim a classical supercomputer would take 10 000 years [11]. These
types of devices — too small and noisy for universal computation, but nonethe-
less advantageous over classical algorithms — are typically referred to as noisy
intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) technologies.

While circuit QED shows potential as a route towards quantum computing, the
best artificial qubits typically suffer far shorter coherence times 0.1 ms–1 ms [10] than
have been seen in cavity QED where coherence times can be orders of magnitude
longer [12–15]. However, gate operations in cavity QED tend to be correspondingly
longer as natural atoms couple more weakly to applied microwave fields. This has led
to the proposal of the hybrid quantum system [16–21], combining superconducting
qubits for fast gate operations with solid-state spin qubits via a superconducting
resonator to act as a bus between the two and drive electron spin resonance (ESR)
transitions.

This hybrid system enables the storage of quantum states within a solid-state
spin ensemble. They could be later retrieved as part of a computation [21, 22], but
if the quantum state is stored in an optically active medium this also enables the
conversion of a quantum state from being encoded over a transition at ~GHz as
is typical for superconducting qubits, to an optical transition ~100s of THz. The
quantum state can then be sent as a photon down an optical fibre to a distant
location or distant computer, forming an interface between stationary and flying
qubits as required for an eventual ‘quantum internet’.

A promising solid-state medium for storage and conversion of quantum states is
found in crystals doped with rare-earth elements. These offer long coherence times
[13, 14] as well as interfaces to optical transitions [23–25], and their properties and
decoherence mechanisms are an active area of research [26–29].
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Figure 1.2: The rare-earth elements within the periodic table. Of par-
ticular interest are the ESR-active Kramers ions whose 3+ charge
states have half-integer total spin, yielding a degenerate ground spin
state which can be split by applying a magnetic field.

1.1 Rare-earth doped crystals

The rare-earth elements2 consist of the elements lanthanum though to lutetium
La–Lu in the periodic table, along with elements scandium Sc and yttrium3 Y.
Additional electrons are added to the 4f sub-shell along the lanthanide series, leaving
the outer orbitals with similar configurations [Xe]4f[0–14]5d[0–1]6s2. This gives these
elements very similar chemical and physical properties, but substantially different
hyperfine spectra between different isotopes due to differing nuclear structures.

All rare-earths have optical or near-optical transitions, but only half of the rare-
earths have accessible microwave transitions. These are the so-called Kramers ions
with half-integer total spin. This results in a degenerate ground spin state, which
can be split with application of a magnetic field. The 4f subshell penetrates more
deeply toward the nucleus than the 5s and 5p subshells, providing an element of
protection from the environment that gives rare-earth ions excellent coherence prop-
erties.

Rare-earth elements usually appear as tripositive RE3+ ions, and their extremely
similar chemical properties make them readily interchangeable in compounds and
crystals. As a result rare-earths are also well-suited for solid-state applications
through doping in solid-state crystals.

2Despite their name, the rare-earth elements are actually quite plentiful in the Earth’s crust with
cerium having a greater natural abundance than copper. The apparent misnomer is due to the
presumed scarcity of mineral deposits upon their identification in 1794 [30].

3Yttrium, along with the elements Terbium, Erbium, and Ytterbium, were named after the
Swedish village of Ytterby where the first rare-earth mineral was unearthed in 1788.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Dimensions of Y2SiO5 unit cell [31]. (b) Relation be-
tween (a, c) crystal axes and (D1, D2) optical indicatrix axes [32].

1.1.1 Yttrium orthosilicate

This work focuses on the crystal yttrium orthosilicate Y2SiO5, sometimes short-
ened to YSO, a material widely used as a solid-state laser medium that has been
appropriated by the field of quantum technologies. It has a high optical depth [33],
low dielectric losses [34], yields long spectral hole lifetimes, and achieves narrow
homogeneous linewidths [35]. This is largely due to the low abundance of nuclear
magnetic moments in its component atoms, as the abundant 89Y has µ = −0.137µN

and the other constituents have low abundances of isotopes with nuclear spin, with
4.7 % 29Si and 0.038 % 17O. This reduces the magnitude of magnetic fluctuations in
the nuclear spin bath providing a stable magnetic environment for doped spins.

Y2SiO5 is grown as a boule by the Czochralski method [32] making it possible
in principle to fabricate on a large scale. Rare-earth ions RE3+ can be introduced
by adding impurities to the melt, substituting for yttrium Y3+ during the growth
process causing minimal perturbation to the lattice. Typical doping concentrations
are 10–200 ppm, with 1 ppm ≡ 1.883 × 1016 cm−3.

The Y2SiO5 crystal belongs in the monoclinic C2/c space group, having a con-
ventional unit cell of dimensions [31] a = 10.396 Å, b = 6.714 Å, c = 12.472 Å,
and an angle β = 102.614° between a and c as illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a). To more
conveniently represent the Y2SiO5 coordinate system an orthogonal frame (D1, D2,
b) is defined by the optical extinction axes D1 and D2, both in the a–c plane and
perpendicular to b related by the transformation in Fig. 1.3(b) [32]. The Y2SiO5

unit cell contains two inequivalent Y lattice sites where doped rare-earth ions can
substitute referred to as site 1 and site 2, with site 1 conventionally referring to
the site with larger volume. In addition, the crystal symmetry introduces two ori-
entations in the lattice for each site, related by a 180° rotation around the b axis
and a mirror plane perpendicular to b, referred to as sub-sites. The sub-sites are
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magnetically equivalent for magnetic fields parallel with b, or perpendicular to b
in the D1–D2 plane. Several views of the Y2SiO5 crystal unit cell are rendered in
Fig. 1.4, showing the different sites and sub-sites.

Studies into the dielectric properties of Y2SiO5 determine its permittivity to be
anisotropic, with principal values (ϵx = 9.36, ϵy = 10.90, ϵz = 10.21) with a mean
ϵ = 10.16 [38]. In addition to bulk doping during Czochralski growth, FIB (focused
ion beam) doping of Er3+ into undoped Y2SiO5 has been performed [39] though ESR
measurements show a 5–10 times greater spin linewidth than bulk-doped Er:Y2SiO5

[19] indicating a larger inhomogeneity in the spin environment.

1.1.2 Applications of rare-earth doped crystals

Y2SiO5 initially found widespread use as a laser medium prior to the interest for
quantum information, and as such has well studied optical properties [33, 40], in
particular Er:Y2SiO5 which has a transition in the telecom band at 1538 nm [41],
enabling the use of existing fibre infrastructure for transmission of coherent quantum
information. Alongside the rare-earths’ optical transitions, the Kramers ions exhibit
an effective electron spin S = 1

2
resulting in transitions at microwave frequencies.

To drive these transitions a cavity is typically employed to increase the strength
of the B1 oscillating magnetic field and enhance the collection efficiency of emitted
photons.

Microwave experiments using doped Y2SiO5 employ a variety of cavities to drive
ESR transitions: 3D cavities can take various geometries such as sapphire cylinders
[42] and loop-gap resonators [25, 43]; whispering-gallery modes in Y2SiO5 cylinders
[38] have been used to observe ESR transitions of iron-group impurities [44]; and
planar superconducting resonators have been used to drive ESR transitions in FIB-
implanted sapphire [45] and in Er:Y2SiO5 [46].

Optical cavities have also been fabricated in Y2SiO5, with the demonstration of
Purcell-enhanced photoemission with a nanoresonator in Nd:Y2SiO5 [47]. This may
eventually enable wholly on-chip frequency conversion using both microwave and
optical microcavities, though spatial mode-matching between the resonators will be
challenging.

Solid-state spin ensembles coupled via a superconducting resonator have been
proposed as a quantum memory [16] and investigated for a variety of spin species
including ruby [48], NV centres in diamond [17], N@C60 [49], group V donors in
silicon [50, 51], and rare-earth doped crystals [34, 45, 52]. Such a memory would
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Figure 1.4: Y2SiO5 unit cell viewed from several angles. Left: per-
spective views; Right: views along each of the crystal axes (a, b, c).
Yttrium atoms are enclosed by a polygon with vertices at the nearest
neighbours. The two inequivalent Y sites have different coordination
numbers, and are differentiated by colour with the larger site 1 in
yellow and the smaller site 2 in green. The C2/c symmetry duplicates
the Y2SiO5 unit and forms two sub-sites for each crystal site, related
by a 180° rotation around the b axis and a mirror plane perpendicular
to b. Crystallographic data from ICSD collection code 291362 [31, 36]
rendered using VESTA [37].
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be used to extend the storage time available for a quantum computer, and as such
achieving a long coherence time T2 is crucial for the effectiveness of such a device.

Proposals for frequency converters exploiting optical and spin transitions in rare-
earth doped crystals have emerged [23, 24], with optical and microwave cavities
mutually coupled via a rare-earth doped crystal. A strong coupling between the
microwave field and spin ensemble is crucial for efficient conversion, so for these
devices maximising the coupling strength gens between cavity and spin ensemble is
beneficial. Demonstrations of such a frequency conversion scheme have shown its
efficacy using a 3D microwave cavity [25] though the lack of an optical cavity in
this setup limited the conversion efficiency.

In addition to its promise as a medium for frequency conversion, some rare-
earths exhibit coherence-enhancing ZEFOZ (ZEro First-Order Zeeman) transitions,
also known as clock transitions, where the transition frequency becomes insensitive
to first-order changes in magnetic field df

dB = 0. This property is discussed in de-
tail in Section 2.1.5. One of the most remarkable results used a hyperfine ZEFOZ
transition in Eu:Y2SiO5 to achieve an astonishing 6-hour coherence time at 2 K
[13] by exploiting a frozen-core effect at 1.35 T and by applying dynamical decou-
pling sequences. Europium, however, is a non-Kramers ion so is not suitable for
microwave applications. ZEFOZ transitions have also been found in Er:Y2SiO5 and
Pr:YAG [53], and Yb:Y2SiO5 [14, 29] whose low-field first-order Zeeman properties
are investigated by simulation in Section 2.3.3.

Exploiting such a ZEFOZ transition yields a solid-state spin ensemble with a
coherence time extended beyond that observable by conventional ESR. Driving a
ZEFOZ transition with a superconducting resonator would then provide an interface
with a large coupling strength, by which excitations can be coherently stored from
the resonator to within the spin ensemble, benefitting from the enhanced coherence
time. This provides an additional advantage to using the solid-state spin ensemble
as a quantum memory, enabling quantum information to be coherently stored for
longer as part of a computation. As an element of a frequency converter, it would
also serve to minimise the decoherence of the quantum state over the course of a
conversion scheme, potentially improving the fidelity of the conversion process.

1.2 Thesis outline

The first four chapters of this thesis provide the necessary background and context
to describe the current state of research in hybrid superconductor–spin devices and
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rare-earth ESR, and detail important elements of this project including simulation
and device fabrication, to support the later experimental chapters.

Chapter 2 outlines the theory of electron spin resonance and decoherence mech-
anisms in dilute solid-state spin ensembles. Hamiltonian parameters for 145Nd and
171Yb from the literature are used to calculate resonance conditions, simulating ESR
spectra for experiments sweeping both magnetic field strength and angle. These
simulations are then used to predict the existence of coherence-enhancing ‘near-
ZEFOZ’ conditions where

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣→ 0 for magnetic field vectors compatible with the
orientation of the superconducting resonator with respect to the Y2SiO5 crystal
axes.

Chapter 3 describes the superconducting resonators used for this project, which
are lumped-element resonators in a thin-ring or spiral configuration. The response
of the resonator to microwave excitation is described analytically as a function of
probe frequency and its interaction with resonant spins. The magnetic field depen-
dence of a superconducting resonator is considered, as well as the resulting shift in
resonant frequency with respect to applied magnetic field, a property which gives
the resonator a degree of tunability. Designs of the thin-ring and spiral resonators
are given, along with finite-element simulation of the B1 magnetic field their reso-
nant modes generate. Their fabrication by photolithography in the LCN cleanroom
is summarised.

Chapter 4 details the equipment and experimental setups used for device mea-
surements, cooling the fabricated chip to mK temperatures in a dilution refrigerator
(whose operating principle is briefly outlined) and measuring its microwave response
using continuous-wave excitation with a VNA or pulsed excitation using a custom
ESR spectrometer along with a 2–4 GHz bridge which was designed and built specif-
ically for this project.

The following three chapters describe the main experiments and results of this
project, using the equipment from Chapter 4 to test the devices of Chapter 3 aiming
to measure electron spin resonance of rare-earth spins as predicted in Chapter 2.

Chapter 5 describes an experiment using continuous-wave (CW) excitation of a
thin-ring superconducting resonator in a dilution refrigerator at 10 mK. The zero-
field frequency and quality factor of a resonator are measured as a function of applied
CW power and dilution fridge temperature, to obtain the limiting quality factor at
low powers, and to characterise the dielectric losses of this device due to interaction
with two-level systems (TLS). Magnetic field is applied to bring ESR transitions of
145Nd spins within the substrate in resonance with the resonator, resulting in the
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measurement of ESR spectra and an angular-dependent roadmap, and analysis of
an avoided crossing allows the linewidths and coupling strength to be determined.

Chapter 6 uses a thin-ring resonator to perform pulsed ESR spectroscopy of a
145Nd spin ensemble in Y2SiO5, using a two-pulse sequence to generate a spin echo
from which spin relaxation properties are determined. Spin coherence time T2 is
measured at various points of the avoided crossing and as a function of temper-
ature. Longitudinal relaxation time T1 is measured using adiabatic fast passage.
Additional three-pulse stimulated echo and modified two-pulse echo sequences are
used to attempt to extract information about the contribution of spectral and in-
stantaneous diffusion to decoherence.

Chapter 7 performs pulsed ESR spectroscopy on Yb using a spiral resonator de-
sign. High-frequency avoided crossings of two isotopes are investigated, and T2

measured for each using two-pulse and dynamical decoupling sequences. An exper-
iment is devised for exploiting the near-ZEFOZ transitions of the I = 1

2
isotope

171Yb using a field-tunable resonator to couple to low-frequency transitions. The
working principle of the experiment is demonstrated using CW measurements.

Chapter 8 summarises the thesis and its results, and proposes avenues for further
research and development of the devices created by this project.



Chapter 2

Electron spin resonance

2.1 Principle of ESR

Electrons, along with other elementary particles, carry an intrinsic angular momen-
tum known as spin [54]. This is a vector property denoted S, with components in
a Cartesian frame Sx, Sy, Sz, and magnitude1 |S| =

√
S(S + 1) determined by the

spin quantum number S. The operators for these projections do not commute, so
only one component can have a well-defined value within a set of quantised states
ranging from −S to +S in integer steps. For an electron with S = 1

2
this implies

the spin projection has two possible values S(x,y,z) = ±1
2
.

This spin angular momentum gives rise to a magnetic dipole [55, 56] µe = −gµBS

where for a free electron the Landé g-factor is g ≈ 2, and the Bohr magneton
µB = eh̄

2me
. Classically, the energy of this dipole within a magnetic field B is E =

−µe ·B = gµBS ·B. For a free electron the choice of coordinate frame is arbitrary,
and conventionally chosen such that B aligns with the lab z-axis. In this case,
only the Sz = ±1

2
projection contributes to the energy, which can be written E =

gµBB0Sz where B0 is the magnetic field strength. The Hamiltonian operator can
then be written

H = gµBB0Ŝz

with two eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉 separated in energy by ∆E = gµBB0. This breaking
of degeneracy in the presence of a magnetic field is the Zeeman effect.

The states |0〉 and |1〉 are static under this Hamiltonian, but a superposition state
|ψ〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉 evolves in time2 as

|ψ(t)〉 = a |0〉+ b e−iω0t |1〉 (2.1)

1In units where h̄ = 1
2This arises from solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

23
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corresponding to a precession around the z axis of the Bloch sphere at the Larmor
frequency ω0 = γB0 determined by the gyromagnetic ratio3 γ = gµB

h̄
.

In the case of an atom or ion, the electron spin S comes from an unpaired electron
in an outer shell of the atom, and the influence of its nucleus typically cannot be
neglected. In an atom the value of the electron g-factor typically differs from that of
a free electron. The nucleus in general also has a spin angular momentum I, which
interacts with the external B-field to add an additional term through the nuclear
Zeeman effect

H = gµBB0Ŝz + gNµNB0Îz

where µN = eh̄
2mp

, with mp the mass of a proton.
The nuclear spin I provides an additional contribution to the magnetic field

experienced by the electron spin. This shift in energy due to the nucleus–electron
interaction is the hyperfine effect, which adds another term depending on both
electron and nuclear spins to the Hamiltonian

H = gµBB0Ŝz + gNµNB0Îz + AŜ · Î.

where the hyperfine constant A is a function of the intersection of the electron
wavefuction within the nucleus. The hyperfine interaction splits each energy level
from the Zeeman effect into 2I + 1 components.

In general the environment of the spin system is not necessarily isotropic, as in
the case of dopants in a complex crystal lattice such as Y2SiO5. This breaks the
symmetry that allowed the choice of z-axis to align with the B-field direction, and
the g-factor and hyperfine constant A become tensors g and A. The more general
form of the ESR Hamiltonian for anisotropic systems, including the Zeeman terms
and hyperfine interaction, becomes

H = µBB
TgŜ + µNB

TgNÎ + ŜTAÎ.

Typically the nuclear Zeeman term gN is small compared to that of the electron
g, and published analysis of ESR data for rare-earths often does not include this
term. Hence the Hamiltonian used for simulations in this chapter and later is

H = µBB
TgŜ + ŜTAÎ. (2.2)

3As written this is in units of rad s−1 T−1 but is often more usefully quoted in MHz mT−1.
Confusingly, this term is also sometimes used to refer to df

dB , a useful quantity when considering
decoherence mechanisms and dipole coupling.
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2.1.1 Driving ESR transitions

Now consider the effect of applying a weak microwave drive at frequency ω. For
simplicity we consider the case of a free electron. With a static magnetic field B0

along z and a weak microwave field B1 cos(ωt) polarised along x, the Hamiltonian
becomes

H ′ = gµBB0Ŝz︸ ︷︷ ︸
H0

+ gµBB1 cos(ωt)Ŝx︸ ︷︷ ︸
V (t)

where H0 and V (t) are the unperturbed and perturbation parts of the Hamiltonian.

We pre-emptively apply the rotating wave approximation by removing the terms
from V (t) that would become fast-rotating terms [5, 57], making the perturbation
Hamiltonian

V (t) ≈ gµBB1

2

(
0 e+iωt

e−iωt 0

)

By writing the evolution of the quantum state as |ψ(t)〉 = a(t) |0〉+b(t) |1〉, we can
apply the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to arrive at two coupled differential
equations for the state amplitudes

ȧ = − i
2h̄
gµBB1e+iωte−iω0tb

ḃ = − i
2h̄
gµBB1e−iωte+iω0ta

which combine to give a second-order differential equation (substituting γ = gµB
h̄

)

b̈+ i(ω − ω0)ḃ+
(
1
2
γB1

)2
b = 0.

Starting in the ground state b(0) = 0 gives the solution for the amplitude b(t) and
probability of the system being found in the excited state Pa→b(t) = |b(t)|2 as

b(t) =− iγB1e−i(ω−ω0)t/2
sin(ωrt/2)

ωr

Pa→b(t) = (γB1)
2 sin2(ωrt/2)

ω2
r

=
ω2
1

ω2
r

1
2
[1− cos (ωrt)] (2.3)

such that the probability of the excited state oscillates at the Rabi frequency ωr =√
(ω − ω0)2 + ω2

1 which is ω1 = γB1 when on-resonance ω = ω0. This is known as
Rabi flopping, shown as a function of time and detuning in Fig. 2.1. Note the Rabi
frequency is proportional to the strength of the driving field B1 when on-resonance.
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Figure 2.1: A weak oscillating field at frequency ω drives the ESR
transition between the ground and excited state at the Rabi frequency
ωr in a phenomenon known as Rabi flopping (left). To maximise
the probability of reaching the excited state, the drive should be on-
resonance ω = ω0 (right).

2.1.2 Pulsed ESR

As described in section 2.1, application of a static magnetic field B0 to a spin
causes its magnetic moment µ to precess around the z-axis at the Larmor frequency
ω0 = γB0. By transforming to a coordinate frame rotating around Sz at this
frequency, this rapid motion disappears and the spin appears static, effectively
subtracting the effect of the constant B0 field.

We have shown in section 2.1.1 that a weak oscillating magnetic field B1 cos(ωt)
can drive ESR transitions when ω = ω0. In the rotating frame, this weak drive field
becomes effectively static in time, directed along the x-axis of the Bloch sphere. This
provides an intuitive way of visualising how the weak field drives the transition, as
the effective B1 field then causes Larmor precession around the x-axis at the Rabi
frequency ω1 = γB1, rotating the spin vector from the ground state |0〉 along +z

toward the excited state |1〉 along −z.
The extent of this rotation can be controlled by applying short pulses, with

either the duration or power of each pulse determining the rotation angle. Since the
ω1 ∝ B1, the rotation angle is proportional to the pulse duration (at fixed power),
or the square4 of the pulse power5 (for fixed duration). These pulses are typically
referred to by their rotation angle with a π-pulse rotating from +z to −z and a
π
2
-pulse rotating +z to −y.
ESR is typically performed not on a single spin but on an ensemble, where the

magnetic dipole of each individual spin µ contributes to an overall magnetisation

4This is because the energy density of a microwave field is U = 1
2B ·H ∝ B2

1
5Since P ∝ V 2, the rotation angle is therefore proportional to the rms voltage.
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Figure 2.2: Two-pulse echo sequence. 1: Spin ensemble initially relaxed
in ground state. 2: π

2 -pulse rotates magnetisation onto x–y plane. 3:
Inhomogeneity of Larmor frequency over spin ensemble causes de-
phasing. 4: π-pulse inverts phase on x–y plane. 5: Phase accrued
by each spin prior to π-pulse is reversed as spin ensemble rephases,
generating an overall magnetisation detected as a spin echo.

M . Due to variation of the gyromagnetic ratio γ or the magnetic field strength
B0 over the spin ensemble, an inhomogeneous broadening of the Larmor frequency
is present. This causes individual spins to precess at different rates following a
π
2
-pulse, causing dephasing and a free induction decay in the magnitude of M over

a characteristic dephasing time T ∗
2 .

Dephasing induced by a static inhomogeneous broadening over a time τ can be
corrected by reversing the time evolution of the spin ensemble. This is done by
applying a π-pulse to rotate the spin ensemble around the x-axis, inverting the phase
ϕ of the y-component of the magnetisation. The phase accrued by each spin over
τ is then reversed over a further time τ , causing a refocusing of the magnetisation
of the spin ensemble at time 2τ . The net alignment of magnetisation in the x–y
plane emits electromagnetic radiation, creating a detectable signal referred to as a
“spin echo”. This process of refocusing a spin ensemble, illustrated in Fig. 2.2, is
known as a two-pulse or “Hahn” echo sequence [58, 59], which forms the basis of
many pulsed ESR methods.

2.1.3 Relaxation

For a spin to relax from an excited state to its ground state, in absence of a driving
field, it must lose energy through interaction with the environment. This occurs
over a characteristic relaxation time T1 through several mechanisms, two of which
are briefly described here.
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Spin-lattice relaxation

In solids the dominant relaxation processes often arise due to interaction with
phonons, mediated by fluctuations in local magnetic field due to lattice vibration,
known as spin–lattice relaxation [59] (SLR).

Three main processes contribute to SLR [26], with dependence on the transition
frequency f and temperature T : The direct process involving one phonon being
absorbed or emitted with rate Rd = αDg

−2(hf)5 coth
(

hf
2kBT

)
; The Raman process

which is a two-phonon process mediated by a virtual energy level RR = αRT
−9;

and the Orbach process exchanging two phonons with an actual excited energy
level RO = αO exp

(
− ∆O

kBT

)
. Here, αD, αR, αO, and ∆O are empirically determined

constants that depend on the spin system in question, and the orientation of the
magnetic field in anisotropic systems such as doped Y2SiO5.

These relaxation mechanisms exhibit a temperature dependence due to the sup-
pression of lattice vibration at low temperature. The two-phonon Raman and Or-
bach processes are suppressed heavily at sub-Kelvin temperatures, while the direct
process remains as spontaneous emission of a phonon does not require existing lat-
tice vibrations.

Cross-relaxation

Another relaxation process occurs when two ensembles of spins are close enough in
resonance to exchange energy with each other through their magnetic dipoles in a
process known as cross-relaxation [59]. This can happen when two different types
of paramagnetic ions, one excited (ensemble A) and one relaxed (ensemble B), are
brought in resonance, or when the bandwidth of the measurement setup is narrower
than the inhomogeneous spin linewidth in which case the excited ensemble A and
relaxed ensemble B can be the same paramagnetic species. Dipolar coupling between
A and B spins causes a resonant exchange of coherent magnetisation at rate ωFF

from A with incoherent magnetisation from B, via a flip-flop interaction ωFF(S
A
x S

B
x +

SA
y S

B
y ) [59]. This results in an observed relaxation rate RFF = αFF

g4n2

Γ
sech2

(
hf

2kBT

)
where αFF is an empirically determined constant, Γ is the inhomogeneous spin
linewidth, and n the spin concentration [26].

2.1.4 Decoherence

The dephasing induced within a spin ensemble due to its inhomogeneous broaden-
ing cannot be refocused with perfect fidelity due to influence from the environment
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and uncorrectable spin–spin interactions within the spin ensemble. This uncor-
rectable dephasing is known as decoherence, an irreversible loss of phase-coherence
of quantum information, which occurs over a characteristic coherence time T2.

Decoherence can arise due to non-static environmental conditions such as fluc-
tuations or noise in the applied B0 magnetic field, or due to spin–spin interactions
between the magnetic fields generated by the precession of each individual spin
which creates a different and time-dependent background magnetic environment for
each spin. Two common spin–spin decoherence mechanisms present in many ESR
experiments, namely spectral diffusion and instantaneous diffusion, are described
here.

Spectral diffusion

When the bandwidth of the measurement setup is less than the inhomogeneous
broadening of the spin ensemble, only a sub-ensemble A of the spins are excited
leaving a sub-ensemble B of spins in thermal equilibrium and not directly affected
by the measurement. Spin–spin relaxation processes within the B ensemble cause
a change in the local magnetic environment of the A spins, which transfers some
A spins out of the detection bandwidth. Similarly, some B spins experience a
change in local field which brings them within the measurement bandwidth. The
net effect is that some of the excited spin magnetisation is replaced by spins in
thermal equilibrium, resulting in an apparent relaxation and a transfer of incoherent
B spins into the coherent A sub-ensemble causing decoherence. This is known as
spectral diffusion.

The dipolar interactions between the two sub-ensembles give rise to the spectral
diffusion linewidth [28, 40]

ΓSD =
πµ0h

9
√
3
nγAγB sech2

(
hf

2kBT

)
(2.4)

where γA and γB are the gyromagnetic ratios (in df
dB0

) of the two spin ensembles
(typically γA ≈ γB) and n the spin concentration. The sech2

(
hf

2kBT

)
term creates

a temperature dependence which heavily suppresses spectral diffusion below the
Zeeman temperature TZe =

hf
kB

.

Instantaneous diffusion

While spectral diffusion describes exchange of excited A spins out of the measure-
ment bandwidth due to dynamics within the B spins, instantaneous diffusion arises
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from interactions within the A sub-ensemble. The excitation of A spins causes a
change in the local magnetic environment surrounding each excited spin. If an A
spin is close enough to another for them to be dipole-coupled, the change in mag-
netic environment may shift the frequency of some A spins out of the detection
bandwidth following the excitation pulse. This prevents these spins from being re-
focused by a two-pulse echo sequence so manifests as a contribution to the measured
decoherence.

The proportion of A spins affected by instantaneous diffusion depends on the
density of excited spins, as if the A sub-ensemble is sufficiently dilute the dis-
tance between nearest-neighbour spins will be large enough to suppress their dipole
coupling. Hence the rate of instantaneous diffusion depends on the actual spin
concentration n and the spin-flip probability of a microwave pulse of angle θ [59]

RID =
2π2µ0h

9
√
3

nγ2 sin2

(
θ

2

)
. (2.5)

where γ = df
dB0

is the gyromagnetic ratio of the ensemble being measured. This
implies instantaneous diffusion can be suppressed by applying sufficiently weak mi-
crowave pulses, or by operating in a regime where df

dB0
→ 0.

2.1.5 Zero first-order Zeeman (ZEFOZ)

Many of these decoherence effects arise due to the sensitivity of the spin’s energy
levels (and hence the spin transition frequencies) to fluctuations in magnetic field.
These fluctuations can come from an external source, such as magnetic field noise
from the magnet power supply or a stray field from a nearby lab, or they can come
from sources within the spin lattice such as spin flips within the spin bath causing
a tiny change in magnetic environment. If the sensitivity of the spin frequency
to these magnetic fluctuations can be eliminated — i.e. df

dB = 0 — then many of
these decoherence mechanisms can be heavily suppressed and the coherence time
extended by orders of magnitude.

This effect is variously referred to as a “ZEro First-Order Zeeman” (ZEFOZ) con-
dition, or sometimes as a “clock transition” due to its applicability toward making
atomic clocks insensitive to fluctuations in magnetic field. The clock transition term
is widely used in atomic physics, and in solid-state materials is often used when re-
ferring to such effects in isotropic spin systems such as donors in Si. In anisotropic
spin systems such as rare-earth doped crystals and in nuclear spin systems, the
ZEFOZ term seems to be more common.
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ZEFOZ points occur at specific magnetic fields and frequencies. In isotropic
systems the orientation of magnetic field does not matter, and the condition for a
clock transition df

dBz
= 0 can be found for any I ≥ 1 nucleus coupled to a S = 1

2

electron. Bismuth-doped silicon with I = 9
2

exhibits 4 ESR-like clock transitions,
measurements at one of which have been shown to extend electron coherence time
to 93 ms in natSi and 2.7 s in isotopically purified 28Si [12].

In anisotropic spin systems such as rare-earth doped Y2SiO5, the df
dBz

= 0 condi-
tion is not sufficient, as the spin frequency must also be resilient to perturbations
along x and y, i.e. df

dBx
= df

dBy
= df

dBz
= 0; the occurrence of such a point, if it exists,

arises from a complex interplay between the anisotropic g and A tensors. ZEFOZ
points have been shown to exist across optical transitions in Pr:YAG and hyper-
fine transitions in Er:Y2SiO5 [53], with experimental measurements of nuclear spin
coherence time in Er:Y2SiO5 combined with dynamical decoupling pulse sequences
and a “frozen-core” effect to exhibit an astonishing coherence time of 6 hours [13].
ZEFOZ and near-ZEFOZ conditions have also been realised in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 with
ESR coherence times of up to 4.1 ms [14]. These 171Yb ZEFOZ transitions are
investigated in more detail in Section 2.3.3 and Chapter 7.

2.2 Cavity QED

To drive ESR transitions, an oscillating B1 sin(ωt) magnetic field is applied to the
spin ensemble, in resonance with the spin transition frequency. This can be achieved
by irradiating the sample with microwaves in free space, but to enhance the strength
of the magnetic field a cavity with frequency fc and linewidth ∆f (FWHM) is
typically employed to confine and enhance the EM field as photons linger within
the cavity for a number of cycles equivalent to the cavity’s quality factor Q = fc

∆f
.

The theory behind the interaction between the cavity and spin is known as cavity
QED [6, 7]. Here we summarise its main results relevant to driving spin ensembles
with a superconducting resonator and derive important metrics of the strength of
the coupling, as well as some results relevant to performing ESR in a strongly
coupled system.
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2.2.1 Single-spin coupling

The coupling between a cavity and a two-level system such as the resonant transition
in a spin is described by the Rabi Hamiltonian [60]

ĤRabi = 1
2
h̄ωsσ̂z + h̄ωc

(
â†â+ 1

2

)
+ 1

2
h̄g0(â+ â†)(σ̂+ + σ̂−).

where the first term describes the energy of the spin with level splitting ωs, the
second the energy of the light field of frequency ωc, and the third the interaction
between the cavity with photon number |n〉 and the spin with ground and excited
states |↓〉 and |↑〉. σ̂+ = |↑〉 〈↓| and σ̂− = |↓〉 〈↑| represent the spin raising and lower-
ing operators, and â† and â are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators rep-
resenting the emission â |n〉 =

√
n |n− 1〉 and absorption â† |n〉 =

√
n+ 1 |n+ 1〉

of a photon in the cavity. In this notation the photon number operator can be
written n = â†â.

Assuming the single-spin coupling strength g0 � ωs, ωc, by applying the rotating
wave approximation we arrive at the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian [61]

ĤJC = 1
2
h̄ωsσ̂z + h̄ωc

(
â†â+ 1

2

)
+ h̄g0(âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−)

In addition to the coupling strength6 g0, the system also has loss rates from the
cavity κ and the spin γ. In the ideal case for coherent exchange of information
between cavity and spin the coupling strength should be much larger than these
losses g0 � κ, γ. This is the strong coupling regime where losses are negligible in
the timescale of the interaction [62]. In this case the Hamiltonian commutes with
the total excitation over both cavity and spin n̂tot = â†â+ |e〉〈e| and its eigenstates
are no longer the states |n〉 of the cavity and |g〉, |e〉 of the spin, but states in the
eigenspace of constant excitation number ntot over both cavity and spin [63]

|+, n〉 = cos(θn) |↑, n〉+ sin(θn) |↓, n+ 1〉

|−, n〉 = − sin(θn) |↑, n〉+ cos(θn) |↓, n+ 1〉

with the mixing angle θn such that

tan(2θn) = −2g0

√
n+ 1

∆

6Not to be confused with the Zeeman g-factor in the ESR Hamiltonian.
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Figure 2.3: Eigenstates E± of the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian from
Eqn. 2.7. Applied magnetic field is plotted on the y-axis, resonance
frequency on the x-axis. Plot calculated for a g = 2 free electron
with γ = 28.025 MHz mT−1 coupling to a fc = 8 GHz cavity at gens =
3 MHz. The vacuum Rabi splitting of 2gens = 6 MHz is visible at
the centre of the avoided crossing at B0 = 285.5 mT. The uncoupled
modes of the resonator (vertical, dashed) and spin (diagonal, dotted)
are also shown.

where ∆ = ωs − ωc is the detuning between the photon energy and the spin energy
levels. The eigenenergies of these states for a single excitation are [63]

E± = 1
2
h̄(ωc + ωs)± 1

2
h̄
√

∆2 + 4g20 (2.6)

When the spin and cavity are on-resonance |∆| � g0 we are in the resonant
regime and the splitting between the two modes E+ − E− = 2g0, known as the
vacuum Rabi splitting. The coupling between the spin and the vacuum fluctuations
of the cavity field causes spontaneous emission, and there is a periodic exchange
between the spin and cavity. If at t = 0 the spin is excited and the cavity empty
|↑, 0〉, the probability of finding a photon in the resonator and the spin relaxed |↓, 1〉
is

P (t) = sin2(g0t).

This phenomenon is referred to as vacuum Rabi oscillations.
The effect of being on-resonance is also observed in the eigenstates and energies

of the Hamiltonian, where an avoided crossing of width 2g0 appears. This effect,
shown in Fig. 2.3, is vacuum Rabi splitting and is characteristic of strong coupling.

2.2.2 Many-spin coupling

The Jaynes-Cummings model is not applicable when describing an ensemble of N
spins, but by modifying the spin operators to describe excitation of a single spin k
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of the N -spin ensemble [63] we arrive at the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian [64]

ĤTC =
N∑
k=1

1
2
h̄ωsσ̂

z
k + h̄ωc

(
â†â+ 1

2

)
+

N∑
k=1

h̄gk(âσ̂
+
k + â†σ̂−

k )

where each of the N spins has a coupling strength to the resonator of gk. Focusing
now on a single excitation ntot = 1 the basis states in the eigenspace of constant
excitation number over cavity and spin ensemble n̂tot = â†â +

∑N
k=1 |e〉k k〈e| are

|↓ · · · ↓, 1〉 and all N states of one single spin excitation |↓ · · · ↑k · · · ↓, 0〉. Diag-
onalisation of the Hamiltonian gives eigenstates similar to the Jaynes-Cummings
case but with a collective excitation over the spin ensemble

|+〉 = cos(θ)
N∑
k=1

|↓ · · · ↑k · · · ↓, 0〉+ sin(θ) |↓ · · · ↓, 1〉

|−〉 = − sin(θ)
N∑
k=1

|↓ · · · ↑k · · · ↓, 0〉+ cos(θ) |↓ · · · ↓, 1〉

with eigenenergies
E± = 1

2
h̄(ωc + ωs)± 1

2
h̄
√

∆2 + 4g2ens (2.7)

where we introduce the collective coupling constant gens =
√∑

k |gk|2 .
Assuming each spin has the same coupling strength gk = g0, we can deduce an

enhancement in coupling strength against a single spin of gens =
√
N g0. This is not

a statistical phenomenon, but is due to a single coherent excitation being shared
across all spins, referred to as a spin wave. This enhancement makes it possible
to reach a strong coupling regime gens � κ, γ even if the single-spin coupling g0 is
small.

For low excitation numbers 1 < ntot � N , the system behaves as two mutually
coupled harmonic oscillators, and many excitations can be put into the spin wave
before saturation becomes relevant [63].

2.2.3 Purcell effect

If the loss rate κ of the cavity is greater than the single-spin coupling g0, spontaneous
emission into the cavity becomes an additional relaxation mechanism for the spin.
This is known as the Purcell effect [65] and is characterised by the Purcell rate [66,
67]

ΓP = κ
g20

κ2/4 + ∆2
(2.8)
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where ∆ = ωs − ωc is the spin–cavity detuning.
At low temperatures, spin–lattice relaxation processes become suppressed which

can lead to T1 times measured in minutes to hours. This provides a limit on the rate
at which experiments requiring an initially relaxed spin ensemble can be performed.
The Purcell effect provides a way to accelerate this relaxation, if the Purcell rate
becomes the dominant relaxation mechanism. This can be achieved with sufficiently
low cavity loss rates κ (or equivalently high Q) and fast single-spin coupling g0

[66, 68]. The single-spin coupling g0 depends strongly on the B1-field strength as
g0 ∝ B1, implying an inhomogeneous B1 field creates an inhomogeneous Purcell
enhancement over the spin ensemble, creating a spatially distributed relaxation
time determined by individual spins’ coupling to the cavity.

2.2.4 Resonator lineshape

Measuring the transmission of a cavity or resonator can be considered as probing a
two-port network whose response as a function of frequency is characterised by the
2×2 scattering matrix (

V out
1

V out
2

)
=

(
S11 S12

S21 S22

)(
V in
1

V in
2

)

describing the voltage response of the resonator to inputs on ports 1 and 2. Mi-
crowave transmission measurements correspond to the parameters S21 or S12 while
measuring reflection yields S11 or S22. Resonator measurements in this thesis cor-
respond to measurement of the S21 transmission, or measurement of voltage from
port 2 for microwaves applied to port 1.

The response of the resonator S21(f) depends strongly on the frequency f of the
applied microwaves. For a continuous drive in steady-state with no background
transmission, the transmission takes the form [48, 69, 70]

|S21(f)| = A

∣∣∣∣ κc

i∆r(f)− κc

∣∣∣∣ (2.9)

where A characterises the amplitude of the resonance, κc is the cavity halfwidth
(in rad s−1) and ∆r(f) = 2π(f0 − f) and gives the detuning between the cavity
frequency f0 and probe frequency f .

The experiment setup used in later chapters incorporates a 3D cavity enclosing the
resonator, which has its own background transmission S21 = C(f). This background
interferes with the response of the resonator to introduce an asymmetry to the
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Figure 2.4: Simulated resonator response using (a) no background
transmission with Eqn. 2.9 giving a Lorentzian resonance lineshape
and (b) a background transmission interfering with the resonator re-
sponse as per Eqn. 2.10 giving an asymmetric Fano lineshape. Pa-
rameters are C = 0.5, A = 2, ϕ = π

3 , f0 = 8 GHz, and κc = 50 kHz.

lineshape
|S21(f)| =

∣∣∣∣C(f) + Ae−iϕ κc

i∆r(f)− κc

∣∣∣∣ (2.10)

where a phase parameter ϕ accounts for the phase difference between background
and resonator response. A comparison between a resonance without and with a
background is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

This type of asymmetric lineshape from a resonant scattering process interfering
with a background is equivalently expressed as Fano resonance [71, 72]

|S21(f)| ∝
(q∆f/2 + f − f0)

2

(∆f/2)2 + (f − f0)2
(2.11)

where ∆f is the resonance full-width at half-maximum and the Fano parameter q
describes the ratio of the resonant scattering amplitude to the background.

Fitting experimental data to these models allows the centre frequency f0 and
quality factor Q = f0

∆f
= πf0

κc
(the factor of π arises from conversion of κc, the half-

width in rad s−1, to ∆f , the full-width in Hz) of a resonator to be extracted. A
generalisation of Eqn. 2.10 to include the effect of spin coupling is given by Eqn. 2.12
in the following section.

2.2.5 Coupled resonator–spin lineshape

As seen in Section 2.7, the eigenstates of the resonator experience a shift in energy
from interaction with a spin ensemble. This demonstrates that the centre frequency
of the resonant mode measured in S21 shifts with interaction with spin, but does
not fully describe the effect the spin interaction has on the resonance lineshape. A
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theoretical model for this can be derived by solving the Heisenberg equations for
the resonator and spin operators [70, 73–75]. This allows an equation describing the
|S21(B, f)| of the cavity to be produced; alternatively, a more complete description
including the phase can be derived from the susceptibility of the circuit [76].

First we introduce losses into the Tavis–Cummings Hamiltonian by redefining the
resonator and spin frequencies to include imaginary components

ωc 7→ ωc − iκc ωs 7→ ωs − iγs

where κc and γs are the loss rates of the resonator and spin ensemble respectively.
The Heisenberg equations for the resonator and spin annihilation operators are then
[69, 70]

˙̂a =
i
h̄
[ĤTC, â] + [Ĥdrive, â] + κcâ

˙̂σ− =
i
h̄
[ĤTC, σ̂−] + γsσ̂

−

where a weak drive of the resonator Ĥdrive with frequency ω and amplitude η is
included. In the frame rotating at the drive frequency ω this results in two coupled
differential equations [70]

˙̂a =− (i∆r + κc)â− igensσ̂
− + η

˙̂σ− =− (i∆s + γs)σ̂
− − igensâ

where ∆r = ωc − ω and ∆s = ωs − ω. In the steady-state ˙̂a = ˙̂σ− = 0 and the
resonator operator becomes

â =
η

i∆r − κc +
g2ens

i∆s+γs

.

The mean photon number 〈â†â〉 determines the energy in the resonator, and is
proportional to its power transmission |S21|2. Hence the S21 of a resonator coupled
to a spin ensemble can be written

|S21| = A

∣∣∣∣∣ κc

i∆r − κc +
g2ens

i∆s+γs

∣∣∣∣∣
where the prefactor A = η

κc
is the peak transmission through the cavity.
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The effect of interference with a background transmission, as is the case when
driving the resonator via a 3D cavity which will be described in Section 4.1, can
be accounted for by including a background transmission as in Section 2.2.4 to
complete our parametrisation of S21

|S21(B, f)| =

∣∣∣∣∣C(f) + Ae−iϕ κc

i∆r(f)− κc +
g2ens

i∆s(B,f)+γs

∣∣∣∣∣ (2.12)

where C(f) is the background S21 transmission of the 3D cavity, A a fit parameter
for the amplitude of the resonance, and ϕ the relative phase between background and
resonator modes, which introduces the asymmetry to the lineshape. The frequency
and field dependences are parameterised by the detuning of the drive frequency f

from the resonator frequency fc and spin frequency fs according to ∆r(f) = 2π(f0−
f) and ∆s(B, f) = 2π(fs(B)− f), where fs can be calculated directly from the spin
Hamiltonian or from the gyromagnetic ratio dfs

dBz
with fs(B) = fc +

dfs
dBz

(B −B0).

Models using this detailed formulation are necessary when the lineshape of a
coupled resonator–spin system is in a regime where the vacuum Rabi splitting can
be resolved [48, 77]. If the coupling is sufficiently weak, the coupling strength is less
than the spin linewidth gens < γs and the vacuum Rabi splitting is not resolvable.
In this regime, the full treatment of S21 as above is not necessary and a model with
two coupled oscillators can be used instead to parametrise the shift in frequency ω
and broadening of linewidth κ of the resonator lineshape [73, 77, 78] according to

ω = ωc − g2ens
∆

∆2 + γ2s

κ = κc + g2ens
γs

∆2 + γ2s

(2.13)

where ∆ = m0(B − B0)/h̄ is the field detuning calculated from the spin magnetic
moment m0 = h̄ dω

dB0
. This accounts for cases where dω

dB varies with B, as is the
case for mixed spin systems in the low-field limit or near zero first-order Zeeman
(ZEFOZ) points.

2.2.6 Coupling regimes and coooperativity

The relative values of the coupling strength gens and linewidths of the resonator
κc and spin κs determine how coherently information can be transferred between
resonator and spin, and can be characterised into three rather broad regimes. A
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Figure 2.5: Three coupling regimes, illustrated by simulating S21 with
Eqn. 2.12 for a g = 2 electron (with spin tuning shown by the white
line). An asymmetric resonator lineshape is introduced with a back-
ground transmission of 0.5 interfering with a resonance of amplitude
A = 2 and relative phase ϕ = π

2 , with a linewidth κc = 50 kHz.
The dotted red line indicates a cut along the 2D plot at the centre
of the avoided crossing, with trace shown below. (a) In the strong
coupling regime, an avoided crossing is clearly visible with distinct
vacuum Rabi modes at its centre separated by 2gens. (b) In the high-
cooperativity regime the onset of an avoided crossing is visible, but
vacuum Rabi splitting may not be resolvable due to broadening of the
vacuum Rabi modes. (c) A weak coupling may result in a broadening
of the lineshape but any frequency shift is small.
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relevant measure is the cooperativity7 C = g2ens
κcγs

which describes the entangling
strength of the resonator–spin interface. These regimes are illustrated in Fig. 2.5
with simulated S21 calculated from Eqn. 2.12 for a g = 2 electron.

The strong coupling regime describes a situation where gens � κc, γs and C � 1.
With these parameters an avoided crossing is clearly visible between the resonator
and spin modes, and two distinct vacuum Rabi modes with splitting 2gens are visible
at the centre of the crossing. In this regime, a quantum state can be coherently
exchanged from resonator to spin ensemble and back faster than the information
decoheres.

If C > 1 but gens 6� κc, γs, we are in a high-cooperativity regime. The onset
of an avoided crossing is visible but the broadening of the two resonant modes is
typically less than the splitting between them 2gens, meaning the two peaks often
cannot be distinguished. With superconducting resonators generally κc � γs if not
at a ZEFOZ condition, so the cooperativity is typically limited by the interplay
between gens and κc.

If gens � κc, γs we are in a weak coupling regime. A broadening of the resonator
lineshape may be observed on-resonance, but any shift in frequency is small and
not suggestive of an avoided crossing. Coherent state transfer is not possible.

There are additional coupling regimes beyond strong coupling, which are not well
described with the models presented here but have nonetheless proven experimen-
tally realisable using circuit QED. If gens ≈ ω we approach the ultrastrong coupling
regime [79, 80] and beyond this the deep strong coupling regime gens > ω [81,
82], where the rotating wave approximation used in the derivation of the Jaynes-
Cummings model breaks down.

2.3 ESR simulation

To assist with experimental design and enable a thorough analysis of experimental
data, it is necessary to numerically simulate the rare-earth spin system to deter-
mine locations and properties of resonant transitions. This section describes the
simulation and the parameters describing the spin system, presents simulated data
relevant to experiments in later chapters, and highlights the presence of coherence-
enhancing ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb.

7The cooperativity is sometimes seen with an additional factor of 4, C =
4g2

ens
κcγs

. This arises when
the values of κc and γs are the full-width, rather than the half-width as described here.
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2.3.1 Hamiltonian parameters

Simulating the mixed spin system of an electron with spin S coupled to a nuclear
spin I within a magnetic field B involves solving the ESR spin Hamiltonian Eqn. 2.2
derived in Section 2.1:

H = µBB
TgŜ + ŜTAÎ.

This includes two terms, the Zeeman tensor g describing the field dependence of
the electron spin and the hyperfine tensor A which parametrises the interaction
between electron and nuclear spin. These in general are 3×3 matrices, describing
the field dependence of an anisotropic spin system such as rare-earths in Y2SiO5.
A convenient orthogonal basis for these tensors is the [D1, D2, b] frame described
in Section 1.1.1, a coordinate frame use throughout the rest of this thesis.

These values depend on the specific rare-earth under investigation, and must be
derived empirically from ESR measurements of the crystal in a magnetic field. The
two rare-earth systems used in this thesis are neodymium and ytterbium, whose
Hamiltonian parameters g and A are given in the literature:

Neodymium

Neodymium 60Nd, when doped substitutionally replacing Y in Y2SiO5, forms the
trivalent ion Nd3+ with a larger ionic radius than Y and most rare-earths [83]. As a
result it preferentially substitutes into Y2SiO5 site 1, which has a larger coordination
number and correspondingly greater distance to nearest-neighbour oxygens leaving
more room for the Nd3+ ion.

As such, only for site 1 have both the Zeeman and hyperfine tensors been de-
rived. Hannes Maier-Flaig [84] performed EPR spectroscopy on isotopically purified
145Nd:Y2SiO5 to arrive at the values

g =

1.30 0.62 0.22

0.62 −2.07 1.62

0.22 1.62 −2.86


(D1,D2,b)

A =

−37.1 −99.9 −83.4

−99.9 −589.2 169.4

−83.4 169.4 −678.4


(D1,D2,b)

MHz.

A small residual component of Nd in Y2SiO5 site 2 is also resolvable. The signal
is too weak to derive the hyperfine tensor from but Robert Marino [85] gives the
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Zeeman tensor for Nd site 2

g =

 2.42 −0.30 −0.94

−0.30 0.27 −0.69

−0.94 −0.69 3.14


(D1,D2,b)

These values are used for analysis of experimental data using isotopically purified
145Nd, a I = 7

2
isotope, in chapters 5 and 6.

Ytterbium

Ytterbium 70Yb has an ionic radius more similar to Y3+ than Nd3+, and dopes
equally into both sites 1 and 2. Alexey Tiranov combines EPR measurements with
ODMR [29] to calculate the Hamiltonian parameters for 171Yb. For site 1, the
Zeeman and hyperfine tensors are

g =

 6.072 −1.460 −0.271

−1.460 1.845 −0.415

−0.271 −0.415 0.523


(D1,D2,b)

A =

 4.847 −1.232 −0.244

−1.232 1.425 −0.203

−0.244 −0.203 0.618


(D1,D2,b)

GHz,

and for site 2

g =

 0.999 −0.766 0.825

−0.766 0.825 −0.424

0.825 −0.424 5.867


(D1,D2,b)

A =

 0.686 −0.718 0.492

−0.718 0.509 −0.496

0.492 −0.496 4.729


(D1,D2,b)

GHz.

These data parametrise the spin Hamiltonian for 171Yb (S = 1
2
, I = 1

2
). By

neglecting the hyperfine interaction A = 0 the g-tensor alone simulates the I = 0

isotopes, and the I = 5
2

isotope 173Yb can be simulated by multiplying A by the
nuclear gyromagnetic factor gn = −0.27 for 173Yb [27].

These values are used to describe experimental data in Chapter 7 and for a study
into ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb in Section 2.1.5.
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2.3.2 Simulation

With the parameters for 145Nd and Yb, the spin Hamiltonian can be numerically
solved as a function of magnetic field B. This is performed using EasySpin [86], a
MATLAB toolbox for simulation of EPR spectra. An example of using EasySpin
for ESR simulation of doped Y2SiO5 is presented in Appendix A.

Using various solvers provided by EasySpin, the anisotropic ESR properties of
the doped Y2SiO5 crystal can be investigated. Three types of simulation that help
illustrate the spin system and produce experimentally relevant diagrams and data
are presented here.

Breit-Rabi diagram

A Breit-Rabi diagram describes the dependence of the energy levels of the electron–
nucleus spin system on applied magnetic field strength. In the low-field limit the
hyperfine interaction between the magnetic fields generated by the electron and
the nucleus dominates, mixing the eigenstates of the electron and nuclear spins
and causing a zero-field splitting of the energy levels. Increasing magnetic field
strength breaks any degeneracy of electron spin states, and in the high-field limit
this splitting dominates with ms = +1

2
states increasing in energy and ms = −1

2

decreasing.
A series of Breit-Rabi diagrams for 145Nd and Yb are shown in Fig. 2.6 for fields

applied along the three axes [D1, D2, b], calculated with the levels solver. The
anisotropy of the g-tensor is evident from the varying gradients between field angles
in the diagram, with shallow gradients corresponding to smaller g-factors along that
axis.

Transition frequency vs. field

An experiment performing ESR with a resonator at a fixed frequency f is more
appropriately illustrated by plotting the frequency of spin transitions against mag-
netic field B as in Fig. 2.7. In this simulation, calculating resonant frequencies at
each field point using the resfreqs_matrix solver, as magnetic field is increased
the Zeeman term typically causes the resonant frequency of ESR transitions to in-
crease. In the high-field limit df

dB becomes constant, with smaller g-factors giving
lower df

dB .
In the high-field limit, allowed transitions are determined by the selection rule

∆ms = ±1. At lower fields the significant contribution of the hyperfine term mixes
the electron and nuclear spin states, causing spin transitions to not be pure ESR
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Figure 2.6: Breit-Rabi (energy levels vs. field) diagram for 145Nd and
Yb, highlighting the anisotropy of the field dependence in Y2SiO5.
Top: 145Nd with I = 7

2 , which almost exclusively dopes into Y2SiO5
site 1. Middle & Bottom: 171Yb with I = 1

2 (blue) and the I = 0
Yb isotopes (cyan) for both Y2SiO5 sites 1 and 2. The I = 5

2
173Yb

isotope is not shown for simplicity.
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Figure 2.7: Diagrams of spin transition frequency versus field strength.
Top: 145Nd. Middle & Bottom: 171Yb. Allowed transitions are identi-
fied by calculating their amplitude using Fermi’s golden rule [87], such
that forbidden transitions are plotted invisibly in white. As field is
increased, spin transitions come in resonance with the resonator (in-
dicated in blue at f = 8 GHz for Nd, 5 GHz for Yb). This indicated
fields at which a spin transition can be driven via the resonator.
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∆ms = ±1 or NMR ∆mI = ±1 transitions, and the selection rules break down.
The amplitude of each transition is instead calculated from Fermi’s golden rule [87]
to give the colours presented in Fig. 2.7.

Allowed transitions are brought in resonance with the resonator frequency (f =

8 GHz for Nd, 5 GHz for Yb) at certain fields, where the B1 field of the resonator
drives these spin transitions, causing a detectable shift in resonator prominence or
frequency. This forms the motivation of field-swept spectra, whereby the magnetic
field strength is swept along a constant axis while tracking the resonator frequency,
a tool used in chapters 5–7.

Roadmap

For anisotropic spin systems, the angular dependence of the spin transitions can
be illustrated by a figure displaying resonant fields against angle of magnetic field
in a plot known as a “roadmap”. Roadmaps for 145Nd and 171Yb are shown in
Fig. 2.8 for B0 field perpendicular to the b axis, rotating in the D1–D2 plane. These
are calculated using the resfields solver for a fixed resonator frequency and field
orientation. This orientation is chosen because the Y2SiO5 chips used for fabrication
in this project are prepared with a polished face approximately perpendicular to the
b crystal axis, such that the plane of the superconducting resonator lies close to the
D1–D2 plane, and to perform high-field experiments we must constrain the magnetic
field to lie parallel with this plane as described later in Chapter 3.

These roadmaps serve two purposes. Firstly, the anisotropy of a spin species is
typically unique, and can be used to verify the identity of a particular spin transition
as being due to a known spin species or some unknown impurity. Secondly, the
roadmap depends heavily on the axis of rotation and initial starting vector. By
constraining the magnetic field to lie within the plane of the superconductor and
measuring a roadmap in this plane, the alignment of the crystal axes with respect
to this plane can be determined. This enables experiments that require a field
accurately aligned within [D1, D2, b] to be performed, such as experiments benefiting
from near-ZEFOZ in 171Yb as described in the next section.

2.3.3 ZEFOZ in 171Yb

The large and highly anisotropic hyperfine tensor in 171Yb (see Section 2.3.1) causes
it to have non-zero eigenvalues A1 6= A2 6= A3. This results in the zero-field degener-
acy of the four spin states to be completely lifted, with energies 1

4
[−A3± (A1+A2)],

1
4
[A3 ± (A1 − A2)] [29]. It also results in eigenstates consisting of maximally en-
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Figure 2.8: Roadmap showing angular dependence of ESR transition
fields for angle of B0 within the D1–D2 plane. Top: 145Nd. Middle
& Bottom: 171Yb. The angular dependence can be used to positively
identify the spin species causing an observed transition, as well as the
crystal orientation with respect to the lab frame.
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tangled Bell states between electron and nucleus |Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
[|↑⇓〉 ± |↓⇑〉], |Φ±〉 =

1√
2
[|↑⇑〉 ± |↓⇓〉] [14] where |↑ / ↓〉 and |⇑ / ⇓〉 are the states of the electron and

nuclear spin respectively.
For any of the eigenstates |ξ〉 = |Ψ±〉 , |Φ±〉, taking the partial trace over the

nuclear or electronic term TrI,S[|ξ〉] gives the maximally mixed state ρ = 1
2

which
has a total spin of zero for both the nuclear 〈I〉 = 0 and electron spin 〈S〉 = 1. This
implies that for both the electron and nuclear Zeeman terms in the spin Hamiltonian,
〈ξ|BTgŜ |ξ〉 = 〈ξ|BTgNÎ |ξ〉 = 0 and that any shift in the energy levels due to a
perturbing B-field is zero to first order.

Therefore in 171Yb, all spin transitions have a first-order Zeeman coefficient
df
dBB=0

= 0 making the transition frequency insensitive to perturbations in mag-
netic field in any direction. Hence this spin system exhibits a ZEFOZ condition at
zero field, also known as zero field, zero first-order Zeeman (ZEFIZEFOZ).

Zero-field ZEFOZ (ZEFIZEFOZ)

The ZEFIZEFOZ condition in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 provides a degree of protection against
decoherence mechanisms by detuning the spin transition frequency from changes
and fluctuations in magnetic field strength. Using the Hamiltonian parameters for
171Yb reported in Section 2.3.1, ESR simulation of the spin system for magnetic
field centred around B = 0 can be used to verify the existence of the ZEFIZEFOZ
condition for all spin transitions. To do this, resonant frequencies are calculated
using resfreqs_matrix over a cartesian grid of magnetic fields over all 3 [D1, D2,
b] axes. The first and second-order Zeeman coefficients are calculated at each point
∇f = df

dBx
x̂ + df

dBy
ŷ + df

dBz
ẑ, ∇2f = d2f

dB2
x
x̂ + d2f

dB2
y
ŷ + d2f

dB2
z
ẑ, and their norm gives the

steepest gradient
∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ and greatest second derivative
∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣ respectively.
This has been calculated for 171Yb site 1 (site 2) in Fig. 2.9 (Fig. 2.10). These

plots take a slice perpendicular to the D1 (b) axis to plot
∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ around B = 0.
The motivation of the orientation of these slices is discussed in the next subsection.
Finding local minima across each slice verifies that each transition minimises its
first-order Zeeman term at B = 0, where

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣ = 0 kHz mT−1.
While all transitions exhibit identically zero first-order Zeeman terms, their sec-

ond derivatives are not equivalent. A smaller second-order term provides addi-
tional insensitivity to fluctuations in magnetic field and hence would yield a fur-
ther improvement to coherence time at zero field, or reduces the extent to which
the magnetic field must be suppressed to observe a ZEFOZ enhancement. These
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ZEFIZEFOZ in 171Yb Site 1

− −

− −

− −

Figure 2.9: Zero-field ZEFOZ (ZEFIZEFOZ) condition in171Yb:Y2SiO5
site 1. For each of the 6 spin transitions, the spin frequency, first-order
Zeeman term

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ and second-order Zeman term
∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣ are calculated
across a grid of magnetic field along [D1, D2, b]. Plotted is a slice of∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ across the D2–b plane indicating the presence of a ZEFIZEFOZ

point at B = 0 for all transitions with
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ = 0 kHz mT−1.
∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣
is minimised for transitions [1–3] and [2–4], providing the greatest
protection against magnetic field fluctuations.
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ZEFIZEFOZ in 171Yb Site 2

− −

− −

− −

Figure 2.10: Zero-field ZEFOZ (ZEFIZEFOZ) condition in
171Yb:Y2SiO5 site 2. For each of the 6 spin transitions, the spin fre-
quency, first-order Zeeman term

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ and second-order Zeman term∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ are calculated across a grid of magnetic field along [D1, D2,

b]. Plotted is a slice of
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ across the D1–D2 plane indicating the
presence of a ZEFIZEFOZ point at B = 0 for all transitions with∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ = 0 kHz mT−1.
∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣ is minimised for transitions [1–3] and [2–4],
providing the greatest protection against magnetic field fluctuations.
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simulations indicate
∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣ is minimised for the [1–3] and [2–4] transitions, with∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ ≈ 6.8 (MHz/mT)2 for site 1 and ≈ 1.3 (MHz/mT)2 for site 2.
Operating at a ZEFOZ point requires a resonator capable of being tuned to match

the ESR transition frequency. Some methods of tuning superconducting resonators
are discussed in Section 3.2, and one of the most reliable methods involves the
application of a global magnetic field to change the device’s kinetic inductance (see
Section 3.1.2). While this method is, by definition, incompatible with 171Yb:Y2SiO5

the zero-field ZEFOZ transition, there are nonetheless “near-ZEFOZ” conditions
where a coherence enhancement has been observed at finite magnetic fields.

near-ZEFOZ

The first-order Zeeman term is only uniquely zero (ZEFOZ) at B = 0, but around
this ZEFIZEFOZ point there is a substantial region where a small field can be
applied while keeping the first-order Zeeman term low (but nonzero), providing
some protection against magnetic field fluctuations. This near-ZEFOZ condition
arises due to the high anisotropy of the Zeeman tensor in both sites [14], with one
strong component of the g-tensor perpendicular to two weaker components.

This effect can be simulated using the same numerical approach as for the
ZEFIZEFOZ simulations, this time taking slices centred around B 6= 0. The lowest∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣ from the ZEFIZEFOZ simulation comes from [1–3] and [2–4] transitions in
both sites, and these transitions occur at microwave frequencies 2.3 GHz–2.9 GHz
compatible with superconducting resonators, so we focus on these four transitions
for the following simulations.

Figs. 2.11–2.14 present simulations of the first-order Zeeman coefficient for slices
of constant magnetic field applied parallel to the axis with the strongest component
of the g-tensor. For site 1 this is D1, and for site 2 this is b.

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣ is plotted in the
D2–b (D1–D2 for site 2) for each of three slices at B = 0, 2, and 5 mT along the
perturbing axis. Finding local minima locates the 3D magnetic field that minimises∣∣ df

dB

∣∣, corresponding to the near-ZEFOZ point.
In each Fig. (a), the minimum

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣ is shown for each field slice. This increases
as with the magnitude of the field, remaining below 1 % of a ge = 2 free electron8

for site 1 and below 0.6 % for site 2 up to 5 mT along the strongest g-tensor axis.
The plot has a significant scatter due to the simulated field points being restricted
to the 0.1 mT grid resolution — for many points a lower first-order term could be
found with greater field precision but for these simulations the memory requirements

8A ge = 2 free electron tunes at 28.0 MHz mT−1.
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proved prohibitive. If a more accurate estimate for the near-ZEFOZ point around
a particular field is required, a finer grid can be simulated over that specific region
of B-field.

Alongside this, each Fig. (b) indicates the volume of B-field space which encloses
a first-order Zeeman term of

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣ = [0.5, 1, 1.5] MHz mT−1, helping visualise how
the near-ZEFOZ point moves in 3D space. For site 1 there is some aliasing visible
due to the grid precision.

Due to its greater second-order term
∣∣∣ d2f

dB2

∣∣∣ ≈ 6.8 (MHz/mT)2, site 1 in general
yields larger first-order Zeeman coefficients than site 2. In addition, the orientation
of site 2 yields a near-ZEFOZ point within the D2–D2 plane for any field along b
< 5 mT. This orientation is much more convenient than that of site 1, where a
near-ZEFOZ point can be found in the D2–b plane for any field along D1 < 5 mT,
as the Y2SiO5 crystals used for this project have a face perpendicular to b polished
for device fabrication, requiring that any small perturbing field be applied along
this axis.

For these reasons the site 2 near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb are of particular in-
terest for this application. To drive one of these transitions requires application of
a specific 3D magnetic field with a small component along b, as well as a resonator
capable of accurately hitting the frequency of the near-ZEFOZ transition. Fabri-
cating a resonator to accurately reach a particular frequency is a highly challenging
task, so some method of tuning the resonator to reach this frequency is needed. As
will be discussed in Chapter 3, this can be performed by applying a small magnetic
field perpendicular to the plane of the superconductor — which in this case is the b
axis, the same as required for reaching near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb site 2. The
details of an experiment aiming to use a field-tunable superconducting resonator to
drive a near-ZEFOZ 171Yb transition are discussed and attempted in Chapter 7.
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near-ZEFOZ in 171Yb Site 1 Transition [1–3]

BD1 = 0 mT
BD2 = 0 mT, Bb = 0 mT
f = 2865.6 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 0.0 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 6.674 (MHz/mT)2

BD1 = 2 mT
BD2 = 5.5 mT, Bb = 12.0 mT
f = 2866.3 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 138 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 6.673 (MHz/mT)2

BD1 = 5 mT
BD2 = 13.6 mT, Bb = 31.4 mT
f = 2870.1 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 230 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 6.575 (MHz/mT)2

Figure 2.11: near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb in site 1 for the [1–3]
transition. Top: Slices of constant BD1 are simulated for [0, 2, 5]
mT, with

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ for fields within the D1–D2 plane are shown. Near-

ZEFOZ points which minimise
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ are identified. (a) Minimum
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣
as a function of Bb, compared to df

dB = 28 MHz mT−1 for a ge = 2

electron. (b) Isosurfaces at
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ = [0.5, 1, 1.5] MHz mT−1.
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near-ZEFOZ in 171Yb Site 1 Transition [2–4]

BD1 = 0 mT
BD2 = 0 mT, Bb = 0 mT
f = 2385.1 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 0.0 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 6.882 (MHz/mT)2

BD1 = 2 mT
BD2 = 5.5 mT, Bb = 12.4 mT
f = 2385.8 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 123 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 6.884 (MHz/mT)2

BD1 = 5 mT
BD2 = 13.5 mT, Bb = 33.4 mT
f = 2390.0 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 290 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 6.897 (MHz/mT)2

Figure 2.12: near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb in site 1 for the [2–4]
transition. Top: Slices of constant BD1 are simulated for [0, 2, 5]
mT, with

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ for fields within the D1–D2 plane are shown. Near-

ZEFOZ points which minimise
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ are identified. (a) Minimum
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣
as a function of Bb, compared to df

dB = 28 MHz mT−1 for a ge = 2

electron. (b) Isosurfaces at
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ = [0.5, 1, 1.5] MHz mT−1.
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near-ZEFOZ in 171Yb Site 2 Transition [1–3]

Bb = 0 mT
BD1 = 0 mT, BD2 = 0 mT
f = 2370.0 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 0.0 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 1.338 (MHz/mT)2

Bb = 2 mT
BD1 = −29.9 mT, BD2 = −31.9 mT
f = 2371.4 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 42 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 1.288 (MHz/mT)2

Bb = 5 mT
BD1 = −73.9 mT, BD2 = −78.4 mT
f = 2378.5 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 135 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 1.298 (MHz/mT)2

Figure 2.13: near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb in site 2 for the [1–3]
transition. Top: Slices of constant Bb are simulated for [0, 2, 5]
mT, with

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ for fields within the D1–D2 plane are shown. Near-

ZEFOZ points which minimise
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ are identified. (a) Minimum
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣
as a function of Bb, compared to df

dB = 28 MHz mT−1 for a ge = 2

electron. (b) Isosurfaces at
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ = [0.5, 1, 1.5] MHz mT−1.
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near-ZEFOZ in 171Yb Site 2 Transition [2–4]

Bb = 0 mT
BD1 = 0 mT, BD2 = 0 mT
f = 2496.4 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 0.0 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 1.264 (MHz/mT)2

Bb = 2 mT
BD1 = −32.9 mT, BD2 = −34.9 mT
f = 2498.1 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 61 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 1.244 (MHz/mT)2

Bb = 5 mT
BD1 = −82.9 mT, BD2 = −87.9 mT
f = 2507.2 MHz∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 164 kHz mT−1∣∣∣ d2f
dB2

∣∣∣ = 1.212 (MHz/mT)2

Figure 2.14: near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb in site 2 for the [2–4]
transition. Top: Slices of constant Bb are simulated for [0, 2, 5]
mT, with

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ for fields within the D1–D2 plane are shown. Near-

ZEFOZ points which minimise
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ are identified. (a) Minimum
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣
as a function of Bb, compared to df

dB = 28 MHz mT−1 for a ge = 2

electron. (b) Isosurfaces at
∣∣∣ df

dB

∣∣∣ = [0.5, 1, 1.5] MHz mT−1.



Chapter 3

Superconducting resonators

The experiments in this thesis use two distinct style of superconducting resonator —
a ‘thin-ring’ and a ‘spiral’ resonator. This chapter covers some necessary background
on superconducting resonators and presents models describing the coupling between
resonator and spin ensemble, introduces the resonator schematics and the consid-
erations that went into their design, presents some electromagnetic simulations of
the resonator, details their fabrication in the LCN cleanroom, and characterises the
frequency dependence of spiral resonators depending on their geometry, as well as
their tunability with applied magnetic field.

3.1 Superconducting resonators
Superconductivity is a quantum mechanical phenomenon that occurs in some ma-
terials below a critical temperature Tc, where its resistivity vanishes and it exhibits
perfect diamagnetism as magnetic flux is expelled from the material. BCS the-
ory [88] describes the process behind this by the binding of pairs of electrons in a
macroscopic quantum state, called Cooper pairs. This occurs due to the presence of
an arbitrarily weak attractive potential, which in most conventional superconduc-
tors is attributed indirectly to an interaction between each electron and the lattice1

[89]. Over large distances this attraction can overcome the mutual repulsion due
to the electrons’ negative charge, creating a state where pairs of electrons become
correlated and exist in a bound state.

Cooling the material below Tc causes the vibrations of the lattice to be insufficient
to break this attraction, and many pairs of electrons become bound forming a highly
collective condensate of Cooper pairs with nc and a band gap 2∆ centred at the

1Basically, the attraction between the negatively charged electron and positively charged lattice
ions distorts the lattice in the wake of a passing electron, slightly increasing the positive charge
density in the vicinity of the electron, weakly attracting distant electrons.

57
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Fermi level [89]. In this highly correlated state, breaking one pair changes the energy
of the whole condensate, increasing the energy required to perturb the condensate
and effectively preventing the collective flow of Cooper pairs from being scattered
by the lattice. This gives rise to superconductors’ vanishing resistivity.

Superconductors also exhibit perfect diamagnetism, known as the Meissner effect,
whereby magnetic field is expelled in the superconducting state [90]. Persistent
electric currents circulating at the surface of the superconductor generate a magnetic
field which cancels magnetic field applied to the bulk superconductor. This causes a
decay in the magnetic field B below the surface of the superconductor ∇2B = λ−2B

characterised by the London penetration depth λ =
√

me
µ0nce2

[89, 91].
Exploiting this superconducting state allows the creation of circuits with ex-

tremely low losses. Typical quality factors for lumped-element resonators using
standard electrical components struggle to exceed 100–1000, while circuits created
using a superconductor can routinely reach Q = 105–106. A high Q-factor is ben-
eficial for spin sensing as the B1 field strength generated by the resonator scales
proportionally with

√
Q resulting in a stronger coupling to spins, increasing the

ESR sensitivity.
Having a high resonator Q comes with a few caveats, however. A narrow cavity

bandwidth κc = ω
Q

limits the population of the inhomogeneously broadened spin
ensemble the resonator can excite when the spin linewidth γs exceeds the resonator
bandwidth κc. The high-Q resonator also exhibits an extended damping time re-
sulting in excessive ring-up and ring-down times that necessitate long microwave
pulses ~µs and result in a distortion between the temporal profiles of the applied
pulse and the generated B1 field. This distortion can be accounted for by calculat-
ing the transfer function between applied pulse and resonator field, and producing
shaped microwave pulses designed to stimulate a Gaussian time-domain resonator
response [92].

Types of superconducting resonator

A film of superconductor acts as a near-perfect electrical conductor, and by pat-
terning the film electronic and microwave circuits can be fabricated out of the
superconductor. In this work, we use the superconductor to pattern resonators
which support a resonant electromagnetic mode of frequency f which generates a
B1 oscillating magnetic field which can be used to drive ESR transitions.

The geometry of superconducting resonators in the literature can broadly be split
into two distinct categories. A coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator is simply a
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Figure 3.1: Two categories of superconducting resonator. (a) Coplanar
waveguide resonator, consisting of a centre conductor and a ground
plane. This quarter-wave resonator is open at one end such that its
length determines its resonant wavelength l = λ

4 . It is coupled to a
transmission line for measurement. (b) A lumped-element resonator
has distinct capacitive and inductive regions with inductance L and
capacitance C, to give a resonant frequency f = 1

2π
1√
LC

.

section of waveguide (consisting of a centre conductor with a gap between it and
the ground plane) of length l which supports a standing electromagnetic wave [93].
A half-wave CPW resonator breaks the centre conductor with an open circuit at
each end, creating two antinodes at the end with a node in the middle to create a
standing wave of wavelength λ = 2l [94]. A quarter-wave CPW resonator has one
end short-circuited to ground creating a node at this point, supporting a wavelength
λ = 4l [48, 95, 96].

A lumped-element resonator instead consists of separate regions of capacitance C
and inductance L with a resonant frequency f = 1

2π
1√
LC

. Electromagnetic energy
in the resonator oscillates between being stored in the capacitor as an electric field,
generating a voltage that then drives a current through the inductor to create a
magnetic field, which maintains a current until the field is fully in the capacitor
once more. This style of resonator leaves much flexibility in the design [93, 97],
with some devices incorporating interdigitated capacitors or meandering inductors
[45, 66, 98, 99], nanoconstrictions [100], or fractal designs [101].

3.1.1 Loss mechanisms

A characteristic parameter describing losses in resonant systems is the quality factor
Q which describes the amount of damping in the resonator. It is defined as Q =

2πf × energy stored
power loss , or alternatively from the frequency f and bandwidth (full-width

at half-maximum) ∆f of the resonance Q = f
∆f

. These two definitions become
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equivalent at high values of Q corresponding to low losses. This second definition
is used for all calculations in this thesis.

Superconducting resonators can exhibit extremely high quality factors Q due to
their very low internal resistance. However, there are additional contributing mech-
anisms through which power is lost from a superconducting device which should be
taken into account. These contributions add inversely to give a total measured
quality factor

1

Qtot
=

1

Qi
+

1

Qc
+

1

Qr
+

1

Qspin
. (3.1)

The first contribution describes loss mechanisms intrinsic to the device, with
a limiting quality factor Qi. This includes residual surface resistivity in the su-
perconductor due to the confinement of microwave current to the surface of the
superconductor [89, 102] and dielectric losses due to power absorbed by two-level
systems interacting with the electric field of the cavity [98, 103, 104]. Properties of
dielectric loss and its measurable effect on the resonator will be discussed shortly.

Coupling the resonator to a measurement setup is necessary for driving the res-
onator and reading out its response, but this also acts as a mechanism by which
energy is emitted from the resonator along the measurement line. This results in
another limiting quality factor Qc. The coupling between measurement and res-
onator should generally be kept sufficiently weak as to avoid Qc being the limiting
factor in Eqn. 3.1, but high enough to permit measurement of the device. This
typically requires some fine-tuning to optimise.

Many resonators, particularly lumped-element designs, exhibit an electric dipole.
The oscillating electric field of this dipole causes it to emit EM radiation to the
environment, another form of loss from the resonator. This contributes another loss
mechanism Qr. Radiative losses can be mitigated by enclosing the resonator in a
box such that only a discrete set of EM box modes are allowed as opposed to the
continuum of an open environment, suppressing emission at the wavelengths of the
resonator.

Finally, absorption of energy from spins interacting with the magnetic field of
the resonator contributes another mechanism which can cause an observable drop
in resonator quality factor via Qspin. This naturally has a dependence on magnetic
field B0 and proves a sensitive method of detecting resonant ESR transitions via
the resonator [20].
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Dielectric loss

The dielectric properties of a lossy material can be described by the material’s
complex permittivity which describes how an electric field is affected by a dielectric
medium [105],

ε = ε′ − iε′′

where we assume the conductivity of the dielectric to be negligible. The inclusion of
an imaginary component in the permittivity corresponds to a phase shift of the elec-
tric polarisation P with respect to the electric field E which results in attenuation
of EM waves propagating through the medium. The relative contribution of the
lossy reaction to the electric field versus the lossless reaction is typically quantified
with the loss-tangent

tan δ = ε′′

ε′

where δ is the loss angle.
In the context of superconducting thin-film devices, the primary source of dielec-

tric loss is attributed to so-called “two-level systems” (TLS), a term used to describe
the influence of dilute dielectric fluctuators interacting with the electric properties
of a material. The nature of these TLSs remains an active area of research [98, 103,
104] with ongoing experiments aiming to better understand their origins [106, 107],
though they are generally attributed to the interface between superconductor and
dielectric [108, 109] or residue from certain types of lithographic resist [110].

The dissipation from TLS exhibits a significant saturation with increasing mea-
surement power, as the contribution of TLS loss diminishes compared to the peak
energy in the resonator at high powers. As a result, a signature of TLS-limited
loss is a strong power dependence of the quality factor Qi ∝ P [103] which asymp-
totically approaches a constant minimum in the low-power limit, corresponding to
the single-photon Q where TLS show no saturation. This low-power limit is the
regime where many quantum experiments take place, so the single-photon Q is an
important characteristic of a superconducting device.

TLS theory also predicts a temperature dependence of the real component of the
dielectric constant due to thermal polarisation of the TLS bath [103]

ε(T )− ε(T0)

ε(T0)
=

∆ε

ε
= − tan δ

(
ln T

T0
− [g(T, ω)− g(T0, ω)]

)
(3.2)

where g(T, ω) = ReΨ(1
2
+ h̄ω/2πikBT ), T0 is a reference temperature, and Ψ is the

complex digamma function. This is then linked to the frequency shift by
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∆f

f
= −F

2

∆ε

ε
(3.3)

where the filling factor F depends on the device geometry and electric field distri-
bution. This permits direct measurement of loss-tangent tan δ [34, 106] from the
temperature dependence of the resonator frequency.

Several studies of dielectric loss with differing dielectric have been published.
Typical values of F tan δ ≈ 6 × 10−5 are found for SiO2/Si [103], while fabrication
on sapphire or HF-treated Si can reduce this dramatically to F tan δ ≈ 2 × 10−6

[103, 111]. Measurements of the loss-tangent from a resonator fabricated on Y2SiO5

are presented in Section 5.2.

3.1.2 Kinetic inductance and field tunability

In materials with a high carrier mobility such as superconductors, the inertial mass
of the charge carriers cannot be neglected. The effect of this can be described
starting from the Drude model of electrical conductivity [102, 112]

σ = σ0
1

1 + iωτ , σ0 =
nq2τ

m

= σ0
1

1 + ω2τ 2
− iσ0

ωτ

1 + ω2τ 2

where n is the charge carrier density (for a superconductor this is the Cooper pair
density ns), q its charge (2e for a Cooper pair), m the effective mass of the charge
carrier (2me for a Cooper pair), τ the mean collision time, and ω the frequency.

For a normal metal typically ωτ � 1 and the conductivity is wholly real. How-
ever, at very high frequencies or in superconductors where the mean collision time
τ → ∞, the time to accelerate the charge carrier becomes significant, ωτ � 1 and
the conductivity becomes predominantly imaginary giving a reactivity

Im
{
1

σ

}
= ω

m

nq2
.

For a wire of length l and cross-sectional area A this gives an impedance

Z = iω m

nq2
l

A
(3.4)

which as part of a circuit has the same effect as an inductor Z = iωL with inductance
L. Hence this effect is commonly characterised by introducing the kinetic inductance
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Lk = m
nq2

l
A

. While this inertial effect is unrelated to Faraday’s law, it is typically
included alongside the geometric inductance Lg due to the generation of magnetic
field around the conductor to give an overall inductance L = Lg + Lk. It is worth
noting this effect is not specific to superconductivity, and can be observed in normal
conductors given sufficiently high conductivity or frequency [113].

For a superconductor with Cooper pairs of density ns with mass m = 2me and
charge q = 2e, the expression for kinetic inductance becomes Lk = me

2nse2
l
A

. Notably,
the kinetic inductance depends inversely on the cross-sectional area A of the wire.
This implies that thinner films give a greater kinetic inductance fraction for the
same device geometry.

Tuning kinetic inductance with magnetic field

The dependence of kinetic inductance on Cooper pair density Lk ∝ 1
ns

can be
exploited to give some control over the frequency of a resonator. The application
of a static magnetic field B to a superconductor increases the London penetration
depth λ = λ0 + κB2 [114, 115] where the linear term must vanish due to symmetry
as the penetration depth can depend only on the field magnitude and not its sign
[116]. The dependence of the penetration depth on Cooper pair density [117] λ =√

me
2nse2µ0

∝
√

1
ns

allows a series expansion to first-order of the kinetic inductance

Lk ∝ 1

ns
∝

√
λ

∝
√
λ0 + κB2

∝
√
λ0 +

1

2
√
λ0
κB2 + · · ·

∝ L0 + αB2 (3.5)

and a corresponding expansion for the resonant frequency of a device with induc-
tance L and capacitance C

f =
1

2π

1√
LC

∝ 1√
L

∝ 1√
L0 + αB2

∝ 1√
L0

− 1

2L
3/2
0

B2 + · · ·

∝ f0 − βB2 (3.6)
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so application of a magnetic field to a resonator reduces its frequency quadratically
with the strength of the applied field [118–121].

This shift in frequency is observed for magnetic fields both in-plane and out-of-
plane, with different coefficients β for field components in-plane and out-of-plane
[119] due to the different cross-sectional areas the magnetic flux is threaded along,
with a much stronger response to out-of-plane fields. This can be exploited to tune
a resonator to a particular frequency by applying magnetic flux perpendicular to
the film. This has been characterised in detail using a scheme where a magnetic
field corresponding to a clock transition in Bi:Si is aligned predominantly in the
plane of a thin-ring style resonator, similar to the designs discussed in Section 3.2,
and subsequently rotated to provide a small out-of-plane component while keeping
the absolute field strength constant [121]. The resonator maintains a high quality
factor >105 for in-plane fields up to 2.6 T and exhibits a tunability of up to 30 MHz
for a 5 mT out-of-plane component. This scheme is less easily applied to ZEFOZ
transitions in rare-earth doped crystals due to the anisotropy of the spin system, but
a similar method for tuning resonators to near-ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb:Y2SiO5

with a global field is discussed in later chapters.

3.2 Resonator design
There are several factors to consider in designing a superconducting resonator in-
tended to drive ESR transitions in an applied magnetic field.

Resilience to high in-plane magnetic fields ~1 T is essential to establish the Zee-
man splitting necessary for bringing electron spins in resonance with the resonator.
Approaches toward this have included patterned antidots in the resonator and
ground plane to trap flux [122, 123] and a ‘fractal’ resonator geometry [101] with
heavily patterned ground planes to allow flux to escape.

It is also desirable to have some freedom to tune the resonator frequency to
hit a particular field–frequency combination corresponding to a clock or ZEFOZ
transition. Methods to do this include applying a bias current to the centre of
a CPW resonator [124–126], exploiting the strong magnetic field dependence of
a SQUID as a tunable inductor incorporated into a resonator [96, 127, 128], and
applying a global magnetic field [118–121].

Many resonator geometries have been explored in the literature [97, 116] including
quarter-wave [96] and half-wave [129] coplanar waveguides coupled via a transmis-
sion line, lumped-element resonators with distinct capacitive and inductive regions
[66, 68, 121], photonic bandgap resonators incorporating Bragg mirrors on either
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100 μm

2 μm

10 μm50 μm

(a) Thin-ring resonator design.

100 μm

10 μm

20 μm

(b) Spiral resonator design.

(c) Thin-ring resonator cross-section illustrating magnetic field around inductor.

(d) Spiral resonator cross-section illustrating magnetic field around resonator.

Figure 3.2: Resonator designs and cross-sections.

side of a cavity [126], thin loops of nanowire [119], and spirals of superconducting
wire [130]. These different geometries each have their own capabilities and ad-
vantages, and in this thesis we focus on lumped-element and wire geometries as
these avoid the need for an extensive superconducting ground plane which distorts
magnetic field and traps flux.

Several materials are commonly used for fabrication of superconducting res-
onators such as Al, Nb, NbN, NbTiN, and TiN [97]. These differ in their su-
perconducting properties and possible patterning methods. We choose to fabricate
resonators out of NbN for several reasons: It has a high Tc of 12.5–14.5 K [131] (de-
pending on nitrogen content), is resilient to high magnetic fields [121, 132], resists
oxidation [133], and exhibits a high kinetic inductance [134] beneficial for reaching
low frequencies and tuning with magnetic field.

Thin-ring resonator

The first resonator design we consider is a ‘thin-ring’ resonator, shown in Fig. 3.2(a).
This lumped-element resonator has two distinct regions — a 2 µm wide inductive
wire with inductance L, shunted by a pair of capacitive arms each 10 µm wide
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and separated by 50 µm with capacitance C. This then has a resonant frequency
f = 1

2π
1√
LC

. A thin-ring resonator is used for ESR measurements in chapters 5 and
6.

The goal of this design is to create a resonator which generates an oscillating
magnetic field B1 circulating around one axis defined by the inductor as illustrated
in Fig.3.2(c), such that when a static magnetic field B0 is applied along the induc-
tor axis, B1 ⊥ B0 in line with conventional perpendicular-mode EPR for driving
∆ms = ±1 transitions in Kramers ions [59]. The design also eliminates as much
of the superconductor as possible by avoiding the need for a ground plane as with
coplanar geometries, which reduces magnetic field focusing due to the Meissner
effect resulting in a more homogeneous B0 field, and minimises the surface area
through which magnetic flux can be trapped.

Thin-ring resonators fabricated from ~50 nm NbN on high-resistivity (ρ >

5000 Ω cm) Si substrates [121] have achieved high quality factors >105 in the
few-photon limit, and maintain a high quality factor at up to 2.6 T applied in-
plane. With an out-of-plane field component they exhibit a tunability of 30 MHz
at 5 mT.

With a single straight inductive wire, the B1 field at distance r generated at the
fundamental mode of a thin-ring resonator in the far-field limit drops as B1 ∝ 1

r
.

This simple model is in agreement with finite-element simulation in Section 3.3 and
results in a highly inhomogeneous B1 field, preventing simple pulses from producing
accurate θ rotations on the Bloch sphere for a spin ensemble. The thin-ring design
also poses challenges for reaching low frequencies <4 GHz, as the wavelength scales
roughly with the perimeter of the resonator. An alternative resonator design is
investigated for measurements at lower frequencies.

Spiral resonator

A spiral resonator as shown in Fig. 3.2(b) helps mitigate the highly inhomogeneous
B1 field of the thin-ring resonator due to the geometry of having several adjacent
wires carrying parallel current as illustrated in Fig. 3.2(d). Simulations of a spi-
ral resonator in Section 3.3 demonstrate this increased field homogeneity, and a
similar spiral resonator design is characterised in greater detail by simulation and
experiment in [130].

As the spiral design makes more effective use of the resonator’s footprint, its wave-
length scales more closely with the area of the resonator (rather than its perimeter)
making it easier to reach lower frequencies with small devices than the thin-ring
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Figure 3.3: (a) CST model for simulating resonators via coupling to a
coplanar waveguide. (b) Tetrahedral mesh of model, with increased
mesh density across waveguide and resonator.

resonator. By using a thinner ~15 nm NbN film the kinetic inductance fraction of
the material can be increased, additionally helping reach low frequencies.

Details of the fabrication and tunability of spiral resonators are discussed in
Section 3.4.

3.3 Resonator simulation

To assist with resonator design, frequency optimisation, and determination of B1

magnetic field distribution, finite-element simulation of the resonators is employed.
We use the commercial software CST Microwave Studio 2015 [135], which allows
the definition of the simulation model with a CAD-like interface, and includes an
eigenmode solver to efficiently calculate resonant modes as well as a frequency solver
to determine S21(f) response of the resonator.

An example model is shown in Fig. 3.3(a). A coplanar waveguide with associated
ground plane is used to couple energy into the resonator, with two microwave ports
at either end enabling transmission measurement of the resonator response. A
Y2SiO5 substrate is defined with ϵr = 10.2 (being the mean of the anisotropic
permittivity of Y2SiO5 at low temperatures [38]), with 1 mm vacuum above the
device surface and 500 µm below the substrate. Electrically grounded boundary
conditions ensure the CPW behaves appropriately.

The superconductor is modelled by an infinitely thin metallic sheet with a tab-
ulated surface impedance. By giving it zero resistance but a linearly increasing
sheet reactance with frequency it emulates a lossless superconductor with a kinetic
inductance as in Eqn. 3.4. The value of this reactance is determined empirically by
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× ×

Figure 3.4: CST simulation of a thin-ring resonator. (a) Model of the
resonator. (b) Calculated S21 of the resonator model measured via
a nearby coplanar waveguide, accounting for kinetic inductance with
an additional reactance of 0.1 Ω/2 per GHz showing a resonance at
7.992 GHz. (c, d) Electric and magnetic field distributions with cross-
sections around the capacitor and inductor respectively. (e) Magnetic
field measured along a line directly down from the inductor, show-
ing the 1

r dependence, and a comparison to the spiral simulation in
Fig. 3.5(e). (f) Magnetic field strength along a horizontal line perpen-
dicular to the inductor, 10 µm below the surface.
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× ×

Figure 3.5: CST simulation of a spiral resonator. (a) Model of the
resonator. (b) Calculated S21 of the resonator model measured via
a nearby coplanar waveguide, accounting for kinetic inductance with
an additional reactance of 0.6 Ω/2 per GHz showing a resonance at
2.377 GHz. (c, d) Electric and magnetic field distributions with cross-
section across the resonator. (e) Magnetic field measured along a line
directly down from the centre of the resonator, and a comparison to
the thin-ring simulation in Fig. 3.4(e). (f) Magnetic field strength
along a horizontal line across the resonator, 10 µm below the surface.
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fabricating and measuring a resonator, then modifying the reactance in the simu-
lation such that the frequency mode solver reproduces the measured frequency.

The model is fractured into a tetrahedral mesh seen in Fig. 3.3(b), with an in-
creased mesh density of 5 µm for the resonator and 25 µm for the centre conductor
of the CPW. The fundamental resonant mode is determined using the Eigenmode
solver2, which iteratively refines the mesh further where necessary. The refined
mesh is then run through the Frequency mode solver to determine the frequency
from the S21 response, and a field monitor at this frequency calculates the E electric
field and H magnetic field3 of the resonant mode.

Simulations of a thin-ring resonator and a spiral resonator are presented in Fig-
ures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. Comparisons of the magnetic field in (e) highlight
the 1

r
decay of field strength from the thin-ring’s inductor, and the much weaker

decay with distance from the centre of the spiral resonator. Taking a horizontal
cross-section 10 µm below the surface in (f) indicates a more homogeneous spatial
distribution of magnetic field strength in the spiral resonator, in agreement with
simulation from [130].

With simulation of resonators indicating they behave as designed and at appro-
priate frequencies, we proceed to detail the process of fabricating these devices in
the cleanroom.

3.4 Cleanroom fabrication
The cleanroom at LCN contains the equipment necessary for complete in-house
fabrication of superconducting devices. This section summarises the fabrication
process, an overview of which is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The steps as described
assume a Y2SiO5 substrate, though the same process is applicable for fabrication
on Si or sapphire substrates.

Preparation

The Y2SiO5 samples were cut into wafers from the boule perpendicular to the b
crystal axis. To achieve a polished surface a Logitech PM5 lapper was used with
two plates: A cast iron plate with an Al2O3 microparticle solution for lapping
to produce a flat unpolished surface, followed by an expanded polyurethane plate

2The Eigenmode solver does not support a tabulated surface impedance and does not account for
kinetic inductance, so the frequency and field distributions may be inaccurate. The Frequency
solver should be used for accurate treatment of kinetic inductance.

3This is related to the magnetic flux density B and magnetisation M by H ≡ B
µ0

− M
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the fabrication process, with the lithography
step performed by either mask or direct-write photolithography.

with a CeCO3 solution and SiO2 in distilled water to polish. The resulting surface
roughness measured by a Bruker DektakXT stylus profilometer shows a typical
peak-to-trough roughness of ~3 nm measured over 10 µm, with a flatness of ~10 nm
over 100 µm.

The wafer is cut into 5×5 mm chips using a Disco DAD3220 dicing saw. A
general-purspose resin blade is used, cutting in several passes of depth steps 250 µm
and a conservative cutting speed of 2–4 mm s−1.

Cleaning

Prior to and during fabrication, the sample must be cleaned of organic matter and
particulates to ensure a good adhesion of the film to the substrate and ensure the
lithography and subsequent etch are not affected by contaminants.

The standard cleaning process used for Y2SiO5 is a solvent clean with acetone,
sonicated in a water bath at 50 ◦C for 5 min. Keep a lid on the beaker to limit
evaporation. The acetone is then rinsed off with isopropanol (IPA) as soon as the
sample is removed from the acetone beaker to prevent evaporating acetone from
leaving a residue, followed by another 5 min sonication with IPA. The IPA is blown
dry with N2 gas.

It should be noted that cleaning with Piranha solution, a commonly used or-
ganic cleaning mixture consisting of 3:1 sulphuric acid to hydrogen peroxide, is not
compatible with Y2SiO5 [136].
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NbN deposition by DC magnetron sputtering

With a clean substrate, the superconducting thin-film must be deposited prior to
lithography. A Scientific Vacuum Systems (SVS) model V6000 DC magnetron
sputterer is employed, which uses a metallic target composed of the material to be
deposited. The sputter chamber is pumped to a vacuum and backfilled with Argon
process gas. A high voltage of several kV is applied between the target and a sur-
rounding cathode which ignites an Ar plasma, which bombards the surface of the
metal target, ejecting atoms which strike the substrate and adhere to the surface,
growing a thin film of material on the substrate.

To grow NbN, a pure Nb target is used. The sputter chamber is pumped to an
initial base pressure of <9 × 10−7 mbar. The chamber is then backfilled with both
argon and nitrogen, at flow rates of 50 SCCM (standard cm3 min−1) measured by a
mass flow controller to run with a gas pressure of 5 × 10−3 mbar. A DC voltage is
applied to the target to ignite a plasma, controlled by the power supply at 200 W,
which sputters Nb atoms from the target surface. The ejected Nb reacts with N gas
in the sputter chamber to form NbN.

Two pre-sputter stages are used to improve the reproducibility of the process.
Two shutters are employed, one covering the sputter target and one covering the
substrate. With both shutters are closed, a getter process is run for 5 min. This
reduces the pressure in the sputter chamber as the Nb reacts with residual contam-
inant gases. The target shutter is then opened and the process run for a further
5 min to clean the Nb surface leaving a pure target.

The process then runs with both shutters open to deposit the thin NbN film.
The substrate is rotated at 20 RPM to provide a more even coating. With these
parameters the NbN grows at a typical rate of approximately 15 nm min−1, though
this rate changes over time and should be recharacterised occasionally.

The NbN films used to fabricate thin-ring resonators were sputtered in LCN
to a thickness of 45 nm. Due to contamination of Nb sputter processes when the
spiral resonators were due to fabricated, a 15 nm NbN film was instead deposited in
Cambridge in collaboration with Jason Robinson and Chang-Min Lee of the Device
Materials group.

Photolithography

With a NbN film coating the substrate, the device is patterned using photolithog-
raphy. Two types of photolithography are used in this thesis, with earlier thin-ring
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(a) Left: pattern for mask photolithography of thin-ring resonators, where dark regions
are exposed and white is masked by chrome on the photomask. Right: Pattern for
removal of edge beads from 5×5 mm samples.

(b) A pattern for spiral resonator fabrication by direct-write photolithography. The black
region is exposed with an optimised laser power, while the coloured regions are exposed
with a higher laser power to fully remove any edge bead. The dashed line indicates the
edges of a 5×5 mm chip.

Figure 3.7: Photolithography patterns.
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devices in chapters 5 and 6 defined by mask photolithography and later spiral de-
vices in Chapter 7 patterned by direct-write photolithography.

Both processes first involve spinning S1805 photoresist over the sample surface.
This contains a photosensitive polymer which degrades into shorter chains when
exposed to intense UV. Photoresist dissolved in a solvent is pipetted onto the sample
surface and spun to achieve a 0.5 µm thick layer of resist, and the sample is placed
on a hot plate to evaporate the solvent. For small 5×5 mm samples the resist tends
to pool at the edges and corners leaving a thicker “edge bead” which can present
challenges when fabricating.

For mask photolithography, the design must first be transferred to a photomask,
consisting of a flat piece of soda-lime glass with the design patterned into a layer of
chrome on one side, which the sample is pressed up against. The chrome prevents
the transmission of UV light, exposing only regions where the photomask’s chrome
has been removed. The mask design for fabricating thin-ring resonators is shown in
Fig. 3.7(a). The mask and sample are loaded into a Karl Suss MJB3 mask aligner.
When using a photomask, a substantial edge bead would prevent the sample from
making close contact with the chrome, leaving a gap over which light can diffract
and prevent fine features from being resolved. An edge bead removal pattern shown
alongside Fig. 3.7(a) enables these thicker regions to be exposed and developed
while the centre region is shielded by chrome. This enables the edge bead to be
removed, enabling photolithography at a resolution of 2 µm. An exposure time of
~2 s is optimal.

Later devices are patterned by direct-write photolithography. This removes the
requirement of a photomask by exposing photoresist with a UV laser, enabling faster
turnaround between design and fabrication. A Heidelberg DWL 66+ is used with a
write head capable of 1 µm resolution. A pattern for exposure of spiral resonators
is shown in Fig. 3.7(b), where the black region is exposed with a laser power of
60 mW at 50 % intensity with a 50 % filter to achieve an optimal exposure. The
other shaded regions are exposed at higher powers, which helps remove most of the
edge bead to prevent remaining superconductor from shielding the devices. The
dotted line indicates the edge of the 5×5 mm chip.

With the pattern exposed by photolithography, the photoresist is developed by
mild agitation in MF-319 developer solution for 60 s. The exposed short-chain
polymers are dissolved leaving the patterned photoresist covering only regions where
NbN should remain in the final device.
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(a) Photograph of a Yb:Y2SiO5
chip fabricated with spiral
resonators.

(b) Micrograph of chip from (a) showing res-
onators and some remaining edge bead.

Figure 3.8: Spiral resonator photograph and micrograph.

Figure 3.9: Surface profile of fabricated Yb:Y2SiO5 chip across a spiral
resonator, measured with a Bruker DektakXT profilometer. This en-
ables measurement of film thickness, etched depth, and surface rough-
ness.

Etch

The device is cleaned by mild agitation in deionised water followed by a N2 dry
before being loaded into an Oxford Instruments Plasma Pro NGP80 RIE. This uses
heavy and chemically reactive gases ignited into a plasma and directed toward the
substrate to bombard and remove material in regions not covered by photoresist.

A standard Nb on Si recipe is used, where 14 SCCM SF6 and 35 SCCM CHF3

process gas is ignited into a 100 W plasma at a pressure of 100 mtorr (0.133 mbar).
The etch is performed in 1 min stages, waiting 1 min between each stage to allow
the sample to cool and prevent the photoresist from melting or baking. With these
parameters NbN etches at ~50 nm min−1, and a cumulative 2 min etch is typically
performed. A completed etch can be easily identified by the significant contrast
between reflective NbN and transparent Y2SiO5. The photoresist is then removed
with a standard solvent clean.
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Figure 3.10: Fabrication of spiral resonators on 4 NbN-on-Y2SiO5 chips
to determine a relationship between cumulative length of spiral and
resonant frequency. (a) Fitting a power-law y = mxc to the measured
resonators on all four Y2SiO5 chips broadly captures the frequency–
length relationship but with some bias visible in the residual. (b) On
a smaller scale the frequency–length dependence is close to linear, and
fitting y = mx+c to the two lowest frequency Y2SiO5 chips gives a less
biased residual. This model is used to generate the spiral resonator
designs fabricated on Yb:Y2SiO5.

A fabricated Yb:Y2SiO5 chip, measured in Chapter 7, is shown in Fig. 3.8(a)
alongside a micrograph from the same chip in (b). A measurement of the surface
profile across a spiral resonator from this chip is presented in Fig. 3.9, showing
~20 nm steps where superconductor remains.

3.5 Spiral resonator characterisation
The spiral resonator design, intended for coupling to near-ZEFOZ transitions at
well-defined frequencies and fields, required an empirical study into the resonant
frequency as a function of device geometry and applied magnetic field. This provides
the information necessary for fabrication of a resonator near the intended frequency,
and demonstrates the capability to tune it down to match the exact frequency to
hit a near-ZEFOZ transition.

3.5.1 Frequency calibration

The film used to fabricate spiral resonators was sputtered to a thickness of 20 nm,
significantly thinner than used to fabricate the thin-ring devices. This was deliber-
ate, in order to increase the kinetic inductance of the superconductor and assist in
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reaching low ~2.4 GHz frequencies and provide a strong tunability with magnetic
field.

To vary the resonant frequency f the cumulative length l of the coil of wire form-
ing the spiral was varied. Broadly speaking we expect the wavelength to increase
with this length, giving f ∝ l−1, but the capacitance and mutual inductance between
adjacent turns of the coil cause this to deviate from an exact inverse relationship.
To determine a model to predict resonant frequencies, a set of 4 NbN-on-Y2SiO5

chips were fabricated with 9 devices per chip and measured with a VNA at 1.6 K
using a closed-cycle cryostat as will be described in Section 4.2.

The resulting data is presented in Fig. 3.10. As the length of a coil with finite
width is not well defined, the length of each spiral was estimated from its area A
and perimeter P with l = P

4
+
√

P 2

16
− A .4 The data exhibits an approximately

inverse relationship as expected, and fitting a power law f = mlc gives the fit in
Fig. 3.10(a) with m = 17.6 GHz mm−c and c = −0.789. This gives a simple model
to generate resonators over a wide frequency range, but the residual indicates some
bias suggesting this model may not be accurate enough for resonators targeting
exact frequencies. For a more accurate model, a linear model f = ml + c is used
to fit to resonances from the lowest two chips with m = −212 MHz mm−1 and
c = 4.958 GHz, the residual showing no visible bias on this smaller scale and a
standard deviation σ = 28 MHz.

This model was used to generate a design of 12 resonators, 10 distributed around
~2.4 GHz with 10 MHz spacing predicted with the linear fit, with another two pre-
dicted with the power-law fit at 3.5 GHz and 5 GHz. This design was used to
fabricate on a Yb:Y2SiO5 chip, with two resonators at 4.939 GHz and 2.376 GHz
measured in Chapter 7.

3.5.2 Field tunability

Due to the variance in the fabricated resonator frequency, reliably hitting a tran-
sition to within <1 MHz is not possible, so some degree of tunability of resonator
frequency is required. This can be achieved by applying a magnetic field to the
resonator to increase the kinetic inductance of the superconducting film (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2).

A chip with spiral resonators around 2.7 GHz–3.1 GHz was fabricated from 20 nm
NbN on Si and loaded into the closed-cycle cryostat at 1.6 K. The device is most

4This is derived by eliminating the width w from simultaneous equations for the perimeter and
area of a rectangle P = 2l + 2w and A = l × w, which gives a quadratic whose two solutions
return l and w.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Field tunability of spiral resonators fabricated on Si
within the frequency range 2.7 GHz–3.1 GHz to applied out-of-plane
magnetic field. Colour represents each of 5 tracked resonators. A
quadratic fit (∆f = βB2) in red highlights a tunability of ~20 MHz
at 3 mT. (b) Simultaneous measurement of resonator quality factor
shows a deterioration at fields above 1 mT.

sensitive to out-of-plane magnetic field, so the devices were aligned with the field
axis perpendicular to the superconductor plane. The frequencies and quality factors
of 6 resonators were measured as a function of magnetic field strength, giving the
data in Fig. 3.11. Fitting a pure quadratic ∆f = βB2 to the frequency shift gives
β = (−2.07 ± 0.16) MHz mT−2 in agreement with Eqn. 3.5. The internal losses of
the resonators also increase with magnetic field due to flux threading through the
type-II superconductor, causing a drop in quality factor.

3.6 Discussion
We have described both the thin-ring and spiral resonator designs used for exper-
iments in the following three chapters. Electromagnetic simulations used to as-
sist with designing and characterising their magnetic fields have been summarised,
showing B1 ∝ 1

r
for the thin-ring resonator while the spiral generates a more homo-

geneous magnetic field with a slower drop-off with distance into the substrate. The
fabrication process was detailed, consisting of DC magnetron sputtering of NbN,
photolithography, and a reactive ion etch. To enable fabrication of spiral resonators
targeting near-ZEFOZ transitions at ~2.4 GHz a series of NbN spiral resonators were
measured to create a model to predict resonant frequency based on geometric pa-
rameters and to characterise its frequency tunability with magnetic field. This data
informed the design of a chip of 12 spiral resonators, fabricated on Yb:Y2SiO5 and
measured in Chapter 7.



Chapter 4

Experimental setup

This chapter describes the equipment used in this thesis, including the interface
between the superconducting resonator and measurement setup, the cryostats and
microwave circuits used to measure the device at mK temperatures, and the spec-
trometer and microwave bridges used to perform pulsed ESR measurements.

4.1 3D copper cavity
To couple the superconducting resonator to the measurement setup, the fabricated
device is enclosed within a 3D copper cavity [50]. This serves two purposes: to
provide a mechanism by which the resonator can be excited and read out via two
antennae within the cavity; and to shield the resonator from the environment by
providing a series of discrete box modes at higher frequencies and detuned from the
resonator to suppress radiative losses.

For a rectangular cavity of dimensions a, b, d the wavenumber k and frequency
f of its resonant modes are given by [137]

kmnl =

√(mπ
a

)2(nπ
b

)2( lπ
d

)2
fmnl =

c

2π
kmnl (4.1)

where the indicesm, n, l ∈ Z indicate the number of half-wavelengths of the standing
wave along the respective axes of the cavity, and c is the speed of light in the cavity
dielectric which is typically vacuum. Conventionally the dimensions are assigned
b < a < d such that the lowest frequency mode is the electric TE101 mode.

Motivated by the requirement that the cavity fit within the depth of the char-
acterisation cryostat in Section 4.2 and the diameter of the vector magnet of the
fridge described in Section 4.3.2, the dimensions 30 mm×6 mm×50 mm were chosen,

79
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Figure 4.1: Measurement of the resonator via a 3D copper cavity pro-
vides both a route to drive and readout the resonator via two anten-
nae, and shields the resonator from radiative emission to the environ-
ment. (a) A CST model of the 3D cavity, along with its dimensions.
(b) A CST simulation of the TE101 mode of the cavity. (c, d) Pho-
tographs of the cavity, showing a fabricated Y2SiO5 chip mounted
on a sapphire sample holder, and the antennae protruding into the
cavity with SMP connectors outside the cavity. (e) CST frequency-
domain simulations allow the S21 of the cavity to be simulated for
different antenna geometries. (f) A 5.5 mm antenna length gives a
broad measured cavity Q.
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being the largest cavity meeting these requirements to produce the lowest possible
frequency TE101 mode f101 = 5.8 GHz. Simulating the cavity mode using CST
Microwave Studio [135] with a model shown in Fig. 4.1(a) shows this electric field
mode at f101 = 5.5 GHz, reduced from the theoretical calculation by the presence
of additional dielectric from the sapphire sample holder and Si chip included in the
model. The electric field lies parallel to the shortest axis of the cavity in Fig. 4.1(b).

The cavity was milled from a block of OFHC copper, split along its longest axis
to enable the chip to be placed on a sapphire sample holder, held in place with a
small quantity of vacuum grease as seen in Fig. 4.1(c). The antennae are formed by
inserting a length of copper, cut from the centre conductor of a semi-rigid coaxial
cable, into an SMA female to SMP male adaptor. Screwing together the two halves
forms the copper box in Fig. 4.1(d), an integral component in every measurement
setup presented subsequently.

The coupling between antennae and cavity has two contributions: a capacitive
coupling between each antenna and the resonator, and a coupling mediated by the
electric field of the cavity. These can be tuned by varying the length of the antenna
within the cavity, and is typically set up so the input antenna extends <1 mm
into the cavity while the output antenna is significantly longer at ~5 mm to ensure
the resonator preferentially emits along the output line, though for low frequency
measurements both antennae extend most of the length of the cavity to facilitate
driving the resonator. Frequency-domain simulations of the S21 of the cavity in
CST for short 3 mm and long 5.5 mm antennae are compared to the measured S21

with a VNA in Fig. 4.1(e). For the longest antennae used the cavity mode has a
Q ≈ 12 as measured in Fig. 4.1(f).

4.2 Device characterisation with closed-cycle cryostat

Figure 4.2: EPR cryostat insert for superconducting resonator measure-
ments with 3D cavity, incorporating a 20 dB attenuator on the input
line, low-noise cryogenic amplifier on the output, and a LakeShore
Cernox temperature sensor. Inserting this probe into a closed-cycle
4He cryostat enables resonator characterisation at 1.6 K.
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To facilitate characterising superconducting resonators with a fast turnaround,
a probe built to be compatible with standard EPR cryostats with a KF40 flange
was used. Seen in Fig. 4.2, it incorporates a series of acrylic baffles with SMA
feedthroughs, separated by bronze rods, to impede He gas flow. Two coaxial lines
provide an input attenuated by 20 dB at the coldest baffle, and an output with a
1 GHz–12 GHz cryogenic low-noise amplifier (Low Noise Factory LNF-LNC1_12A).
DC connections at the top provide power to the amplifier and enable thermometry
via a LakeShore Cernox temperature sensor. The 3D copper cavity described in the
previous section, containing the device under test, attaches at the bottom.

The probe is inserted within a closed-cycle cryostat built by Cryogenic Ltd. and
powered by a Sumitomo two-stage pulse tube cryocooler to reach a base temperature
of 1.6 K. The cryostat is mounted within an EPR magnet (Bruker ER073) enabling
application of fields ~1 T, and the probe can be rotated within the field by use of
a motorised goniometer (Huntington Mechanical Labs MVF-274-450) mounted on
the cryostat.

Connecting a vector network analyser (VNA) to the input and output of the
probe enables measurement of the S21 of the device, characterising the frequency
and quality factor of fabricated resonators. Their resilience to in-plane magnetic
field and tuneability with out-of-plane field can both be measured accurately by
rotating the sample within the field using the goniometer. Measurements of devices
at 1.6 K using this probe are presented in Chapter 3.

4.3 mK measurements with a dilution refrigerator

By pumping on 4He the Cryogenic closed-cycle cryostat can achieve a base temper-
ature of 1.6 K, and the most efficient commercially available cryostats based on 4He
typically reach 1.3 K. To extend this range below 1 K, the much rarer isotope 3He
can be used. Pumping on 3He is significantly more effective than 4He due to its
larger vapour pressure and considerably greater specific heat <1 K [138], enabling
cooling down to ~300 mK.

The cooling power from evaporating He is proportional to the vapour pressure
of the liquid, which drops exponentially with temperature [139]. This limits the
temperatures achievable by exploiting the latent heat of evaporation of He. An
alternative is to use the heat of mixing 3He with 4He to reach lower temperatures,
in a cryostat known as a dilution refrigerator.
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4.3.1 Working principle of a dilution refrigerator

A dilution refrigerator is the only currently available method of continuous cooling
below 300 mK. To understand its operating principle we begin by looking at the
%–T phase diagram of isotopic proportions % of the 3He–4He mixture versus tem-
perature T in Fig. 4.3(a) [138]. Pure 4He has a superfluid transition at 2.177 K, while
3He being a fermion requires much lower temperatures ~2.49 mK for superfluidity
and is not shown on this chart. 3He and 4He remain fully miscible down to 867 mK,
below which the two isotopes only mix in a range of concentrations which depend
on temperature. This implies a mixture of 3He–4He, cooled below 867 mK, sepa-
rates into two phases of different concentrations of 3He, with the more concentrated
3He floating on top of the denser dilute mixture. As the temperature approaches
0 K, the limiting concentrations approach 100 % 3He for the concentrated phase and
6.6 % 3He in the dilute phase. This remaining miscibility of 3He and 4He at 0 mK
enables the dilution fridge to operate down to low mK temperatures as the cooling
power scales with T 2 rather than exponentially as for evaporative cooling [139].

The cooling in a dilution refrigerator comes from the enthalpy of mixing ∆H =

Hd(T ) − Hc(T ) between the two phases. As 3He in the dilute phase has a greater
specific heat than concentrated 3He [138], the enthalpy of the dilute phase Hd is
greater than the concentrated phase Hc, so the heat of mixing is [139]

dQ
dt =

dn
dt∆H (4.2)

where dn
dt is the molar flow rate of 3He atoms from the concentrated phase into the

dilute phase. ∆H can be calculated from measurements of the specific heat of each
isotope to be ∆H ≈ 84T 2[J mol−1] [139].

Hence the cooling power of a dilution refrigerator is directly proportional to the
3He flow rate across the phase boundary. This flow can be driven by pumping on
the dilute phase. The greater vapour pressure of 3He than 4He [138] means this
preferentially pumps 3He from the dilute liquid, creating an osmotic pressure which
pulls 3He across the phase boundary between the two concentrations, driving the
cooling process.

A physical implementation of a dilution unit is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Circulating
3He vapour is pre-cooled and condensed before coming into thermal contact with
the still at 700 mK. It then flows through a series of heat exchangers, typically an
initial concentric heat exchanger followed by several sintered silver heat exchangers,
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(a) Phase diagram of 3He concentration % = n3
n3+n4

versus temperature, at saturated
vapour pressure. At T = 0 two separate phases form, one entirely concentrated 3He,
the other a dilute mixture of 6.6 % 3He, with a phase boundary between them. Data
from [138].

~

~

(b) Schematic of a dilution unit. Incoming concentrated 3He is precooled by thermal con-
tact with the still and a concentric heat exchanger followed by a series of sintered silver
heat exchangers. It enters the mixing chamber where the phase boundary between the
two concentrations lies. The dilute phase lies between the mixing chamber and the still,
where the liquid boundary is pumped on while heat is applied, preferentially evaporat-
ing 3He due to its greater vapour pressure. This creates an osmotic pressure within the
dilute phase, pulling 3He atoms across the phase boundary in the mixing chamber and
absorbing heat in accordance with Eqn. 4.2. Photograph shows the dilution unit of the
LCN BlueFors LD-400 fridge, detailed in Section 4.5.

Figure 4.3: Working principle of a dilution refrigerator.
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which brings the temperature of the incoming concentrated 3He close to that of the
outgoing dilute 3He before it enters the mixing chamber.

During steady-state operation of the dilution fridge, with the 3He–4He mixture
condensed within the dilution unit, the phase boundary between the concentrated
and dilute phase lies within the mixing chamber. 3He atoms pulled across the
boundary experience by osmotic pressure a change in enthalpy due to the mixing,
absorbing energy in accordance with Eqn. 4.2 and cooling the mixing chamber.

A wide tube runs from the dilute phase in the mixing chamber up to the still, via
the heat exchanger. In normal operation almost all the 4He lies in this mixture, in a
superfluid state, with the liquid–vapour boundary of the dilute mixture lying within
the still. Inside, 3He evaporates from the 4He superfluid, driven by pumping on the
vapour from the still and by a heater next to the still. This drives the circulation
of 3He through the circuit and creates the osmotic pressure necessary to pull 3He
atoms through the phase boundary at the mixing chamber.

For a flow rate of 0.5 mmol s−1 at a temperature of 10 mK, fairly typical parame-
ters for operation of a commercial fridge at base temperature, the cooling power of
a dilution unit calculated from Eqn. 4.2 is 5 µW, increasing to 100 µW at 50 mK.

The efficiency of the heat exchanger is a critical factor in determining the base
temperature of a dilution refrigerator. The lowest temperature recorded in a dilution
fridge is ~1.75 mK at the Lancaster Microkelvin Facility [140], achieved with a
highly efficient concentric heat exchanger followed by a series of 15 discrete heat
exchangers. The greatest mass cooled by a dilution refrigerator is found in the
cryostat for the CUORE project [141], where a series of 988 TeO2 crystals with
associated measurement apparatus weighing 1500 kg is continuously maintained at
10 mK.

Until recently, dilution refrigerators relied on vessels of liquid He to pre-cool
the experimental mass, heat shields, and the circulating 3He. Modern dry fridges
dispense with the liquid He bath in favour of a closed-cycle pulse-tube refrigerator to
cool two stages of the dilution fridge to ~50 K and ~4 K while minimising vibrations.
mK experiments presented later in this thesis use a pair of commercial dry dilution
refrigerators from BlueFors, the specifics of which follow in the next two sections.

4.3.2 NPL fridge

The first mK experiments presented in this thesis, in Chapter 5, were performed at
the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in a BlueFors LD-400 dry dilution refrig-
erator, seen in Fig. 4.4. This fridge has a base temperature ~10 mK as measured
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Figure 4.4: Microwave wiring schematic and photographs of the
BlueFors LD-400 dilution refrigerator at NPL, used for continuous-
wave measurements in Chapter 5.
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at the mixing chamber stage, and is equipped with several coaxial microwave input
and output lines as well as a 9–1–1 T 3-axis superconducting NbTi vector magnet
built by American Magnetics Inc. (AMI) anchored to the 4 K stage and powered by
a 4Q06125PS four-quadrant power supply with model 430 power supply program-
mer, capable of supplying a magnetic field up to 1 T in any direction or up to 9 T
along the z-axis.

The sample is installed within the 3D copper cavity, anchored to the mixing
chamber stage via a copper rod (inset) to hold the cavity at the centre of the bore
of the vector magnet to supply an accurate and homogeneous field to the sample.

Two microwave lines enable transmission measurements across the 3D cavity,
measuring the signal from the resonator inside. Blackbody radiation present in
the cables thermalised at room temperature at the top of the fridge is transmitted
down these measurement lines, and if left unchecked would cause a large background
photon occupation number in the resonator, driving the electron spin population out
of thermal equilibrium with the mixing chamber. This thermal noise is sometimes
called Johnson–Nyquist noise. To account for this the input line must be attenuated
in several stages to reduce the number of thermal photons to a level comparable to
the blackbody radiation at the mixing chamber [142]. The noise level is typically
quantified by the noise temperature Tn = Pn

kB
where Pn is the power spectral density

of the noise. The noise temperature Tn,i at stage i is then a function of the noise
temperature radiating from the previous stage Tn,i−1, the real temperature of Ti
of stage i, and the attenuation Ai at stage i defined such that a 20 dB attenuator
corresponds to Ai = 0.01:

Tn,i = AiTn,i−1 + Ti(1− Ai) (4.3)

where the first term comes from attenuation of noise from the previous stage, and
the second term comes from blackbody radiation thermalised at stage i. The noise
temperature can then be calculated for each attenuated stage in sequence to give
the final blackbody noise temperature at the mixing chamber.

In this fridge, the CuNi input line is attenuated by 20 dB at the 4 K stage and
20 dB at the mixing chamber, giving a noise temperature Tn < 80 mK at the mixing
chamber stage. An additional 20 dB attenuator is installed at room temperature
to assist in few-photon measurements, and there is another approximately 6 dB of
attenuation from losses in the microwave cables, as well as an unknown insertion
loss from the cavity to the superconducting resonator. The output line consists of a
superconducting NbTi cable to reduce attenuation of the weak output signal, with
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a cryogenic 4 K low-noise amplifier (LNA) from Low Noise Factory providing 39 dB
gain, with an isolator (Raditek RADI-4-8-Cryo) with 17 dB return loss between
the amplifier and the sample at the still stage to attenuate noise radiating down
the output line from the amplifier. A further 56 dB amplification from two room-
temperature amplifiers from AtlanTecRF brings the signal to a level measurable by
a VNA.

Continuous-wave (CW) measurements in this fridge were performed by a Rohde
& Schwarz ZNB20 vector network analyser connected between the input and output
lines, as described in Chapter 5.

4.3.3 LCN fridge

Measurements in chapters 6 and 7 were performed at the London Centre for Nan-
otechnology, in a BlueFors LD-400 dilution refrigerator illustrated in Fig. 4.5. This
fridge is equipped with a 3–1–1 T superconducting vector magnet by AMI, and has
a cold-loading mechanism enabling a fast exchange of devices and measurements
without the need to warm up the entire fridge to room temperature.

The 3D cavity is loaded within a cylindrical sample box seen in Fig. 4.5 with the
cylindrical shield removed to expose the scaffold and 3D cavity mounted inside. DC
ports at the bottom connect to a 4-lead RuO2 temperature sensor mounted within
the sample box, which typically reads ~13 mK at base temperature, and a resistor
for heating the sample box to control the temperature with a PID temperature
controller (LakeShore Cryotronics Inc. model 372).

Three microwave lines are used in the experiments presented in this thesis. One
attenuated CuNi input line is installed, with attenuators totalling 50 dB which ac-
cording to Eqn. 4.3 gives a noise temperature Tn = 18 mK at the mixing chamber
stage. This input line is used in both Chapters 6 and 7. Measurements in Chapter 6
at 8 GHz are performed with the 4 GHz–8 GHz NbTi output line, with a 39 dB am-
plifier at 4 K isolated from the sample box with three Quinstar QCY-G0451051AS
isolators providing a total of 54 dB return loss. Two room temperature amplifiers
provide an additional 44 dB gain before measurement. In Chapter 7 where mea-
surements in the range 2 GHz–4 GHz are performed, a new output line was used
with a 1.5 GHz–6 GHz amplifier. Due to a lack of availability of circulators below
4 GHz, the measurement was performed with no isolation between the LNA and the
sample except the insertion loss between the cavity and superconducting resonator.
The resulting thermal microwave radiation background from the amplifier at 4 K
may excite the electron spin ensemble out of thermal equilibrium at 13 mK.
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Figure 4.5: Wiring schematic and photographs of the BlueFors LD-
400 dilution refrigerator at LCN, including the mounting of the 3D
cavity within the cold-loading sample box, used for CW and pulsed
measurements in chapters 6 and 7
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Moving on from the CW measurements performed in the NPL fridge in Chapter 5
with a VNA, the LCN fridge was set up with a lab-built ESR spectrometer with
two microwave bridges in frequency ranges compatible with each measurement line,
enabling pulsed measurements measuring spin echoes and coherence properties of
electron spins.

4.4 Pulsed ESR spectrometer

To perform pulsed ESR, a spectrometer is required whose purpose is to generate
well-defined pulses of microwave radiation and capture the response from the device
under test. Generating arbitrary sequences requires a microwave setup capable of
creating fast frequency-swept amplitude-modulated pulses. At frequencies of several
GHz it is typically not possible to generate these pulses directly, so a setup similar
to that shown schematically in Fig. 4.6(a) is used.

To generate pulses, an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) produces low-
frequency fast modulated output in two analogue channels, one in-phase (I) and
one out-of-phase (Q) and three digital markers. The I/Q signal encodes both
amplitude and frequency offset, and is fed into a vector signal generator (VSG)
which mixes it with a high-frequency carrier to produce an arbitrarily modulated
high frequency pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6(b). This upmixed pulse enters the
microwave bridge and is sent to the cavity. The retrieved signal is demodulated
inside the microwave bridge with an I/Q mixer that is referenced to the VSG’s
local oscillator (LO) carrier frequency output. This downmixes the signal down
to a frequency at which it can be accurately sampled by the digitiser. The three
marker pulses from the AWG control the gate and acquisition switches detailed in
the following section, and trigger the digitiser to gather data.

The microwave bridge controls the amplification of control pulses and retrieved
signals, contains fast switches to protect amplifiers from high power pulses and pre-
vent leakage of microwaves from high-power amplifiers, and downmixes the retrieved
signal for digitisation. The components required for this have a limited bandwidth,
so a separate microwave bridge is typically required for different frequency ranges.
A custom-built spectrometer was already available for pulsed experiments, but with
its bridge (detailed in Section 4.4.2) operating at X-band 7–12 GHz, it was not suit-
able for eventual low-frequency measurements for which a new bridge had to be
designed and built while maintaining compatibility with the existing AWG, VSG,
and digitiser.
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(a) Schematic of the components of a spectrometer outside the microwave bridge. The
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) generates two analogue channels I and Q which a
vector signal generator (VSG) upmixes with a carrier frequency to create high-frequency
pulses. The retrieved signal is downmixed in the bridge by an I/Q mixer referenced
to the VSG’s local oscillator, producing a signal that can de digitised. Three marker
pulses from the AWG control switches in the bridge and trigger the digitiser.

(b) Steps toward producing frequency and amplitude modulated microwave pulses in
a pulsed spectrometer using an AWG and VSG. The AWG produces two analogue
channels I and Q encoding the frequency offset and amplitude, which is fed to a VSG
which mixes it with a carrier frequency to produce the upmixed microwave pulse. This
figure illustrates the process with a ±125 kHz swept WURST pulse [143, 144], details
of which are given in Section 6.6.1, mixed with a 200 kHz carrier. Later experiments
typically sweep over ~1 MHz with a carrier in the GHz.

Figure 4.6: Overview of pulse generation and retrieval in a pulsed ESR
spectrometer.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the 2–4 GHz microwave bridge, details of which
are given in the main text. The layout of this bridge is inspired by a
previous generation ESR bridge operating around X-band 7–12 GHz
detailed in Section 4.4.2 and Figure 4.10.

4.4.1 2–4 GHz microwave bridge

For pulsed ESR experiments in Chapter 7, where compatibility with 2–4 GHz was
required, a new ESR spectrometer bridge had to be built. This piece of equipment1

works in tandem with the external VSG, AWG, and digitiser, to form a spectrometer
which generates arbitrary pulse sequences, retrieves the returned signal and acquires
any spin echo.

This section summarises the workings of the 2–4 GHz bridge, the schematic of
which is shown in Fig. 4.7. For detailed characterisation of its internal losses and
amplification in various operational modes see the tables in Appendix B.

Pulse generation

Pulses are generated by modulating the VSG’s carrier frequency via the I/Q out-
put from the AWG. The modulated output from the VSG is then fed into the RF
port of the bridge. Here a pair of slow electromechanical switches, controlled by
the Pulse amp switch on the front panel, allows the choice of passing the RF sig-
nal straight through, or gating the signal (see markers and gates) and passing it

1Nicknamed “Zoidberg”, as the coaxial cables coming from its front panel loosely resemble the
mouth tentacles from its eponymous Futurama character.
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(a) Inside the ESR bridge. Yellow: power supply. Blue: fast switch
logic. Green: pulse amplification and gating. Red: acquisition
chain.

(b) Front panel of ESR bridge.

Figure 4.8: Photographs of the internals of the bridge, taken before the
wiring was added for clarity of the RF components.

through the Pulse amplifier SMA ports where an external pulse amplifier (typically
a Mini-Circuits ZVE-3W-83 solid state amplifier) can be connected and powered by
the bridge’s +15V supply. The RF pulse then passes through a circulator and out
of Port 1 of the front panel where it can be sent to the sample.

Acquisition

The bridge can operate in either reflection or transmission modes, depending on
the electrical path to the sample. A switch on the front panel enables the reflected
signal from Port 1 to be extracted via a circulator, or for the transmitted signal
to be routed through Port 2. The signal passes through an isolator, power limiter
with +23 dBm leakage, and a fast switch. The limiter protects the switch and
subsequent amplifiers from being damaged by high power MW pulses. The fast
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switch protects the amplifiers by passing the signal through only when pulses are
not being sent, more details are given in the markers and gates section shortly. The
isolator prevents any reflected signal from the switch or limiter from returning to
the cavity.

A pair of slow switches allows the sensitive low noise amplifier (LNA) to be
included in the chain or not, controlled by the LNA front panel switch. The signal
is then further amplified before being demodulated by the I/Q mixer. This takes
the LO from the VSG, routed through the LO front panel port, and outputs the
components of the RF signal that are in-phase (I) and out-of-phase (Q) with the LO.
These demodulated signals can then be routed from the front panel to a digitiser or
oscilloscope for acquisition. It is recommended a ~500 MHz low pass filter is added
prior to digitisation to remove any remaining LO component from the I/Q signal.

Diagnostic monitors

This bridge incorporates a series of directional couplers and a rotary switch on the
front panel to monitor the RF signal at various parts of the measurement chain,
for diagnostic purposes. The switch should be set to Measure for normal operation.
With Monitor RF, the RF output from the VSG can be sent straight to the I/Q
mixer to check the pulse sequence matches what the user is expecting. Selecting
Monitor signal bypasses the amplification chain, enabling measurement of trans-
mitted pulses or to diagnose any faults in the bridge. Monitor LO routes the LO
signal into the I/Q mixer’s RF port, to verify the LO output from the VSG is being
correctly generated and the I/Q mixer is operating normally.

Markers and gates

The bridge incorporates fast switches, controlled by a pair of markers from the
AWG, to perform two functions.

Firstly, a pair of “gate” switches are placed at the input and output of the external
pulse amplifier. The first switch ensures that any leakage of RF from the VSG when
the output is meant to be off is heavily attenuated before reaching the amplifier. The
second switch ensures that noise from the pulse amplifier is attenuated before being
sent to the sample. Without these precautions, a constant low power signal would
reach the sample, continuously driving any resonant spins causing the transition to
saturate. These gate switches are controlled by a “gate marker” output from the
AWG.
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Figure 4.9: The function of the markers and fast switches in the bridge,
measured using a fast oscilloscope. The top of each graph shows the
status of the gate marker (blue) and the acquisition marker (green).
Below in yellow is shown the transmitted signal from a 3 GHz source
from the front panel RF port to Port 1 (left), and from Port 2 to the
input of the IQ mixer (right) with the bridge in transmission mode.
RF signal is only transmitted through the pulse amplifier with the gate
switch opened by the gate marker. The acquisition marker opens the
acquisition switch only once the gate switch has closed. This acts as a
fail-safe to prevent damage to the acquisition circuit from high-power
pulses.

Secondly, an “acquisition” switch is placed before the amplifiers in the acquisition
chain. This switch serves to protect the amplifiers (and particularly the sensitive
and expensive LNA) from high power pulses that may be returned from the cavity.
This switch is controlled by an “acquisition marker” from the AWG. For those
familiar with commercial Bruker EPR spectrometers, this switch performs a similar
role to the defence diode.

Without further precautions, it is possible for the user to turn on the acquisition
marker before the gate marker has been turned off, putting the amplifiers in danger
of being damaged from pulses passing through the open gate switch. To mitigate
this, a small logic board inside the bridge ensures that the acquisition switch will
not open until the gate switch has closed, and prevents the gate from opening while
the acquisition is open. The action of this logic can be seen in Fig. 4.9.

4.4.2 7–12 GHz microwave bridge

The spectrometer used alongside the 2–4 GHz bridge is also compatible with X-band
7–12 GHz measurements using an existing bridge shown schematically in Fig. 4.10.
It is functionally similar to the 2–4 GHz bridge, with the addition of two switches to
select between a solid-state amplifier and a travelling wave tube (TWT) amplifier
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of the X-band 7–12 GHz microwave bridge
which the 2–4 GHz bridge was designed to emulate to maintain com-
patibility with the rest of the spectrometer.

for use with conventional ESR cavities. This was omitted due to the bandwidth of
the available TWTs being incompatible with low-frequency measurements.

This high frequency bridge is used for pulsed measurements using a supercon-
ducting resonator at 8 GHz in Chapter 6.

4.4.3 Two-pulse echo

Recalling the description of a two-pulse “Hahn” echo sequence from Section 2.1.2,
a typical implementation of this using the ESR spectrometer is presented in Fig-
ure 4.11(a). The spectrometer uses the AWG to modulate the VSG to produce
π
2

and π pulses with a gaussian time profile of FWHM 5 µs, to facilitate loading
into a high-Q cavity, and are differentiated by their amplitude — a π pulse has ×2

the voltage amplitude of the π
2
, to produce double the B1 field strength within the

cavity.
In a two-pulse or “Hahn” spin echo sequence, an initial π

2
-pulse rotates the Bloch

vector of the spin ensemble onto the x–y plane. Due to inhomogeneity in each
spin’s local magnetic environment, they precess around the z axis at different rates,
causing dephasing over a characteristic time T ∗

2 . After a time τ , a π inversion pulse
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Figure 4.11: (a) A typical two-pulse Hahn sequence produced and re-
trieved with the ESR spectrometer for spin echo experiments. (b)
Experimental realisation of a two-pulse echo sequence with a super-
conducting resonator, pulsing on a 145Nd:Y2SiO5 spin ensemble at
B0 = 326.0 mT.

is applied which inverts the magnetisation in the x–y plane, causing the spins to
refocus and reverse the time evolution. After a time 2τ the spins’ magnetisations
rephase and emit an echo as a detectable voltage.

To illustrate the acquisition of an echo, an example of a two-pulse echo sequence
retrieved from a 145Nd:Y2SiO5 sample and resonator (the device detailed in Chap-
ter 6) is shown in Fig. 4.11(b), using the 7–12 GHz microwave bridge with a wait
time τ = 35 µs and pulse width τ = 10 µs. A 3 W amplifier connected to the bridge
output provides a peak π-pulse power of approximately 3 µW into the 3D cavity.
The retrieved signal is routed through the I/Q mixer, referenced to the LO of the
VSG, to return the in-phase (I) and out-of-phase (Q) components. The phase of
the applied pulses was adjusted to yield a spin echo predominantly in one channel
(I). The high power control pulses appear weak in the retrieved signal due to the
acquisition switch being open while the gate switch is closed. Shortly after 45 µs
(τ = 35 µs plus an additional 10 µs due to the ringup and ringdown of the Gaussian
pulses), the gate switch opens and acquisition switch closes, showing the high-Q
resonator relaxing or “ringing down” following the pulse. As the spin ensemble
refocuses, a spin echo is seen to reform around 75 µs (where the delay from being
exactly 2τ is due to the ringup time of the initial π

2
pulse).

This basic two-pulse sequence forms an essential tool for the experiments in
Chapters 6 and 7. These typically involve measuring the voltage amplitude of
each spin echo, quantified by integrating over the FWHM of the echo (indicated in
Fig. 4.11(b)) for either I and Q separately, or the amplitude of the signal

√
I2 + Q2 .



Chapter 5

Continuous-wave measurements

Coupling between planar superconducting resonators and spin ensembles has pre-
viously been demonstrated for several varieties of spin system, including group V
donors in silicon [50, 51], NV centres in diamond [17], ruby (Al2O3:Cr3+) [48],
molecular spins [145], and rare-earth doped crystals [45, 46, 52].

While doped silicon is frequently used as a substrate on which devices are fab-
ricated, other spin systems are typically measured by fabricating the device on
a separate silicon or sapphire substrate, and gluing or mechanically pressing the
spin-doped sample onto the resonator in a flip–chip approach. The use of Y2SiO5

directly as a substrate for superconducting device fabrication has not been previ-
ously demonstrated.

This chapter investigates the suitability of Y2SiO5 as a substrate for fabrication
of superconducting devices capable of driving ESR transitions. The dielectric loss
of the Y2SiO5 is characterised and compared to commonly used substrates, and the
coupling strength between resonator and doped 145Nd electron spins is analysed,
demonstrating the viability of fabricating on Y2SiO5 for performing ESR with rare-
earth doped crystals.

5.1 Device
The device is a lumped-element superconducting resonator, fabricated on a
Czochralski-grown single crystal of Y2SiO5 [32] doped with 10 ppm (2 × 1023 m−3)
isotopically purified 145Nd. Neodymium was used for these initial experiments as
its anisotropic ESR properties have been well studied, its preferential doping into
Y2SiO5 site 1 simplifies analysis of its ESR spectra, and because samples suitable for
fabrication were readily available. The crystal was cut into a 5 mm×5 mm×460 µm
chip along the principal dielectric axes (D1, D2, b) and a face perpendicular to b
was polished for thin-film growth.

98
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Figure 5.1: (a) False-colour micrograph of the superconducting thin-
ring resonator on 145Nd:Y2SiO5 substrate. The 2 µm inductive wire is
highlighted in blue, the capacitor arms in yellow. The approximate
alignment of the (D1, D2, b) crystal frame and (x, y, z) magnet frame
are indicated. The S21 transmission through the measurement setup
for an applied MW power of −75 dBm into the 3D cavity, showing
the resonance of the NbN resonator in (b) magnitude and (c) phase,
measured at zero applied magnetic field. The lineshape of the reso-
nance deviates from a Lorentzian due interference between the res-
onant modes of the NbN resonator and 3D cavity, resulting in an
asymmetry described by a Fano resonance [71, 72]. A fit to the S21
magnitude yields the centre frequency fc = 6.008 472 GHz and qual-
ity factor Q = 880k for −75 dBm into the cavity. This device was
measured at a mixing chamber temperature of 10 mK.
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The resonator is a “thin-ring” design [34, 121] described in Section 3.2, consisting
of a 2 µm wire which functions as an inductor due to the constriction increasing
the contribution of kinetic inductance, and a pair of 10 µm thick capacitive arms
separated by a 50 µm gap. The use of narrow features increases the resilience of
the resonator to applied magnetic field, and the large gap between the capacitive
arms reduces the peak electric field of the resonator decreasing its susceptibility
to dielectric losses from two-level systems. This forms a lumped-element resonator
seen in the micrograph in Fig. 5.1(a) which generates an oscillating B1 magnetic
field around the inductor which can drive ESR transitions.

Fabrication consisted of 40 nm of sputtered NbN being patterned by photolithog-
raphy using a photomask and a SF6/Ar reactive ion etch process. The patterned
chip was enclosed within a 3D copper cavity as described in Section 4.1 to suppress
spontaneous emission from the resonator to the environment [50]. This was installed
in the bore of a vector magnet in the NPL dilution refrigerator (see Section 4.3.2)
at 10 mK (measured at the mixing chamber plate).

5.1.1 Resonator properties

Continuous wave (CW) measurements of the device were performed using a Rhode &
Schwarz ZNB vector network analyser (VNA). This provides a microwave excitation
at a calibrated frequency f and power P into the input line of the fridge, and
measures the amplitude and relative phase of the returned signal along the detection
path expressed as the complex transmission scattering parameter S21(f ).

A typical zero-field S21 measurement of this device is shown in Fig. 5.1(b, c). The
resonant mode of the NbN resonator appears on top of the background transmission
of the 3D cavity. Naïvely one would expect a peak in transmission at the resonant
frequency as the resonator forms an additional path between the antennae of the 3D
cavity, however due to interference between the resonant modes of the resonator and
cavity an asymmetry is introduced and the |S21| takes the form of a Fano resonance
as described in Section 2.2.4.

Fitting Eqn. 2.11 to the measured |S21|, shown in Fig. 5.1(b), yields a centre
frequency of fc = 6.008 GHz a quality factor Q = fc

∆f
of the order 106 at high powers.

However, the regime of interest for quantum applications is at low temperature and
low power. In the next section we investigate the effect of dielectric losses in this
regime, and its limit on the quality factor of the device.
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Figure 5.2: Power dependence of the resonant mode of the NbN res-
onator at 10 mK in (a) S21 magnitude and (b) S21 phase at zero applied
magnetic field. The prominence and quality factor of the resonance
decreases with decreasing applied MW power, due to the saturation
of two-level systems (TLS) at higher powers [116]. The dependence of
quality factor on applied power is shown in (c). As the power in the
resonator approaches the low power single-photon limit, the dielectric
loss from TLS becomes maximal and the TLS-limited quality factor
reaches Q = 400k.
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5.2 Dielectric loss

In the low temperature, low power regime, the primary source of dissipation in su-
perconducting resonators typically comes from dielectric loss — two-level systems
(TLS) near the device which absorb energy from the resonator. At high tempera-
tures and at high powers, these TLS become saturated and contribute relatively less
to the energy dissipation of the device. This increases the intrinsic quality factor
Qi, increasing the measured Qtot if the quality factor is not limited by radiative or
coupling losses in Eqn. 3.1.

The effect of saturating TLS at high power can be seen in Fig. 5.2(a, b). At
high powers the resonance has a large prominence and narrow linewidth, but as
the power is reduced the contribution of TLS to the dissipation becomes more
significant, reducing the resonator’s quality factor. In the regime where the mean
photon number in the resonator is low 〈n〉 ≈ 1 the quality factor becomes constant
as it is maximally limited by TLS. A sweep of fitted quality factor vs. applied power
is shown in Fig. 5.2(c), where at the lowest applied powers the quality factor reaches
a constant limit at Q ≈ 400k.

The temperature dependence of TLS loss, discussed in Sec. 3.1.1, is due to the
difference in population between the two states of the TLS. Hence at elevated tem-
peratures the TLS absorb less power and contribute less to the dielectric permittiv-
ity, giving rise to a decrease in resonator frequency with decreasing temperature.
This was measured with a VNA set to track the peak resonance frequency as the
temperature of the dilution refrigerator’s mixing chamber was raised by applying a
current to a resistive coil anchored to the stage, giving the data presented in Fig.
5.3.

This frequency shift can be used to extract information about the dielectric loss
in the substrate, by fitting Eqn. 3.2 to the data in Fig. 5.3. Only the linear section of
the data, shown in green, is used for the fit, as the parameter tan δ is most sensitive
to the gradient of this section. This fit parametrises the dielectric loss with the
loss-tangent tan δ = 4 × 10−6.

This loss-tangent is comparable to resonators fabricated on sapphire [103], a sub-
strate routinely used to minimise dielectic loss and reach high quality factors. This
indicates Y2SiO5 is well-suited for fabrication of superconducting devices incorpo-
rating resonators and qubits which are typically susceptible to dielectric losses from
TLSs [146], while also incorporating doped spins for cavity QED.
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Figure 5.3: Frequency shift of resonator as function of temperature
at the mixing chamber, from which a fit to theory [103] (red) of the
gradient of the linear section (green) yields the loss-tangent tan δ =
4 × 10−6.

5.3 ESR measurements

5.3.1 Magnetic field alignment

Having studied the resonator, we now use it to perform ESR to characterise the
Nd spins in the Y2SiO5 that are coupled to the resonator. This resonator design
is resilient to out-of-plane magnetic fields up to 5 mT [121], which is not sufficient
to drive 145Nd ESR transitions at 6 GHz, so the magnetic field was restricted to
be applied within the plane of the superconducting thin film (which is close to the
D1–D2 plane of the crystal) which this resonator design has proven resilient to up
to 2.6 T [121].

To determine the orientation of the magnetic field, a 5 mT field was applied
along the x magnet axis, near the D1 crystal axis. This shifts the frequency of the
resonator downward due to an increase in the kinetic inductance of the NbN film.
The misalignment between the x magnet axis and the superconducting plane was
then found by applying small fields along y to maximise the resonator frequency,
corresponding minimising the out-of-plane field due to the relationship between
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Figure 5.4: Trace of the resonator frequency, tracked by a VNA mon-
itoring the position of the resonance peak, as an applied B-field is
swept in the superconductor plane close to the D1 crystal axis. (a)
shows a quadratic background shift in resonator frequency, which can
be fitted to and subtracted. The result (b) is an ESR trace where a
strong interaction with resonant spins causes a dispersive shift in the
frequency of the resonator.

kinetic inductance and magnetic field (see Section 3.1.2). Repeating this procedure
by applying a perturbing field along y for a main field component along z identifies
two vectors along the superconducting plane, sufficient to fully identify the (x, y,
z) components needed to restrict the applied field to be in-plane and minimise
magnetic flux threaded through the superconductor.

5.3.2 Measuring an ESR spectrum

To measure the interaction of electron spins with the resonator, the magnetic field
B0 was continuously swept at a rate of 3 mT min−1 from 0 mT–360 mT in the plane
of the NbN film at an angle close to the D1 crystal axis.
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The resonator was tracked with a VNA set to a fast measurement bandwidth of
1 MHz with 10 000 points per trace over a frequency span of 2 MHz. By setting a
marker on the VNA to track the max |S21|, the shift in resonant frequency could be
monitored with a precision of 200 Hz at a rate of 2 measurements per second. To
account for the short acquisition time due to the fast bandwidth, a high power of
−45 dBm into the cavity was used to increase signal-to-noise.

Applying a magnetic field the resonator increases its kinetic inductance due to
the reduction in Cooper pair density, as discussed in Section 3.1.2. As a result its
resonant frequency shifts downward quadratically with applied field. To account for
this in the measurement, after every 1 mT step the centre of the VNA measurement
span would be set to the median of the previous 10 measured frequencies, allowing
the VNA to track the resonator beyond its original measurement window. Then by
simultaneously measuring the magnetic field and VNA marker frequency, a trace
of resonator frequency vs. applied field can be built up. Occasional spurious data
where noise caused a stray point to have a higher prominence than the resonator
and be picked out as the maximum of the S21 trace can be filtered out with a moving
3-point median filter.

An example of such a trace is shown in Fig. 5.4(a). The quadratic shift is an effect
of the magnetic field directly on the superconductor itself, so by fitting to a quadratic
(shown in red), this can be subtracted leaving only the shift in frequency due to
other effects, shown in Fig. 5.4(b), predominantly due to a dispersive interaction
between the 145Nd electron spin and the resonator.

Simulating the site 1 145Nd spin system with Easyspin as described in Sec. 2.3, a
Breit-Rabi diagram showing energy levels vs. applied B0 field along D1, shown
in Fig. 5.5(a), shows how the ESR transitions coming into resonance with the
6.008 GHz resonator match up with fields at which an avoided crossing is observed
in Fig. 5.5(b). A breaking of the Y2SiO5 subsite degeneracy is observed in the ex-
perimental ESR spectrum, indicating the B0 field is not quite being applied within
the D1–D2 plane, hence that there is a misalginment between the crystal axes and
the superconductor plane — the Y2SiO5 wafer has not been polished perfectly per-
pendicular to the b crystal axis.

An additional set of weaker transitions are observed at lower B0-fields. These
can be attributed to site 2 of 145Nd:Y2SiO5, and the weaker prominence on the ESR
spectrum is due to the preferential doping of 145Nd into site 1.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Breit-Rabi diagram of 145Nd in Y2SiO5 for magnetic
field B0 oriented along D1, with ESR transitions at 6.008 GHz indi-
cated. (b) ESR spectrum with the magnetic field B0 oriented along
D1, as measured with a VNA tracking the resonator centre frequency.
The quadratic dependence of resonator frequency with applied mag-
netic field has been subtracted. Transitions from Site 1 are indicated
in blue, Site 2 in red. Two sets of site 1 transitions are seen due to
a broken sub-site degeneracy. An additional set of unidentified tran-
sitions whose angular dependence do not match 145Nd are observed
in the ESR spectrum, as indicated in Fig. 5.6. The avoided crossing
studied in Section 5.4 is indicated at B0 = 216 mT, corresponding to
the mI = 7

2 ESR transition of 145Nd.
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5.3.3 Anisotropic ESR roadmap

By measuring several ESR traces as described in the previous section for a range
of B0 field angles over 0°–180° in 10° steps in the superconducting plane, the ESR
spectrum is seen to shift due to the anisotropy of the Y2SiO5 crystal. Plotting
these transitions as a function of field angle forms a roadmap, shown in Fig. 5.6. To
create this, positions of avoided crossings on each ESR trace were marked on both
an upsweep and downsweep of magnetic field, and the mean of the field strengths
for features which were marked on both sweeps was added to the plot.

With this roadmap and the individual ESR spectra for each field angle, it is
possible to identify what observed transition corresponds to which spin species. The
first clue to identify spin species is whether the number of transitions matches the
number of hyperfine levels — eight in the case of 145Nd. At mK temperatures, the
polarisation of the population toward the ground state (shown in Fig. 5.8) should
also encode itself in the transition strength, seen in the progressive weakening of
transitions with increasing field in Fig. 5.5(b) where the mI = +7

2
transition from

the ground state at 216 mT is strongest.
Next we can factor in the roadmap, by comparing the fields at which transitions

are observed to simulation from the ESR tensors. This identifies the crystal ori-
entation, by looking for angles at which the g-factor changes significantly, and for
a splitting of the sub-site degeneracy, indicating the extent to which the field is
misaligned from D1–D2 or b, as we observe in Fig. 5.5(b) where the eight hyperfine
levels split into sixteen. Finally, if a transition does not follow the angular depen-
dence expected from simulation this is a good indication that this transition is not
due to the spin species being simulated.

Applying these methods identify both 145Nd site 1 (in blue, for which both the
Zeeman g and hyperfine A tensors are available) and 145Nd site 2 (red, with only
the Zeeman g tensor available) in the roadmap and spectrum.

There were two additional transitions marked in green and black, whose strength
and angular dependence set them aside from the 145Nd transitions. These could not
be positively identified from simulation of other rare-earth species for which ESR
data was readily accessible including erbium and ytterbium, but could potentially
arise from iron group impurities in the Y2SiO5 [44].

The data also appear to include a series of regularly-spaced magnetic fields where
the resonator prominence and frequency decreased due to an increased loss, seen
in Fig. 5.7(a) for the trace at 0°. These had a much wider linewidth ~5 mT than
the other observed transitions, were repeatable for sweeping up and down in field,
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Figure 5.6: Roadmap of ESR transition fields with respect to the B0
angle from the D1 axis, in the D1–D2 plane. Circles mark the positions
of transitions from traces such as in Fig. 5.5, with Site 1 in blue and
Site 2 in red. Signals from site 2 between 110°–150° could not be
resolved due to weak transition amplitudes at these angles. Lines
represent simulated data assuming an ideal rotation about the crystal
b axis. For Site 2 we only show one line as only the g-tensor is known
for this site. Green and black represent as yet unidentified impurities.
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and did not appear hysteretic. This, alongside its apparent angular dependence in
Fig. 5.7(b), could be consistent with additional resonant transitions from impurities
in the substrate.

The purpose of this roadmap is to ensure ESR transitions can be positively iden-
tified by comparing their angular dependence to simulations and bulk ESR data,
ensuring further analysis of spin–resonator coupling properties can be clearly linked
to a particular spin species. We now focus on one strong 145Nd site 1 transition to
quantify the strength of the resonator–spin coupling.

5.4 Resonator–spin coupling

The highest intensity transition in 145Nd site 1 was seen at B0 = 216 mT along D1,
corresponding to an ESR transition from the ground state with mI = +7

2
. With

50 % of the electron and nuclear population in the ground state at 10 mK, calculated
from the Boltzmann distribution over 145Nd’s sixteen energy levels and shown in Fig.
5.8, this transition was a promising candidate for maximising the coupling strength
between resonator and electron spin.

5.4.1 Avoided crossing

To characterise the coupling, a detailed scan of the avoided crossing around B0 =

216 mT was taken. A VNA was set up to measure the S21 of the resonance around
6.007 GHz with a 5 MHz span, measuring 20 001 points at a bandwidth of 10 kHz.
The power used corresponded to −50 dBm into the cavity, with 8 averages to im-
prove signal-to-noise. The B0 field was swept from 210 mT–224 mT in 20 µT steps,
with a VNA trace taken at each field.

By plotting the |S21| of the resonance in Fig. 5.9, we confirm the onset of an
avoided crossing due to spin–resonator interaction as tracked by the faster mea-
surements presented in Sec. 5.3.2. As the field increases, the resonator tunes down
in frequency due to the shift in kinetic inductance, and the ESR transition tunes up
(indicated by the almost flat white line around 216.4 mT). As the two approach in
frequency, a non-resonant dispersive interaction between resonator and spin causes
the resonance to shift in frequency away from the spin transition, as can be seen in
cuts (b) and (d). The resonance linewidth is also seen to broaden and the promi-
nence drops compared to a cut (a) taken further from the resonance, indicating
the spins are contributing significantly to the losses of the combined resonator–spin
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Figure 5.7: (a) Regularly spaced lossy points in seen in the ESR spec-
trum. These were seen at different fields for many angles of the sweep;
the trace shown here is at 0°. (b) Identifying the lossy points on all
the traces produces a roadmap of these features, shown over the ESR
roadmap from Fig. 5.6. While some angular dependence is apparent,
the exact relationship of these features with field angle is not obvious.
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− − −−

Figure 5.8: Spin polarisation of the eight ESR transitions, calculated
from the Boltzmann distribution for the sixteen energy levels of 145Nd
at 216 mT along D1 at 10 mK. The mI = +7

2 transition from the
ground state contains 50 % of the spin population, giving this tran-
sition a high intensity compared to transitions from excited nuclear
states.

system, and hence the decoherence rate of the spins γs is greater than that of the
resonator κc.

A characteristic of the strong coupling regime is the vacuum Rabi splitting, where
the modes of the resonator and spin hybridise when on-resonance, and two modes are
seen simultaneously separated by the vacuum Rabi frequency Ω = 2gens determined
by the the coupling strength gens between resonator and spin ensemble. A cut (c)
at 216.4 mT of Fig. 5.9 shows that the peak disappears on-resonance due to losses
from the spin ensemble broadening the resonance and reducing its prominence.
This suggests the strong coupling regime is not reached as this would require the
resolution of two peaks separated by 2gens, however the clear onset of an avoided
crossing indicates a high cooperativity between resonator and spin nonetheless.

5.4.2 High-cooperativity coupling

Without a visible vacuum Rabi splitting, which would allow the coupling strength
to be read off directly from the vacuum Rabi frequency, the coupling parameters,
namely the ensemble coupling strength gens and inhomogeneous spin ensemble half-
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Figure 5.9: Left: the onset of an avoided crossing measured in the S21
magnitude by a VNA, at B0 = 216 mT along D1 corresponding to the
mI = 7

2 ESR transition of 145Nd. Increasing strength of the B-field
shifts the resonator frequency downward, while the frequency of the
ESR transition increases (white line). A dispersive shift in the res-
onator frequency is seen as the two are brought in resonance. (a, b,
c, d) show cuts across the 2D plot at fixed B-fields, with the back-
ground transmission subtracted. Cuts (b) and (d) show the dispersive
frequency shift. Cut (c) shows the centre of the avoided crossing where
resonator and electron spin frequencies are in resonance, where promi-
nence of the resonance is reduced enough to no longer be resolvable.
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ɣ

Figure 5.10: Fitting to (a) the resonator frequency ω and (b) inverse
quality factor at each field point allows us to extract the coupling
strength gens/2π = 1.5 MHz and spin linewidth γs/2π = 5.7 MHz for
this ESR transition. Combined with the resonator linewidth far de-
tuned from spins of κc/2π = 13.3 kHz this yields a high cooperativity
C = g2ens

κγ = 30. Beneath is a comparison between (c) the measured
data and (d) simulated data of the avoided crossing given the ex-
tracted coupling parameters.
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width γs can be extracted from a fit to the resonance frequency and linewidth of
the avoided crossing.

To perform this fit, first the resonator half-width in the absence of spins κc can
be extracted directly from fitting a Fano resonance to the resonator far from the
avoided crossing at 224 mT. This yields a resonator half-width of κc/2π = 13.2 kHz.

The same Fano fit is then performed for each magnetic field point from 210 mT–
224 mT. The quadratic shift due to the change in kinetic inductance of the NbN
film is subtracted, leaving only the dispersive shift in resonator frequency due to
spin interaction in Fig. 5.10(a) and the decrease in quality factor of the resonator
in Fig. 5.10(b).

With the frequency and linewidth of the resonator as a function of B0-field, we
can now fit to Eqns. 2.13 parametrising these in terms of gens and γs:

ω = ωc − g2ens
∆

∆2 + γ2s

κ = κc + g2ens
γs

∆2 + γ2s

where ∆ = m0(B − B0)/h̄ is the field detuning calculated from the spin magnetic
moment m0 = h̄ dω

dB0
.

A fit to the resonance frequency ω and linewidth κ as a function of B yields
the red curve in Fig. 5.10(a, b) with the coupling parameters gens/2π = 1.5 MHz,
γs/2π = 5.7 MHz, and κc/2π = 13.2 kHz.

Using these values to simulate the |S21| data for the resonance across the avoided
crossing shows a close agreement between measured and simulated data in Fig.
5.10(c, d). These parameters match up with the qualitative conclusion from the
previous section, that γs > κc, and that the conditions for strong coupling are
not met in this device as gens < γs. However gens is sufficiently close to γs and
greater than κc that the cooperativity C = g2ens

κcγs
= 30 > 1 meets the conditions for

high-cooperativity.

5.5 Discussion

This chapter has demonstrated the suitability of Y2SiO5 as a substrate for fab-
rication of high-quality superconducting devices. We fabricated a viable high-
Q NbN resonator with low-power Q = 400 000 and measured its loss tangent
tan δ = 4 × 10−6 to be comparable to sapphire. In Section 5.3.2 we develop
methods for measuring the anisotropic ESR spectra exhibited by rare-earth doped
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Y2SiO5, and focusing on one ESR transition in 145Nd we demonstrate the coupling
between resonator and spin ensemble meets the conditions for high cooperativity
C = g2ens

κcγs
= 30.

The coupling parameters gens = 1.5 MHz, γs = 5.7 MHz, and κc = 13.2 kHz
indicate the coupling regime is limited by the spin linewidth γs > gens. Equivalently,
the Nd spin ensemble is decohering at a faster rate than excitations are being
exchanged between it and the resonator, such that photons can be coherently written
from the resonator to the spin ensemble but tend to decohere before they are re-
emitted from the spin ensemble to the resonator.

Some options are available for improving the cooperativity of the device. A more
strongly doped rare-earth sample would increase the ensemble coupling strength
gens ∼

√
ρ for spin density ρ, an option which we pursue in the next chapter where

we move on from CW measurements to apply pulsed ESR methods to measure
properties of the resonator–spin system. Alternatively we can exploit coherence-
enhancing ZEFOZ transitions in REIs [14] to decrease γs, the possibility of which
is discussed further in chapter 7.



Chapter 6

Pulsed ESR spectroscopy

Having demonstrated the viability of fabricating superconducting devices on
Y2SiO5, and the high-cooperativity coupling to spins doped within the substrate,
we progress from CW frequency-domain measurements to perform pulsed ESR
spectroscopy of electron spins at mK temperatures via superconducting resonators.

Frequency-domain measurements of high-cooperativity coupling between spins
and a superconducting resonator have previously been demonstrated for a number
of spin systems, such as NV and P1 centres in diamond [17, 48, 147], phosphorus
donors in silicon [51], molecular spins [145], and rare-earth doped crystals [34, 46,
52].

Performing time domain or pulsed measurements in this regime is much less
studied. Prior work includes time-resolved measurements of NV centres by Jo-
hannes Majer’s group [148] and two-pulse spectroscopy of phosphorus-doped silicon
[149] in Hans Huebl’s group. These publications focus on specific results in the
high-cooperativity regime, but give less detail on the challenges and methods of
performing pulsed ESR in such a system.

Operating in the high-cooperativity regime presents additional challenges over
standard ESR measurements, due to the strong interaction between resonator and
spin, and the resulting dispersive frequency shift of the resonator. The purpose of
this chapter is to develop methods and tools for performing pulsed spectroscopy in
this regime with a superconducting resonator, and to use these methods to facilitate
measuring coherence properties of 145Nd:Y2SiO5 spins in the substrate and their
dependence on experimental parameters.

6.1 Device
For these experiments, a similar “thin-ring” resonator to that used in Chapter 5
was fabricated on a single crystal of Y2SiO5 doped with 200 ppm (4 × 1024 m−3)

116
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Figure 6.1: S21 transmission through the cavity for a MW power of
−105 dBm into the 3D cavity is shown in (a) magnitude and (b) phase
for zero applied magnetic field. A Fano fit to the resonance magnitude
|S21| using Eqn. 2.11 yields the centre frequency fc = 8.071 GHz and
quality factor Qtot = 72 000.

isotopically purified 145Nd, a 20× increase in spin concentration from the previ-
ous chapter in order to increase the ensemble coupling strength gens to assist per-
forming pulsed ESR in a high-cooperativity regime. The crystal was cut into a
5.0 mm×5.0 mm×2.7 mm chip, with the NbN resonator patterned by mask pho-
tolithography. The device was installed in the LCN dilution refrigerator described
in Section 4.3.3 at a base temperature of 13 mK measured at a sample holder ther-
mally anchored to the 3D copper cavity. Measurements in this chapter use the
4–8 GHz output line of the fridge.

6.2 CW characterisation

The resonator was probed with a Copper Mountain C2209 VNA to measure its
transmission at zero applied magnetic field. Its S21 response is plotted in Fig. 6.1.
The resonance profile again takes a Fano lineshape, and fitting to |S21| using
Eqn. 2.11 gives its centre frequency fc = 8.071 GHz and quality factor Q = 72 000
for power PVNA = −45 dBm output from the VNA, corresponding to approximately
Pcav = −105 dBm into the 3D cavity due to input line attenuation and cable losses.
The quality factor of this resonator is approximately an order of magnitude lower
than the device from Chapter 5, likely due to contamination of the Nb sputter
processes in the LCN cleanroom at the time of fabrication.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Breit-Rabi diagram of 145Nd:Y2SiO5 in site 1 for a
magnetic field B0 along the D1 crystal axis. The fields at which a
8.071 GHz resonance occurs are indicated. (b) The VNA-tracked fre-
quency shift of the resonator as magnetic field is swept up to 500 mT.
The quadratic dependence of resonator frequency with field strength
has been subtracted, leaving the dispersive shift of interaction with
resonant spins. The 8 ESR transitions are split into 16 due to a
misalignment of field direction from the D1 axis breaking the subsite
degeneracy, with the two sites indicated by the two combs. (c) The
prominence of the resonance measured by the VNA. Dips in resonance
magnitude occur alongside dispersive shifts, indicating absorption by
the resonant spins.

6.2.1 ESR spectrum

Using methods described in Section 5.3.2, we use the resonator to measure an ESR
spectrum from electron spins within the substrate by aligning the magnetic field of
the vector magnet in the plane of the superconductor close to the D1 crystal axis
and ramping the field strength from 0 mT–500 mT, producing the data presented
in Figure 6.2.

A Breit-Rabi diagram of dependence the 145Nd:Y2SiO5 energy levels with B0

strength along the D1 crystal axis is shown in Fig. 6.2(a), with allowed transitions
at 8.071 GHz indicated. ESR transitions are plotted in dark blue, and a series of
weaker forbidden transitions with ∆mI = 1 are shown in grey. Fig. 6.2(b) shows
the frequency shift of the resonator with the quadratic background shift subtracted
leaving only the dispersive shift from interaction with resonant spins. The positions
of avoided crossings are clearly visible, and closely match the predicted ESR tran-
sitions. As before, a breaking of the subsite degeneracy splits the ESR spectrum
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into two, indicated by the dark blue comb. Unlike in Sec. 5.3.2, this measurement
also tracks the peak |S21| transmission measured by the VNA tracking the reso-
nance. Fig. 6.2(c) shows this data, illustrating how the resonator prominence dips
strongly, indicating that absorption by resonant spins occurs alongside dispersion.
This absorption proves a sensitive method for detecting weak spin transitions, such
as low-field site 2 transitions or weak forbidden transitions with ∆mI = 1, but the
strongly allowed site 1 ESR transitions can be identified by their larger dispersive
shift indicating high-cooperativity.

Based on this ESR spectrum, the lowest-field site 1 145Nd:Y2SiO5 transition can
be identified at B0 = 326 mT, corresponding to the mI = +7

2
ESR transition, which

we now proceed to study in further detail.

6.2.2 Avoided crossing and cooperativity

A 2D field–frequency scan around B0 = 326 mT was taken with the VNA, scanning
±25 MHz while the field was stepped from 310 mT–342 mT in 0.1 mT increments.
A section of this scan is shown in Figure 6.3(a), with the avoided crossing visible.
Taking cuts at constant B0 for fields around the centre of the resonance, we see
in blue the beginning of a dispersive shift in Fig. 6.3(c, e), and a vacuum Rabi
splitting at the centre of the avoided crossing at 325.6 mT in Fig. 6.3(d). The
~12 MHz splitting of the peaks implies a coupling strength gens ≈ 6 MHz. These
cuts have had the background transmission of the 3D cavity C(f) subtracted.

With the presence of a vacuum Rabi splitting, the equations used to fit to the
avoided crossing in Section 5.4.2 are no longer valid, and a more robust treatment
is needed. In this regime we instead use Eqn. 2.12 to parametrise the full 2D
sweep in terms of the ensemble coupling strength, enabling us to perform a least-
squares fit directly on the 2D data. First the background transmission of the cavity
C(f) is measured by applying a large out-of-plane magnetic field to destroy the
superconductivity. To extract A, ϕ, and κc, the g2ens

i∆s(B,f)+γs
term is omitted to neglect

the effect of spin resonance, and a fit to the resonator is performed when far detuned
from spins at B = 310 mT. This yields the cavity half-width κc/2π = 76.9 kHz,
which along with A and ϕ become fixed parameters for the 2D fit.

Including the field dependence, a fit to the 2D data of Fig. 6.3(a) using the full
|S21(B, f)| functional form is performed. This yields the final three parameters: the
resonant field B0 = 325.59 mT, spin half-width γs/2π = 2.99 MHz, and ensemble
coupling strength gens/2π = 5.933 MHz. A simulation of the avoided crossing using
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Figure 6.3: (a) An avoided crossing with the mI = +7
2 ESR transition

of 145Nd measured in S21 magnitude by a VNA at B0 = 326 mT.
The white line indicates the ESR transition as it tunes with magnetic
field across the resonator. (b) A 2D fit to the measured data, as
described in Section 6.2.2. The fit parameters describing the spin
coupling gens/2π = 5.933 MHz, γs/2π = 2.99 MHz, κc/2π = 76.9 kHz
yield a high cooperativity C = g2ens

γsκc
= 153. Cuts (c, d, e) show the

effect of the spins on the resonance profile, with a dispersive shift
leading to a vacuum Rabi splitting visible at the centre of the avoided
crossing in (d) of Ω = 2gens

2π ≈ 12 MHz. The background transmission
of the cavity has been subtracted in (c, d, e).

these values is shown in Fig. 6.3 alongside the measured data, and the cuts (c, d,
e) include the fitted resonance in red.

These values yield a cooperativity C = g2ens
γsκc

= 153, putting this device well into
the high-cooperativity regime, and on the border of strong coupling (gens > γs, κc).

With the device and spin transition sufficiently characterised, we can now proceed
to attempt pulsed ESR spectroscopy on this transition via the superconducting
resonator.

6.3 Pulsed spectroscopy

To perform spin echo experiments, we apply a two-pulse sequence to the 145Nd
spin ensemble via the superconducting resonator. This sequence was detailed in
Section 2.1.2, and a real example of a two-pulse sequence retrieving an echo from
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this 145Nd:Y2SiO5 sample and resonator has already been presented in Section 4.4.3
and Fig. 4.11. We now proceed to use this and related pulse sequences to measure
properties of the 145Nd:Y2SiO5 ensemble and its coupling to the superconducting
resonator.

In this chapter, to operate at frequencies compatible with the ~8 GHz resonator,
we use the 7–12 GHz microwave bridge described in Section 4.4.2. A 3 W amplifier
provides a peak π-pulse power of approximately 3 µW into the 3D cavity.

6.3.1 Echo-detected avoided crossing

In the high-cooperativity regime, the resonator frequency becomes a strong function
of the magnetic field due to the dispersive shift between resonator and spin ensemble.
The strength of an echo then becomes a function of both magnetic field B and
frequency f . To establish the optimal operating point, a two-pulse sequence was
applied to create a 2D map of echo intensity, sweeping over B = 321.5 mT–329.5 mT
and f = 8.052 GHz–8.070 GHz. The retrieved waveforms in channels I and Q were
integrated over a window 20 µs wide across the centre of the echo to determine
the integrated I and Q, from which the echo magnitude and phase were calculated
with magnitude =

√
I2 + Q2 and phase = arg(I + iQ). The resulting map forms

an echo-detected field and frequency sweep, in analogy to the echo-detected field
sweep which forms an important tool in conventional ESR.

Performing this measurement produces the plots shown in Figure 6.4, showing
an echo-detected measurement of the avoided crossing measured in CW in Fig. 6.3.
The magnitude indicates the strongest echo is measured on the upper branch around
326 mT, and the separately integrated I and Q plots indicate the phase of the echo
shifts across the avoided crossing.

More structure can be revealed by plotting magnitude on a log scale, where the
weak echoes near the avoided crossing become more evident. A broadening of the
linewidth is seen at the centre of the avoided crossing, as is a resolvable vacuum
Rabi splitting. The phase can also be revealed in a 2D plot by assigning a hue to
the measured phase increasing the lightness for weak echo magnitudes to highlight
points where an echo was retrieved.

Taking cuts at constant B-field across the echo-detected avoided crossing in
Fig. 6.4(a,b,c), we find that echoes are stronger when spin and cavity are detuned
by ~0.9 mT from the centre of the avoided crossing, due to the reduction in res-
onator prominence when on-resonance causing retrieval efficiency to decrease. At
the centre of the avoided crossing (b), the vacuum Rabi splitting is again observable
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Figure 6.4: Echo-detected field–frequency sweep, measuring echo am-
plitude with a two-pulse sequence. The tuning of the spin frequency
is indicated by the straight line on each 2D plot. Magnitude: Plot-
ting echo magnitude

√
I2 + Q2 reveals the avoided crossing, with the

strongest echo appearing on the upper branch at B = 326 mT. Plot-
ting I and Q separately reveals a change in phase of the echo over the
avoided crossing. More structure can be revealed by plotting magni-
tude on a log scale, where the weak echoes near the avoided crossing
become more evident, and by plotting the phase of the echo as the
hue in a 2D image, weighting the luminosity by the echo amplitude.
(a, b, c): Cuts at constant B-field show the echo amplitude over the
avoided crossing, with a visible vacuum Rabi splitting at the centre
(b).
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with Ω ≈ 10 MHz, close to the splitting expected from the fitted ensemble coupling
strength 2gens = 12 MHz.

This echo-detected scan of the avoided crossing illustrates one of the challenges
in performing pulsed ESR in strong coupling and high-cooperativity regimes. In
conventional (weakly coupled) ESR it is sufficient to tune the spins in resonance
with the cavity by ramping magnetic field in an echo-detected field sweep while
assuming the cavity frequency is static, however due to the dispersive frequency shift
of the resonator in the high-cooperativity regime, changing the B-field necessitates
performing an echo-detected frequency sweep to optimise the echo, forming plots
as seen in similar to those plotted in Fig. 6.4(a,b,c). This process of ramping to a
magnetic field and performing an echo-detected frequency sweep became a standard
procedure, performed prior to every experimental run that follows. The strongest
echo is retrieved on the upper branch of the avoided crossing, at aroundB = 326 mT.
Next we will investigate coherence and relaxation properties at this point, as well
as coherence properties at several other points on the avoided crossing.

6.4 Spin coherence time T2

A two-pulse echo sequence enables measurement of coherence properties of the spin.
By varying the pulse separation time τ , the echo amplitude decays as the spin
ensemble decoheres for longer in the x–y plane, giving an exponential decay with
the decoherence time T2 as a function of the elapsed time 2τ

A(τ) = A0e−
2τ
T2 . (6.1)

where A0 is a fit parameter effectively describing the extrapolated echo amplitude
at τ = 0.

A T2 measurement at the most prominent point of the avoided crossing B0 =

326 mT at 13 mK, with τ = 30 µs–2 ms, is presented in Fig. 6.5. As expected,
the echo decays exponentially toward zero. With the echo phased to appear pre-
dominantly in the I-channel, fitting an exponential decay with Eqn. 6.1 yields an
artificially shortened T2 time. This is due to phase noise, evident from a reduction
in I amplitude correlated with an increase in Q amplitude in Fig. 6.5(a) as the phase
of the echo drifts over the increasing wait time 2τ . This may be due to magnetic
field noise from the superconducting magnet, causing the spin precession rate to
fluctuate and accrue a deviation in phase over time 2τ . The effect becomes more
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− −

(a) With the echo phased to the I-channel, fitting an exponential decay to only the I-
channel (left) yields an artificially shortened T2 = 276 µs due to phase noise. This can
be corrected by fitting to the echo amplitude

√
I2 + Q2 , as in (b).

(b) The amplitude of the echo decay is fitted to Eqn. 6.2, with the decay signal and noise
floor also separately indicated, yielding T2 = (409 ± 14) µs. Inset: the first echo at
τ = 30 µs, shown in I/Q as well as amplitude

√
I2 + Q2 . The overall amplitude of the

echo, used for the decay measurement, is determined by integrating over the FWHM of
the echo signal, indicated by the darker red data.

Figure 6.5: Two-pulse echo decay measurement, measuring the deco-
herence time T2 at B = 326.0 mT and T = 13 mK measured at the
sample box.
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Figure 6.6: T2(B), measured for 19 points on the avoided crossing.

significant at longer τ . Phase noise can be accounted for by fitting instead to the
echo amplitude

√
I2 + Q2 .

When fitting to an echo amplitude, the voltage noise does not time-average to
zero as it does for I or Q, but instead the noise power (∝ V 2) adds to the signal
power. Hence the appropriate way to fit to such an amplitude decay measured in
voltage is

A(τ) =

√(
A0e−

2τ
T2

)2
+ C2 (6.2)

where C is the noise floor, in this case measured by averaging the last 3 data points
of the sweep.

Fitting the same decay with this function as in Fig. 6.5(b) yields the coherence
time T2 = (409 ± 14) µs. This was measured with the fridge at its base temperature,
in a regime where spectral diffusion is significantly suppressed and instantaneous
diffusion should limit the measured T2. The effect of temperature on coherence time
is studied in Section 6.4.2, and attempts to measure the contribution of spectral and
instantaneous diffusion are discussed in sections 6.8 and 6.9.

6.4.1 T2 across avoided crossing

To investigate whether the T2 for the mI = +7
2

transition measured at B0 = 326 mT
generalised for other points on the avoided crossing, further measurements were
performed for B-fields between 322.0 mT–328.5 mT. At each field point, an echo-
detected frequency sweep determined the position of the strongest echo, which the
T2 measurement was then performed at.

Figure 6.6 presents this T2(B) measurement, marking the 19 points on the avoided
crossing for which T2 measurements were taken. A strong dependence of the echo
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Figure 6.7: T2(f) measured at B = 326.0 mT over ±600 kHz from
the frequency an initial echo-detected frequency sweep determined as
giving the peak echo amplitude.

amplitude on B-field correlates with the strength of the echoes on the avoided
crossing, but no T2 convincingly exceeds T2 = (409 ± 14) µs, with the longest mea-
surement at 325.0 mT having a high uncertainty T2 = (498 ± 98) µs due to the weak
echo amplitude.

A measurement of T2(f) was also performed, to verify whether a potential cor-
relation between probe frequency f and T2 could bias the conclusions of two-pulse
echo experiments. This measurement is presented in Figure 6.7, at a constant
B = 326.0 mT, for frequencies ±600 kHz across the centre of the resonance. The
amplitude agrees with echo-detected frequency sweeps in Section 6.3.1, but there is
no convincing trend.

Some T2(f) data in Fig. 6.7 appears to exceed the T2 = (409 ± 14) µs mea-
sured in Fig. 6.5, notably the centre point of the sweep at 8.059 233 GHz with
T2 = (542 ± 27) µs, and the next 2 points of the sweep. However, this proved not to
be repeatable. It is also evident that the centre frequency of the resonance shifted
during the course of this measurement, which was initially set up with the centre
frequency of the sweep determined by an echo-detected frequency sweep. This may
be due to repeated pulsing on the spin transition causing bulk spins to gradually
saturate, reducing the coupling strength and making the resonator shift up in fre-
quency as the dispersive shift becomes less pronounced, an effect discussed further
in Section 6.8.
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6.4.2 Temperature dependence of T2

A major contribution to decoherence comes from fluctuations in the magnetic envi-
ronment, shifting the Larmor precession frequency of individual spins and causing
dephasing of the spin ensemble. One cause of these magnetic fluctuations comes
from energy-conserving flip-flop processes within the spin bath. To undergo a spin
flip-flop, a relaxed spin must exchange with an excited spin, so the rate of spin-flips
is dependent on the number of pairs of opposite spin. Hence this rate is propor-
tional to the polarisation of the species making up the spin bath. The polarisation
is given by the product of the occupation of the relaxed and excited states of the
spin bath transition, given by the Boltzmann statistics which depends heavily on
temperature [150–152]. Hence we expect a strong dependence of the coherence time
as a function of temperature T2(T ).

The thermal occupation of 145Nd:Y2SiO5 energy levels at 326 mT is shown in
Fig. 6.8(a). The population of the ESR states n↑, n↓ becomes significantly polarised
below the Zeeman temperature TZe = hf

kB
= 387 mK. The polarisation P of a

transition is then given by the product of the relative population of the ground P↓

and excited P↑ states

n↑ = e−
TZe/2
T , n↓ = e+

TZe/2
T ,

P↓ =
n↓

n↑ + n↓
=

1

n↑n↓ + n↑n↑
=

1

1 + e−
TZe
T

,

P↑ =
n↑

n↑ + n↓
=

1

n↓n↑ + n↓n↓
=

1

1 + e+
TZe
T

,

P = P↑P↓ =
1(

1 + e+
TZe
T

)(
1 + e−

TZe
T

) . (6.3)

Plotting P↓ and P↑ as a function of temperature in Fig. 6.8(b), we find the 145Nd
ESR transition becomes heavily polarised below 100 mK, suppressing flip-flop pro-
cesses. In this isotopically purified sample, 145Nd in site 1 is the dominant source of
magnetic fluctuations in the spin bath, due to the low occupation of site 2. Close
to the D1 axis the difference in TZe between sub-sites is negligible, so the spin bath
can be well described by just this one species, 145Nd in site 1.

By introducing a temperature-independent free parameter ξ related to the
dipole–dipole interaction strength [40], and a residual decoherence rate Γres from
temperature-independent interactions such as instantaneous diffusion, we can de-
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Figure 6.8: (a) Spin population of all 16 energy levels of 145Nd:Y2SiO5
at 326 mT along D1, calculated by Boltzmann statistics. The lines are
coloured by the nuclear spin state mI . The excited ESR states have
a low occupation that becomes insignificant below 100 mK, creating
a strong polarisation of the 145Nd ensemble. (b) Polarisation of mI =
+7

2 ESR transition.

scribe the decoherence rate with [151, 152]

1

T2(T )
= Γ(T ) = Γres +

ξ(
1 + e+

TZe
T

)(
1 + e−

TZe
T

) . (6.4)

Taking two-pulse echo measurements for sample box temperatures between
14 mK–1.2 K, we measure the T2(T ) presented in Fig. 6.9(a). A fit of Eqn. 6.4
to the experimental data shows a very close agreement with theory. The residual
decoherence rate was set according to the coherence time measured at 14 mK,
Γres =

1
T2

= 1
(409 ± 14) µs , and the fitted TZe = (360 ± 4) mK is close to the calculated

TZe = 387 mK, indicating that the spin temperature is close to that measured at
the sample box at these temperatures. Below ~80 mK the measured coherence
time appears shorter than predicted by the saturation of decoherence rate in the
theoretical plot. This may indicate that the sample is slow to thermalise below
these temperatures, due to material interfaces between the Y2SiO5 crystal and
sample box.

The magnitude of the dipole–dipole coupling strength can be estimated using
insights from DEER (double electron–electron resonance) spectroscopy, where the
coupling rate between two electron spins A and B separated by distance rAB is given
by νdd = 1

2π

µ0µ2
BgAgB
4πh̄

1
r3AB

(3 cos2(θAB)−1) where θAB is the angle between B0 and the
axis between the spin A and B [59]. To provide an order-of-magnitude estimate
in the case of a homogeneous distribution of spins with concentration n = 1

r3AB
, we

neglect the angular dependence [153] and rewrite using the local gyromagnetic ratio
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(a) Fit TZe = (360 ± 4) mK. Expected from fc = 8.059 GHz TZe = 387 mK. Residual
T2,res = (409 ± 14) µs. ξ = (162.0 ± 0.9) kHz is a temperature-independent free param-
eter determined by the dipole–dipole interaction strength. Inset: same data but time
as opposed to rate.

(b) Echo amplitude as a function of temperature, from the same data as in (a). Blue:
amplitude of the first echo at τ = 25 µs, these data are a function of both tempera-
ture and coherence time. Grey: fitted amplitude of the exponential decay for each T2
measurement (A0 in Eqn. 6.2), equivalent to the echo amplitude extrapolated to τ = 0,
which in the absence of saturation should be proportional to the difference in popula-
tion between the ground and excited states P↓ − P↑. The reduction of echo amplitude
below ~500 mK from this expected curve may be due to the spin relaxation T1 of a
sub-ensemble exceeding the experimental shot repetition time.

Figure 6.9: Suppression of spin decoherence by spin bath polarisation
at ~mK temperatures.
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γ = gµB
h

= df
dB [28]. This gives the expression

νdd =
hµ0

4π
γ2n

which is consistent with the generally accepted νdd = 52.2 [MHz]
r3AB [nm3] for a pair of

g = 2 spins [153]. For this ensemble of n = 4 × 1024 m−3 145Nd spins with
γ = 19.7 MHz mT−1 we estimate a coupling rate νdd = 102.9 kHz, similar in mag-
nitude to the fitted value of ξ = (162.0 ± 0.9) kHz. However, since the derivation
of Eqn. 6.4 does not give an explicit expression for the fit parameter ξ including
any pre-factors [151, 152], we cannot reliably draw further conclusions other than
noting the similarity between these values.

Alongside the T2(T ) measurements, in Fig. 6.9(b) we plot the amplitude of the
fitted exponential decay (A0 in Eqn. 6.2), equivalent to the echo amplitude ex-
trapolated to τ = 0. If the spins are permitted to fully relax between pulses, the
echo amplitude should be proportional to the difference in population between the
ground and excited states (P↓ − P↑). Fitting this for a Zeeman temperature of
TZe = 387 mK we find the measured amplitude levels off below ~500 mK, suggesting
that at these temperatures the T1 of a sub-ensemble of weakly coupled bulk-like
spins is exceeding the 5 s shot repetition time of the experiment, preventing them
from fully relaxing between subsequent pulse sequences. The amplitude is then seen
to decrease below ~200 mK as the T1 time of more sub-ensembles exceeds the shot
repetition time.

By polarising the spin bath, the effect of spontaneous diffusion is suppressed.
This can be verified by measuring the spectral diffusion linewidth with a three-
pulse measurement, discussed in Section 6.8. The residual decoherence rate at
14 mK should be due to interaction of spins within the bandwidth of the resonator
during the measurement process, giving rise to instantaneous diffusion. The influ-
ence of instantaneous diffusion can be measured using a two-pulse sequence with
progressively weaker refocusing pulses, to excite fewer spins during measurement;
attempts to measure this are presented in Section 6.9.

6.5 Self-stimulated echo train

The two-pulse echo data presented so far has focused only on the first 2τ of the
sequence, enough to acquire the primary echo. However for this sample, measuring
beyond 2τ reveals the appearance of further echoes at 3τ , 4τ , 5τ , and beyond,
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Figure 6.10: Two-pulse sequence with rectangular π
2 and π pulses at

326.00 mT, 14 mK. Each single-shot measurement produces a train of
self-stimulated echoes due to the emitted echo being reabsorbed by
the spin ensemble and displacing the spin vector. Echo trains react
to changing τ for (a) τ = 30 µs and (b) τ = 60 µs. (c) Simulation de-
veloped by Kamanasish Debnath and Klaus Mølmer of the 145Nd spin
dynamics, producing an echo train for τ = 45 µs. (d) Simulated echo
train reacts appropriately to changing τ . Subfigures (c, d) have been
reproduced from [154], with kind permission of Kamanasish Debnath.

as shown in Figure 6.10(a, b). These occur repeatably and reliably as part of a
two-pulse echo, with no further application of pulses required.

The appearance of multiple echoes is not new. The very first article reporting a
microwave spin echo in 1958 [155] noted the appearance of a secondary echo, and
Hans Huebl’s group reported the observation of echo trains on the arXiv in 2018
[149] shortly before the echo trains presented here were first observed.

The results shown here prompted a discussion with Kamanasish Debnath and
Klaus Mølmer, who have been working on describing theoretically the dynamics
of a strongly coupled spin–cavity system, to attempt to reproduce these measure-
ments via simulation. A secondary echo occurs after a primary echo emitted into
the cavity is partially reabsorbed by the spin ensemble, displacing the spin vector
and initiating a second refocusing. It appears this effect arises due to the combina-
tion of imperfect refocusing pulses alongside the high-cooperativity spin–resonator
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coupling, which causes spin echoes emitted into the cavity to initiate a further refo-
cusing of the spin ensemble. Debnath and Mølmer model this with N = 1010 spins
in an inhomogeneously broadened ensemble coupled to an optical cavity with pa-
rameters similar to this sample, and drive with an external coherent pump to apply
a two-pulse echo sequence. A detailed description is given in [154]. The simulated
dynamics of the spin ensemble reproduce an echo train as shown in Fig. 6.10(c, d).

6.6 Adiabatic fast passage
The geometry of the thin-ring resonator used in these experiments, with the mag-
netic field generated by the inductive wire dropping off as B1 ∝ 1

r
, results in a highly

inhomogeneous B1 field driving the spins. For a given pulse length or power, spins
far from the inductor will be driven weakly with only a small change in magnetisa-
tion, while spins close to the inductor will experience a significantly stronger field
and may undergo multiple rotations around the Bloch sphere during the pulse. This
makes the application of an accurate rotation angle impossible with rectangular or
Gaussian pulses.

A solution to this comes from the arbitrary phase control available from us-
ing I/Q vector modulation, enabling the generation of frequency-swept pulses. To
illustrate the additional control this provides, consider the application of a RF
B1 field with time-varying frequency ω(t) perpendicular to the B0 field in the lab
frame, Blab = [B1 cos(ωt), B1 sin(ωt), B0]. In the rotating frame in the presence of
spins with Larmor frequency ωs = γB0 this becomes an effective magnetic field
Beff = [B1, 0, B0− ω(t)

γ
]. When an RF pulse is on-resonance, B0 =

ω
γ

and Beff points
purely along x, causing the spins to precess around the x-axis. However, for a
detuned RF pulse a component along the z-axis remains.

This control over the angle of Beff can be exploited to perform an adiabatic fast
passage (AFP) [144, 156, 157], illustrated in Fig. 6.11. Consider starting with a spin
ensemble whose magnetisation M predominantly points along +z. A frequency-
swept pulse with ω(t = 0) � γB1 causes Beff to lie close to z, causing the magneti-
sation to precess around the z-axis. By slowly sweeping the frequency dω

dt > 0, Beff

smoothly rotates away from +z toward +x. Provided the adiabaticity condition
is met, that the rate of rotation of Beff is slower than the precession of M around
Beff,

∣∣dθ
dt

∣∣ < |γBeff|, the precession of M around Beff causes M to smoothly track
Beff. By ending the sweep with ω(t) � γB1, Beff and M both point along −z. The
advantage of this adiabatic passage is that, unlike on-resonance pulses, it works
regardless of the B1 field strength provided the adiabaticity condition is met. This
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Figure 6.11: Adiabatic fast passage. By sweeping the frequency of a
pulse dω

dt > 0, the effective magnetic field in the rotating frame Beff
rotates from +z to +x and through to −z. Provided the sweep is
sufficiently slow

∣∣dθ
dt
∣∣ < |γBeff| the magnetisation vector M of the spin

ensemble follows this rotation as it precesses around Beff. This can
be exploited to invert magnetisation and produce arbitrary θ rotation
despite an inhomogeneous B1 field.

enables magnetisation inversion and arbitrary θ rotation even in the presence of a
highly inhomogeneous B1 field.

6.6.1 Echo inversion with WURST pulses

A purely rectangular amplitude profile to a swept pulse causes a finite offset at
the start and end of the sweep, causing Beff to lie slightly tipped from the z-axis.
Introducing an amplitude modulation to the pulse ensures Beff rotates smoothly
from +z to −z. This is what the WURST pulse1 (Wideband, uniform rate, smooth
truncation) achieves [143, 144].

The WURST pulse starts from a linear frequency sweep of length T with a chirp
range ∆f centred around f0

f(t) = f0 −
∆f

2
+

∆f

T
t

and modulates the amplitude with a profile

A(t) = 1−
∣∣sin (π [ t

T
− 1

2

])∣∣n
where the index n changes the severity of the cutoff. A typical value is n = 20 [143].

An illustrative example of a WURST pulse is shown in Fig. 6.12(a). Shown in
I/Q, the centre frequency f0 = 0 because the upconversion to the carrier frequency
is performed by a VSG. To measure the inversion caused by a WURST pulse, it

1This acronym was chosen because of the WURST’s sausage-shaped envelope.
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− −
−

(a) WURST inversion sequence. In this illustrative example, the WURST pulse has a
∆f = 2 MHz chirp and T = 100 µs duration.

(b) Echo inversion with adiabatic fast passage. (i) A π
2 –π Hahn echo sequence. (ii)

shows that a simple π-pulse does not efficiently invert the Bloch vector to −z, as the
echo remains positive. This is due to an inhomogeneous B1 field from the resonator.
(iii) Adiabatic fast passage with a T = 800 µs, ∆f = 2 MHz WURST pulse, creating
an inverted echo. The right hand plot of each figure shows an expanded view of the
primary echo for each sequence.

Figure 6.12: Adiabatic inversion with a WURST pulse.
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can be followed by a two-pulse sequence, which shows a negative echo compared to
a sequence without inversion as the magnetisation points along −z.

The experimental data in Fig. 6.12(b) demonstrates the effectiveness of a WURST
pulse with this device. The two-pulse sequence is phased to produce a positive echo
in the I channel in (i). Applying a gaussian π pulse 400 µs before the two-pulse
sequence in (ii) does not invert the echo, but reduces its amplitude as the mag-
netisation over the inhomogeneously coupled spin ensemble is driven incoherently
around the Bloch sphere. Applying a T = 800 µs, ∆f = 2 MHz WURST pulse in
(iii) inverts the echo.

Using an inverted magnetisation we can measure T1 relaxation of the spin ensem-
ble by varying the wait time Tw, presented in Section 6.7.

6.6.2 Rabi oscillation with BIR-4 pulses

Adiabatic inversion can be implemented with a WURST pulse, but achieving a
specific flip angle requires more complex chirped pulses. One possibility to achieve
a π

2
rotation would be to truncate a WURST pulse to end at ω = γB1, with B1

aligned along +x, called an adiabatic half-passage (AHP), however in the presence
of an inhomogeneously broadened spin ensemble this does not generalise well to
arbitrary θ rotations. A pulse designed to implement such a rotation is the BIR-4
[158, 159] (B1-insensitive rotation) pulse.

The BIR-4 consists of four AHP segments as illustrated in Fig. 6.13(a). The
composite sequence is quite complex and covered in detail in [159], but the rotation
angle θ is determined by a phase discontinuity between the first–second segments
of

∆ϕ = π +
θ

2

and −∆ϕ between the third–fourth segments.
By applying a T = 100 µs, ∆f = 1 MHz BIR-4 pulse, followed 2 ms later with a

two-pulse echo sequence, the projection of the magnetisation along the z-axis can be
measured analagously to the WURST inversion in the previous section. By varying
the rotation angle θ = 0 to θ = 4π, a Rabi cycle is observable in Fig. 6.13(b).
This demonstrates the capability to prepare a state by exploiting adiabatic pas-
sage, though the 100 µs pulse length required made pulse sequences incorporating
arbitrary θ rotation within the pulse (as opposed to preparing a projection onto the
z-axis) unreliable.

The standard BIR pulse [159] begins and ends with an abrupt change in ampli-
tude, unlike the WURST pulse whose smooth truncation prevents misalignment of
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− −
−

(a) BIR-4 rotation sequence. In this illustrative example, the BIR-4 pulse has a ∆f =
2 MHz chirp and T = 100 µs duration.

−

−

−

(b) Rabi oscillations using a BIR-4 pulse with ∆f = 1 MHz, T = 100 µs. The initial θ
rotation of the BIR-4 pulse prepares a projection of the magnetisation vector onto the
z-axis, which is measured with a two-pulse echo sequence. The decay of echo amplitude
from θ = 0 to θ = π, 2π is due to a fast shot repetition time in this run causing weakly
coupled spins to saturate over the course of the experiment. A damped sine has been
fitted to the data as a guide to the eye.

Figure 6.13: Preparing a projection on the z-axis with a BIR-4 pulse.
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−

−

−

Figure 6.14: T1 by inversion recovery at 14mK. The pulse sequence
(shown in Fig. 6.12(a)) was phased to give an inverted echo in the Q
channel. (a) Plotting both channels I (blue) and Q (orange) and fitting
each with an exponential decay yields two decay timescales, differing
by an order of magnitude. The amplitude of the fitted curve does not
accurately describe the measured echo amplitude Amp =

√
I2 + Q2

(grey) at long timescales. (b) Plotting the phase shows the inversion
of the echo at Tw ≈ 40 ms, but also a drift in the phase of the echo at
long timescales. This motivates fitting to echo amplitude instead, as
in Fig. 6.15.

initial and final Beff. Examples in the literature of combining BIR-4 phase mod-
ulation with a WURST pulse envelope [95] have had success2, but for this device
showed no visible improvement in fidelity.

6.7 Spin relaxation time T1

With the ability to prepare an inverted magnetisation using WURST pulses (see
Sec. 6.6.1), we can measure T1 relaxation of the spin ensemble by monitoring
the recovery of the inversion from −z to +z. We use the sequence presented in
Fig. 6.12(a), varying the wait time Tw between the WURST inversion and a two-
pulse echo sequence, measuring the echo amplitude as a function of Tw.

Measuring T1 at 14 mK, we acquire the data in Fig. 6.14(a) for Tw = 100 µs–100 s.
Fitting a simple exponential decay directly to both I and Q yields two different
decay rates T1,I = (6.6 ± 0.6) s and T1,Q = (620 ± 60) ms, differing by an order of
magnitude. The reason for this difference is evident in Fig. 6.14(b), where a drift
in the phase of the echo is apparent for wait times beyond Tw ≈ 100 ms. This

2It should come as no surprise that BIR and WURST pair well together.
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(a) T1 by inversion recovery at 14mK yielding two characteristic decay times T1,fast =
(696 ± 47) ms and T1,slow = (9.4 ± 1.2) s from a biexponential fit (Eqn. 6.5) to the echo
amplitude (black line). The dotted grey line indicates the inversion of the echo for short
Tw.

(b) T1 measured by saturation recovery at
14mK, with T1 = (601 ± 42) ms, consis-
tent with T1,fast from inversion recovery.

(c) T1 by inversion recovery at 100mK,
with a single exponential fit yielding
T1 = (57 ± 1) ms, consistent with cross-
relaxation dominating over Purcell at
100 mK.

Figure 6.15: T1 relaxation measurements by inversion and saturation
recovery
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drift in phase prevents accurate measurement of T1 by considering each channel
individually. Hence to accurately describe the recovery of the echo we analyse the
echo amplitude instead in Fig. 6.15. It should be noted this has the effect of making
the measured data always positive, even for an inverted echo.

For a resonator with an inductive wire generating an inhomogeneous B1 ∝ 1
r
,

the single-spin coupling strength between the spin and resonator scales with gspin ∝
B1 [66]. For strongly coupled ions, the cavity becomes an additional channel for
spontaneous emission of microwave photons, with the Purcell rate ΓP =

4g2spin
κ

[66].
This implies an inhomogeneous B1 field corresponds with an inhomogeneous Purcell-
enhanced spin relaxation rate. As a result, we expect the measured T1 to include
contributions from a continuous range of relaxation rates from short-lived strongly
Purcell-enhanced spins, to long-lived bulk-like spins.

The relaxation dynamics of an inhomogeneously Purcell-enhanced spin ensemble
is complex to describe analytically. As an approximation to the wide range of T1,
we fit to the experimental data using a biexponential of the form

A(Tw) =

∣∣∣∣−Cfast exp
(
− Tw

T1,fast

)
− Cslow exp

(
− Tw

T1,slow

)
+D

∣∣∣∣ (6.5)

where T1,fast and T1,slow are fast and slow decay rates, Cfast and Cslow are the re-
spective amplitudes of the decay, and D is the echo amplitude measured without a
WURST inversion. The modulus accounts for the measurement of the echo ampli-
tude. This biexponential model is a simplification, as the Purcell-enhanced emission
rate varies continuously with B1 field strength, but it broadly captures the dynam-
ics involved. Fitting to relaxation decay from an inhomogeneous B1 field with a
multiexponential function is consistent with previous measurements in the literature
[19].

Fitting Eqn. 6.5 to the echo amplitude in Fig. 6.15(a) returns two characteristic
relaxation times T1,fast = (696 ± 47) ms and T1,slow = (9.4 ± 1.2) s where, within the
approximation described above, T1,fast describes a rate at which strongly coupled
spins are relaxing via their coupling to the resonator, and T1,slow is a contribu-
tion from a sub-ensemble more weakly coupled spins. The respective amplitudes
Cfast = 0.134 ± 0.005 and Cslow = 0.065 ± 0.005 indicates the fast process is, broadly
speaking, twice as significant as the slow.

We compare the relaxation times measured by inversion recovery to an experiment
using saturation recovery, where the WURST pulse is replaced by a long MW pulse
~500 µs long. This scatters the magnetisation of the spin ensemble all over the Bloch
sphere, resulting in no net magnetisation and hence no spin echo. The recovery of
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the magnetisation with T1 relaxation processes can be monitored by varying Tw.
A saturation recovery experiment at 14 mK is presented in Fig. 6.15(b). As this
experiment only used the range Tw = 100 µs–10 s, a reliable fit to T1,slow ~10 s is not
possible. A single exponential fit yields T1,fast = (601 ± 42) ms, showing agreement
between inversion recovery and saturation recovery.

Raising the temperature to 100 mK has a marked effect on the relaxation time,
decaying with a single exponential with characteristic time T1 = (57 ± 1) ms. This is
consistent with another relaxation mechanism, faster than the Purcell-enhanced rate
T1,fast = 696 ms, coming into play. With spin–lattice relaxation processes heavily
suppressed at sub-Kelvin temperatures [160], this may be consistent with cross-
relaxation between 145Nd spins, which we can estimate using parameters from studies
into spectral hole lifetimes in 145Nd:Y2SiO5 [26],

RFF =
γFF

B
sech2

(
hf

2kBT

)
(6.6)

where the value from [26] γFF ≈ 6.5 Hz T along D1 scales with n2 to give γFF ≈
280 Hz T for a 200 ppm as opposed to 30 ppm crystal. With B = 326 mT and
f = 8 GHz, this yields a cross-relaxation time 1

RFF
≈ 1

70 Hz ≈ 15 ms, within an order
of magnitude of the measured T1, supporting the conclusion that cross-relaxation
dominates T1 at 100 mK.

Interestingly, the WURST inversion in the 100 mK data appears to be more
efficient than the inversion at 14 mK. Further experimentation with WURST pulses
would be needed to provide insights into the cause.

6.8 Stimulated three-pulse echo spectroscopy
A stimulated or three-pulse echo sequence consists of two π

2
pulses, separated by

time τ , followed by a third π
2

pulse at time Tw after the second pulse, illustrated in
Figure 6.16(a). The first pulse excites spins from the z axis onto the x axis, where
they dephase within the x–y plane for time τ . The second π

2
rotates these dephased

spins onto the x–z plane, effectively parking the projection of the dephased spins
from the x axis onto the z axis. This effectively encodes a frequency comb of spins
whose accumulated phase is a multiple of π onto the ±z states. For a time Tw these
spins undergo relaxation and spectral diffusion, before being projected back onto
the −x axis by the third π

2
pulse. The spins refocus and emit an echo after time τ .

The amplitude of the echo from a three-pulse sequence depends on τ due to T2
effects while the spins are in the x–y plane, and on Tw due to T1 relaxation, as well
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(a) A stimulated or three-pulse echo sequence. Two π
2 pulses store magnetisation on the

z axis, which the third π
2 can project onto the x–y plane, stimulating an echo whose

amplitude depends on both τ and Tw due to spectral diffusion and longitudinal and
transverse relaxation. Typically an echo also appears at 2τ , which is the conventional
two-pulse echo.

(b) Decay of a three-pulse echo experiment with Tw for τ = [30, 50, 80]µs, along with a
fit to theory with Eqn. 6.7.

Figure 6.16: A three-pulse stimulated echo experiment,
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as spectral diffusion which causes spin magnetisation to transfer into parts of the
spectrum outside the measurement bandwidth, as described in Section 2.1.4. Thus
by varying both τ and Tw in a three-pulse sequence, we can gain information about
spectral diffusion, and longitudinal and transverse relaxation, of the spins being
measured.

A three-pulse echo experiment was performed at B0 = 326 mT and 14 mK mea-
sured at the sample box, for τ = [30, 50, 80] µs and Tw = 30 µs–40 ms, with the echo
decay shown in Fig. 6.16(b). The amplitude of the stimulated echo decays with Tw

over a timescale ~ms before disappearing into the noise floor, and can be described
as a function of τ and Tw [28]

A(τ, Tw) = A0 exp
[
−
(
Tw

T1
+ 2πτΓeff

)]
(6.7)

where Γeff = Γ0 +
1
2
ΓSD(Rτ + 1− e−RTw), (6.8)

and to account for the noise floor C we fit to the voltage amplitude using

V =
√
A(τ, Tw)2 + C2 . (6.9)

Here, ΓSD is the spectral diffusion linewidth, R the total spin-flip rate, and Γ0

describes residual decoherence effects such as instantaneous diffusion and homoge-
neous broadening.

Due to a strong mathematical covariance between T1 and ΓSD, we fix T1 = 696 ms
as the fast relaxation rate measured in Section 6.7. With the decay occurring over
~10 ms, the T1 decay plays a negligible role in the dynamics measured here. A fit
to the parameters Γ0, ΓSD, and R yields the values Γ0 = (729 ± 43) Hz, ΓSD =

(43 ± 8) kHz, and R = (53 ± 11) Hz.

First looking at the fitted Γ0, this value should correspond to the decoherence
rate with τ as in a two-pulse sequence, neglecting the effect of spectral diffusion. A
three-pulse sequence is equivalent to a two-pulse sequence for Tw = 0, so neglecting
terms involving Tw and ΓSD, the exponential decay of Eqn. 6.7 is equivalent to
Eqn. 6.1 when T2 =

1
πΓ0

= (440 ± 30) µs. Hence the residual decoherence rate from
three-pulse measurement agrees with the two-pulse T2 = (410 ± 14) µs measured in
Sec. 6.4.

The spectral diffusion linewidth ΓSD can be calculated from dipolar interactions
between spins [28, 40]
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Γ =
πµ0h

9
√
3
nγ1γ2 sech2 hf

2kBT
(6.10)

where the spin concentration n = 2 × 1024 m−3 is half the total 145Nd concentration
due to the splitting of the sub-site degeneracy, and γ1 and γ2 are the gyromagnetic
ratios γ = df

dBz
in Hz T−1 for the resonant spin and an interacting spin. For this

sample we assume the dominant contribution comes from the abundant 145Nd in
site 1, with γ1 = γ2 = 19.7 MHz mT−1. To achieve the spectral diffusion linewidth
(determined by fitting the data to Eqn. 6.7) ΓSD = (43 ± 8) kHz, Eqn. 6.10 implies
a spin bath temperature of T = (163 ± 16) mK. The slow flip-flop rate R = 53 Hz is
consistent with a spin bath temperature of T = (93 ± 5) mK according to Eqn. 6.6.

This temperature is an order of magnitude higher than that measured at the
sample box T = 14 mK. The convincing fit of T2(T ) down to 80 mK in Sec. 6.4.2
suggests the Y2SiO5 crystal is thermalising to at least this temperature, and the
agreement between Γ0 and the T2 from two-pulse measurements suggests earlier
experiments have measured spin decoherence with spectral diffusion mostly sup-
pressed. From this we deduce that for this experiment the spin bath appeared to
be out of thermal equilibrium with the crystal.

To explain this result, we return to the context of this particular experiment
compared to others: the T2(T ) experiment presented in Section 6.4.2 was performed
after a fresh thermal cycle, ensuring the electron spins have thermalised with the
crystal during an adiabatic cooldown. The three-pulse measurement presented here
was not performed after a thermal cycle, but after a series of other experiments at
14 mK, where T1 takes a biexponential form with a slow rate around T1 ≈ 10 s. This
experiment, as well as some previous tests, had been set up to take advantage of
the fast rate T1 ≈ 700 ms by operating at a shot repetition time of 5 s to ensure the
experiment could run overnight, however in doing so the spin bath was not being
permitted to sufficiently relax to maintain thermal equilibrium. This appears to
have resulted in an artificially elevated spin bath temperature, causing wider spec-
tral diffusion linewidth than predicted by Eqn. 6.10. Future experiments requiring a
spin bath in thermal equilibrium should take care to operate with a shot repetition
time longer than the slowest T1.

An elevated spin bath temperature can also be caused by leakage of microwave
power down the signal lines leading to the device. With 50 dB attenuation on the
input line of this experiment shown in Fig. 4.5, room temperature noise from the
top of the fridge is attenuated to 18 mK by the time it reaches the mixing chamber
stage. The low noise amplifier radiates noise of no more than 4 K down to colder
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stages, but three circulators isolate this to 10 mK at the mixing chamber stage.
Hence for this experimental setup, the noise temperature reaching the sample is not
sufficient to disturb the thermal equilibrium at 14 mK.

6.9 Two-pulse T2 with low refocusing amplitude
With spectral diffusion mostly suppressed at 14 mK, instantaneous diffusion be-
tween spins within the measurement bandwidth of the resonator (see Section 2.1.4)
is likely to contribute to the residual decoherence rate Γres found from T2(T ) mea-
surements in Section 6.4.2. Instantaneous diffusion is proportional to the number
of spins refocused during the second pulse of a two-pulse sequence. By reducing the
amplitude of this pulse, fewer spins are refocused, effectively probing a more dilute
spin ensemble where the excitation of a spin from application of a MW pulse has
less of an influence on the magnetic environment of another measured spin. [19, 28]

A two-pulse sequence with variable second pulse angle θ, shown in Fig. 6.17(a),
was used to perform measurements of T2 as a function of spin flip probability
〈sin2(θ/2)〉, down to the lowest pulse amplitude a reliable single-shot T2 measure-
ment could be performed. In conventional ESR this typically has a linear relation-
ship [28, 161] if instantaneous diffusion is prevalent, but in Fig. 6.17(b) no credible
conclusion can be drawn, with a constant decoherence rate 1

T2
≈ 2300 s−1 being

consistent with almost all the data gathered.
With a high spin concentration of 200 ppm, the density of resonant 145Nd spins

is significantly higher than other experiments with rare-earths [28] that have mea-
sured the contribution of instantaneous diffusion, so it is unlikely ID is not present.
The similarity between πΓ0 = (2290 ± 135) Hz from Section 6.8 and 1

T2
≈ 2300 s−1

measured here suggests this measurement has largely suppressed spectral diffusion.
An explanation for this null result comes from the significantly inhomogeneous

B1 field generated by the resonator. For the geometry of this resonator, the in-
ductor generating B1 can be modelled as a wire, with field strength ∝ 1

r
. The

Rabi frequency of an individual spin then also scales as 1
r
, giving a strong spatial

dependence of the rotation induced on an individual spin from a single MW pulse.
Reducing the strength of the refocusing pulse then effectively probes spins closer
to the resonator which experience a stronger B1 field than those further away. If
most of the signal comes from a volume of spins close to the resonator, then even
small pulse amplitudes θ will drive these spins strongly, and the reduction of in-
stantaneous diffusion in spins at further r not be resolved over the signal from the
strongly driven spins.
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(a) Two-pulse sequence with variable refocusing pulse angle θ

(b) Two-pulse T2 measurement at 14 mK as a function of spin flip probability 〈sin2(θ/2)〉
from refocusing pulse angle θ. In conventional ESR the signature of instantaneous
diffusion would be a decrease in decoherence rate with lower spin flip probability. This
effect is not visible with this device, likely due to the strongly inhomogeneous B1 field
preventing the application of an effective θ pulse.

Figure 6.17: Two-pulse echo measurements with variable refocusing
pulse amplitude
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6.10 Discussion
In this chapter we have demonstrated that a high-cooperativity C = g2ens

γsκc
= 153

coupling between a superconducting resonator and a 145Nd:Y2SiO5 ensemble can be
used to perform pulsed ESR spectroscopy. By performing an echo-detected field
and frequency sweep in Section 6.3.1, the avoided crossing can be mapped and T2

measurements at various points across the avoided crossing, varying both magnetic
field B0 and probe frequency f , do not show a strong effect on coherence time,
which is measured at T2 = (409 ± 14) µs at 13 mK.

By varying the sample box temperature from 14 mK–1.2 K we show in Sec-
tion 6.4.2 that polarising the spin bath suppresses spin decoherence substantially,
in excellent agreement with theoretical models. The high-cooperativity coupling
between spin and resonator results in several spin echoes in a self-stimulated echo
train, as reported in Section 6.5. While the highly inhomogeneous B1 field gener-
ated by the resonator prevents coherent driving of the spin magnetisation around
the Bloch sphere using on-resonance pulses, in Section 6.6 adiabatic fast passage
can be exploited to rotate the net magnetisation by π and invert the echo, and to
implement an arbitrary θ pulse enabling Rabi oscillations to be observed. With an
inverted echo, T1 can be measured by inversion recovery as in Section 6.7, where
the inhomogeneous B1 causes a range of Purcell-enhanced relaxation times, approx-
imated by a biexponential fit with T1,fast = 696 ms and T1,slow = 9.4 s.

Challenges in performing pulsed ESR in these regimes include the dispersive
frequency shift of the resonator, requiring both field and frequency to be calibrated.
In practice this means performing an echo-detected frequency sweep at the start
of each experimental run. The high Q = 72 000 of the superconducting resonator
causes a long ringup and ringdown time for each pulse, such that pulse lengths
less than ~5 µs substantially reduce the echo amplitude. The long bulk T1 times
at 14 mK make measurements requiring a spin ensemble at thermal equilibrium
challenging, as found in Section 6.8 where operating with a shot repetition time long
enough to let bulk spins relax would make each experimental run infeasibly long.
The highly inhomogeneous B1 ∝ 1

r
field generated by this resonator design causes

a spatial variation in Rabi frequency. This suggests a redesign of the resonator to
achieve a more homogeneous B1 field may provide more coherent control and enable
additional measurements such as attempted in Section 6.9.



Chapter 7

Ytterbium doped Y2SiO5

So far in this thesis the experiments have focused on on 145Nd:Y2SiO5. 145Nd proved
a convenient testbed for measurement techniques, due both to the ready availability
of strongly doped isotopically purified samples, and the preference of Nd to dope
into Y2SiO5 site 2 due to its large ionic radius compared to Y, simplifying the
interpretation of anisotropic ESR spectra and decoherence mechanisms.

We now move on to fabricate superconducting resonators on Yb:Y2SiO5, mea-
suring coherence properties in the high-field limit. Yb is a strong candidate for
research in cavity QED using rare-earth spins as its 171Yb isotope is unique in the
rare-earths with its nuclear I = 1

2
[27, 28], providing a simple 4-level atomic sys-

tem that nonetheless exhibits exploitable ZEFOZ properties. This is motivated by
demonstrating steps toward coupling resonators to near-ZEFOZ transitions at low
magnetic fields [14, 29], and by Yb’s strong optical transitions [28] being a potential
route toward microwave–optical upconversion.

7.1 High-frequency measurements
We begin by performing measurements at high (~5 GHz) frequencies, corresponding
to ESR transitions at similar magnetic fields to the previous chapters. This allows a
comparison to the measurements of 145Nd, and provides a reference coherence time
in the high-field limit for later comparison to near-ZEFOZ measurements.

7.1.1 Device

The resonators used in this chapter are a spiral design, chosen to facilitate reaching
low ~2 GHz frequencies compared to the thin-ring designs previously fabricated. A
spiral geometry also generates a more homogeneous B1 magnetic field [130] which
may benefit future measurements requiring accurate Rabi frequencies.

147
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Figure 7.1: (a) Micrograph of the NbN resonator on 50 ppm
natYb:Y2SiO5 substrate. The S21 transmission through the cavity for
a MW power of −90 dBm into the 3D cavity is shown in (b) magni-
tude and (c) phase for zero applied magnetic field. A Fano fit to the
resonance magnitude |S21| using Eqn. 2.11 yields the centre frequency
fc = 4.939 GHz and quality factor Q = 26 000. These devices were
measured at a sample box temperature of 20 mK.

A series of spiral resonators, 10 targeting 2 GHz–3 GHz and 2 at higher fre-
quencies, were fabricated in 15 nm NbN sputtered on Y2SiO5 doped with 50 ppm
(1024 m−3) natYb. The crystal was cut into a 5.0 mm×5.0 mm×1.6 mm chip, with
the NbN resonator patterned by direct write photolithography. The chip was in-
stalled in the LCN dilution refrigerator described in Section 4.3.3 at a temperature
of 20 mK measured at a sample holder thermally anchored to the 3D copper cavity.
This chapter uses the fridge’s 1.5–6 GHz output line.

The resonator used for high frequency measurements is shown in Fig. 7.1(a).
Using an identical CW measurement setup with a VNA to that in Section 6.2,
the resonator’s frequency response was measured and the |S21| was fitted with a
Fano lineshape Eqn. 2.11 in Fig. 7.1(b). This gives its zero-field centre frequency
fc = 4.939 GHz and quality factor Q = 26 000 for power Pcav = −90 dBm into the
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cavity. The reduced quality factor of the resonator may be due to a less stringent
solvent clean in a non-cleanroom environment prior to film deposition.

7.1.2 CW characterisation

To identify the origin of observed transitions, determine the precise misalignment
between the lab frame (x, y, z) and crystal frame (D1, D2, b), and extract coupling
parameters, we begin as before with CW measurements with a VNA.

ESR spectrum

The magnetic field was aligned to the plane of the superconductor, and an ESR
spectrum taken by tracking the resonator frequency with increasing magnetic field
strength 0 mT–450 mT, using methods developed in Section 5.3.2. Data for a scan
close to the D2 axis is shown in Fig. 7.2.

Yb, unlike Nd, dopes into both crystal sites to a similar extent so a signal is
seen from both site 1 (red) and site 2 (blue). The natural isotopic mixture of Yb
in the crystal results in a strong signal from I = 0 isotopes 168Yb, 170Yb, 172Yb,
174Yb, and 176Yb at 370 mT, and a identifiable signal from the I = 1

2
isotope 171Yb

at 236 mT and 433 mT. Breit-Rabi diagrams for both nuclear spins are presented
in Fig. 7.2(a,b).

Roadmap

A roadmap of ESR transition fields against magnetic field angle is shown in Fig. 7.3.
Simulating the angular dependence in sites 1 and 2 for both I = 0 and I = 1

2

isotopes differentiates the site 2 transitions. Site 1 follows the correct general
trend. The alignment of the magnetic field in the crystal axis frame is deter-
mined based on these measurements, with the deviation of B0 from the D1–D2

plane determining the degree of sub-site splitting, and the rotation within D1–D2

shifting the roadmap plot along the x-axis. From these, the best fit is found for
0° ~ [0.986,−0.167, 0.015](D1,D2,b) and 90° ~ [0.167, 0.986, 0.001](D1,D2,b). This cor-
responds to a misalignment of 0.85° between the b crystal axis and the normal to
the superconducting plane, and a 9.6° misalignment between D1 and the magnet x
axis.

This identification of the orientation of the crystal frame with respect to the
superconductor and lab frames is vital for eventual alignment to a near-ZEFOZ
transition.
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Figure 7.2: ESR spectrum for Yb:Y2SiO5 for magnetic field close to
D2, along the axis B0 ~ [0.167, 0.986, 0.001](D1,D2,b). (a,b) Breit-Rabi
diagrams for (a) site 1 and (b) site 2 Yb:Y2SiO5, showing transitions
for I = 0 and I = 1

2 isotopes at 4.9395 GHz. (c) Frequency shift
induced in resonator due to dispersive interaction with spins. Two
strong signals from I = 0 isotopes 168Yb, 170Yb, 172Yb, 174Yb, 176Yb in
site 1 and site 2, along with weaker shifts from I = 1

2 isotope171Yb and
I = 5

2 isotope 173Yb. (d) Resonator prominence, measured from the
minimum of the resonance profile. Reduction in resonator prominence
manifests as a positive peak. Comparison between ESR spectrum and
simulation of the spin Hamiltonian identifies the transitions at 370 mT
and 433 mT as from I = 0 and I = 1

2 isotopes respectively.
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⁄

⁄

Figure 7.3: Roadmap of Yb:Y2SiO5 for field angles close to the D1–D2
plane. 0° corresponds to the axis B0 ~ [0.986,−0.167, 0.015](D1,D2,b)
and 90° to B0 ~ [0.167, 0.986, 0.001](D1,D2,b). Transition fields are
identified by tracking the resonance with a VNA as in Fig. 7.2. Tran-
sitions attributable to site 1 and site 2 for I = 0 and I = 1

2 isotopes
are shown, along with simulation from the spin Hamiltonian. A close
agreement for the angular dependence of site 2 transitions is achieved,
confirming the identification of the 370 mT I = 0 transition and the
433 mT I = 1

2 transition in Fig. 7.2.
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Coupling strengths

With two particular transitions along D2 identified in Fig. 7.2 as being due to
different isotopes of Yb, we investigate the I = 0 transition at 370 mT and I = 1

2

transition of 171Yb at 433 mT, where the gyromagnetic ratio
∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 12.3 MHz mT−1.
A 2D field–frequency map of the 370 mT transition is shown in Fig. 7.4. An

avoided crossing is visible, and fitting to the 2D data with Eqn. 2.12 as described in
Section 6.2.2 yields the coupling parameters gens/2π = 7.12 MHz, γs/2π = 4.01 MHz,
κc/2π = 49.5 kHz, corresponding to a high cooperativity C = g2ens

γsκc
= 255.

For the 433 mT transition in Fig. 7.5. A broadening and small frequency shift
is observed. The fit yields coupling parameters gens/2π = 1.20 MHz, γs/2π =

3.73 MHz, κc/2π = 45.3 kHz, giving a weak coupling C = g2ens
γsκc

= 8.5.
The difference in coupling strengths gens is due to the different nuclear spins of

the two transitions. Recall the coupling strength gens ∝ g0
√
N . The difference

in the single-spin coupling g0 can be accounted for by calculating the amplitudes
with Easyspin in Fig. 7.6(a), predicting a ratio g0,433

g0,370
= 68.9

107
= 0.644. The relative

number N of spins is affected by the spin density and the population of each ESR
transition. The natural abundance of I = 0 Yb isotopes as illustrated in Fig. 7.6(b)
is 69.59 % versus I = 1

2
171Yb’s 14.28 % [162], a ratio of nI=0.5

nI=0
= 0.205. To account

for the population of the ESR transition, consider that the 370 mT I = 0 transition
is necessarily from the ground state, while the one at 433 mT is the mI = −1

2
ESR

transition from the excited nuclear state, 1.187 GHz above the ground state. The
density of 171Yb spins in the excited nuclear state is then determined by the nuclear
spin polarisation P↑ =

n↑
n↑+n↓

= 1
1+exp(TZe/T )

, plotted in Fig. 7.6(c), where the nuclear
Zeeman temperature TZe = hf

kB
= 57 mK. The relative gens of the two transitions

then depends on the temperature as

gens,433

gens,370
=
g0,433
g0,370

√
nI=0

nI=0.5

× P↑

giving the measured ratio gens,433
gens,370

= 1.20 MHz
7.12 MHz at T = 83 mK. This elevated nuclear

spin temperature (compared to the sample box temperature 20 mK) may be due to
continuous-wave measurements prior to this scan throwing the nuclear spin polari-
sation out of thermal equilibrium.

7.1.3 Pulsed ESR

As the planned low-frequency measurements necessitated building a new microwave
bridge compatible with 2 GHz–4 GHz, detailed in Section 4.4.1, pulsed measure-
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Figure 7.4: An avoided crossing with the ESR transition from I = 0
isotopes of Yb:Y2SiO5 in site 2. Extracted coupling parameters are
gens/2π = 7.12 MHz, γs/2π = 4.01 MHz, κc/2π = 49.5 kHz, yielding a
high cooperativity C = g2ens

γsκc
= 255.

Figure 7.5: An avoided crossing with the mI = −1
2 ESR transition

from the I = 1
2 isotope 171Yb:Y2SiO5 in site 2. Extracted coupling

parameters are gens/2π = 1.20 MHz, γs/2π = 3.73 MHz, κc/2π =

45.3 kHz, yielding a weaker coupling C = g2ens
γsκc

= 8.5.
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⁄ ⁄

Figure 7.6: Factors contributing to the lower coupling strength for
I = 1

2 transition at 433 mT. (a) Lower transition intensity predicted
by simulation. (b) Lower abundance of171Yb isotope. (c) Low thermal
population of excited nuclear state at mK temperatures.

Figure 7.7: T2 measurements of (a) the I = 0 Yb transition at 370 mT
and (b) the I = 1

2
171Yb transition at 433 mT.

ments with the high frequency resonator were also performed with this bridge to
establish that the bridge functions correctly. Despite the 4.939 GHz resonator being
1 GHz above the bridge’s nominal frequency range (based on its constituent com-
ponents’ data sheets), the bridge functioned correctly and pulsed measurements of
the 370 mT and 433 mT transitions were performed. The use of a 3 W amplifier
proved unnecessary as the 13 dBm output of the VSG was sufficient to observe
a strong echo, and was also potentially unsafe outside the specified window of the
bridge’s circulators due to the risk of large reflected pulses damaging the high-power
amplifier.

Two-pulse T2 measurement

Using the methods discussed in Section 6.4, two-pulse echo measurements of the two
transitions were taken. Averaging the echo amplitudes of 8 consecutive runs and
fitting to the amplitude decay shown in Fig. 7.7 using Eqn. 6.2 yields the coherence
times T2,370 = (571 ± 22) µs and T2,433 = (1170 ± 90) µs.
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Figure 7.8: Dynamical decoupling sequences used to reduce the sen-
sitivity of T2 measurements to low-frequency magnetic field noise,
showing both the control pulse sequence and an experimental echo
chain. Red echoes indicate the echoes in the repeating unit that are
used to generate the decay profiles in Fig. 7.9.

The difference in coherence time between these transitions may be attributed to
the 5× greater spin density of I = 0 isotopes combined with the greater thermal
population of the 370 mT ground state transition versus the 433 mT I = 1

2
171Yb

transition from the excited nuclear state. This results in a greater spectral diffusion
rate ΓSD for the I = 0 isotopes.

The coherence time T2,433 = (1170 ± 90) µs measured for 171Yb is similar to pub-
lished measurements of a 171Yb:Y2SiO5 cut from the same boule as the sample
measured here, with T2 = 1.3 ms when not at a near-ZEFOZ transition [14].

Dynamical decoupling

Two-pulse echo sequences are sensitive to slow fluctuations in magnetic environment
over the timescale of the experiment due to the long time over which magnetic noise
can accumulate to give a different dephasing rate between the first τ and the second.
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Figure 7.9: Echo decay profiles for each of the dynamical decoupling se-
quences in Fig. 7.8. The CPMG sequence (a) exhibits a slow exponen-
tial decay rate (95.7 ± 0.4) ms dominated by longitudinal relaxation
processes. The slow exponential decay is indicated in orange, with the
noise floor in blue. The XY sequences (a, b) are fitted with a biexpo-
nential using the same slow decay rate as measured by CPMG and fast
decay rates T2,XY-4 = (3.28 ± 0.12) ms and T2,XY-8 = (9.0 ± 0.5) ms
plotted in green, indicating the sequences are successful at extending
the coherence time T2 = (1.17 ± 0.09) ms measured by a two-pulse
sequence.

This can be accounted for using dynamical decoupling, whereby a chain of closely-
spaced π pulses repeatedly refocus the echo with a much shorter τ between each
pulse. This greatly reduces the sensitivity of the measurement to low-frequency
noise.

A simple dynamical decoupling method is the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)
sequence [163] consisting of a π

2
pulse followed by repeated application of π pulses

along an axis 90° rotated from the initial pulse. The sequence, and a measurement
of the echo chain magnitude averaged over 10 shots when pulsing on the 433 mT
171Yb transition, is shown in Fig. 7.8(a) where the control pulses are not visible
in the measured trace due to the acquisition switch being closed during the high-
power pulses. In the CPMG sequence the amplitude of every echo is measured by
integrating over the FWHM, displayed in red.
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Plotting the CPMG amplitudes versus time since the initial π
2

pulse in Fig. 7.9(a)
results in a single exponential decay with a characteristic time (95.7 ± 0.4) ms. The
CPMG sequence, consisting only of refocusing pulses along one axis, is highly ef-
fective for initial magnetisations along the refocusing axis where the decay rate is
determined by longitudinal (T1) processes [164] as the repeated application of pulses
creates stimulated echoes from the projection on the z-axis. However for magnetisa-
tions perpendicular to the pulse axis, errors in the pulses from being perfect π rota-
tions accumulate and cause a rapid decay. Hence the characteristic (95.7 ± 0.4) ms
decay rate measured by a CPMG predominantly consists of incoherent relaxation
processes.

Modifying the CPMG sequence to consist of alternating x and y rotations pro-
duces the XY-4 sequence [πxπyπxπy]

n, which provides a robustness to noise and
pulse error for initial states for any input state [161, 165]. The sequence, and an
acquired echo chain using this sequence, is shown in Fig. 7.8(b). Measuring the
echo amplitude after every repeated unit, indicated by the red echoes, gives a decay
profile in Fig. 7.9(a) consisting of a biexponential decay with a slow incoherent pro-
cess corresponding to longitudinal relaxation and stimulated echoes, and a faster
decay due to coherent processes. Fitting to this, fixing the slow rate to the rate
measured by CPMG as the relaxation processes are assumed to be the same for
both sequences, gives a fast decay rate T2,XY-4 = (3.28 ± 0.12) ms, a near three-fold
improvement to the T2 = 1.2 ms from the two-pulse measurement. A significant
improvement to coherence times by using dynamical decoupling is consistent with
previous measurements of 171Yb:Y2SiO5 using conventional ESR spectrometers [28].

The XY-4 sequence can be extended to higher orders with the XY-8 sequence [161,
165] [πxπyπxπyπyπxπyπx]n shown in Fig. 7.8(c). This sequence typically performs
better than lower order sequences [166], and fitting to the decay with a biexpo-
nential demonstrates an extension to the fast decay rate of the coherent process
T2,XY-8 = (9.0 ± 0.5) ms, a further improvement over XY-4. The incoherent slow
process remains the same for all three DD sequences.

Inversion recovery T1 measurement

Spin relaxation measurements on both transitions were performed using WURST
adiabatic fast passage pulses to invert the echo and monitor its recovery using
methods developed in Section 6.7. The 370 mK transition gave a consistently
inverted echo, and fitting to the data in Fig. 7.10(a) with 6.5 yields two char-
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(a) T1 measured at the 370 mT I = 0 Yb transition, fitted with a biexponential to give
two characteristic decay rates T1,fast = 47 ms and T1,slow = (1.6 ± 0.2) s.

(b) T1 measured at the 433 mT I = 1
2

171Yb transition. Due to a highly inconsistent in-
verted echo magnitude below ~1 s a simple exponential fit was used to estimate the decay
rate of T1,slow = (15.8 ± 1.3) s, significantly slower than the more populated 370 mT due
to suppression of cross-relaxation.

Figure 7.10: T1 of Yb:Y2SiO5 measured by inversion recovery.
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acteristic decay rates T1,fast = 47 ms and T1,slow = (1.6 ± 0.2) s (with amplitudes
Cfast = 0.0040 ± 0.0005 and Cslow = 0.0080 ± 0.0005).

Achieving a consistently inverted echo on the 433 mT transition proved challeng-
ing, as seen in Fig. 7.10(b) where the echo amplitude below ~1 s is extremely noisy.
A rough fit to the data using a simple exponential decay yields a characteristic decay
time T1,slow = (15.8 ± 1.3) s, significantly slower than the rate T1,slow = (1.6 ± 0.2) s
at 370 mT. This aligns well with the conclusion in Section 6.7 that the slow rate is
dominated by cross-relaxation between resonant spins, as the rate depends heavily
on spin concentration RFF ∝ n2 [26] resulting in a significantly longer T1 for the
less populated 433 mT transition.

7.2 Low-frequency measurements

With the high-field coherence of Yb:Y2SiO5 characterised, we move on to couple
one of the low-frequency spiral resonators to a low-field spin transition. This is part
of an experimental plan to drive a coherence-enhancing near-ZEFOZ transition.

7.2.1 Near-ZEFOZ experimental plan

A ZEFOZ transition, as described in Section 2.1.5, enhances spin coherence by
operating at a magnetic field at a specific point in 3D space at which df

dB = 0,
effectively detuning the spin precession from magnetic field noise and inhomogeneity
in the environment and measurement setup. This results in an increase in coherence
time. Similarly a near-ZEFOZ transition operates at a point which minimises

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣.
171Yb:Y2SiO5 exhibits these near-ZEFOZ transitions, as previously demonstrated for
low fields ~5 mT using an RF coil and optical detection [14]. Based on simulations
in Section 2.3.3, we devise an experiment to drive these transitions with a tunable
superconducting resonator.

Tuning a resonator with an out-of-plane magnetic field component, detailed for
these spiral resonators in Section 3.5.2, complicates accessing a near-ZEFOZ tran-
sition as one B-field component is then determined by field required to tune the
resonator. For 171Yb ions in Y2SiO5 site 2, simulations indicate that, for small fields
along the crystal b axis, a near-ZEFOZ transition can be reached by applying a
moderate field in the D1–D2 plane. This proves to be a convenient orientation for
the resonators on Y2SiO5 considered here, fabricated closely aligned to the D1–D2

plane such that a small field along b strongly tunes the resonator frequency. The
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Figure 7.11: Near-ZEFOZ experimental plan. Transition considered
here is the [1–3] transition of 171Yb in Y2SiO5 site 2. 1: Apply out-of-
plane field to tune resonator to match spin frequency as in (a). 2: For
this out-of-plane field, identify in-plane field minimising

∣∣∣ df
dB

∣∣∣ in (b, c).
As spin frequency shifts (d), out-of-plane field may need adjustment.
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data presented here corresponds to the [1–3] transition of 171Yb in Y2SiO5 site 2,
motivated by the experimentally accessible transition in Section 7.2.2.

The experiment is illustrated in Fig. 7.11. The first step is to determine the out-of-
plane field required to tune the resonator to match the spin frequency, as indicated
in (a). Applying a field along +b strongly tunes the resonator down and the spin
up in frequency, bringing them in resonance around 2 mT. A simulated map of

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣
in (b) then locates a near-ZEFOZ transition at [BD1 , BD2 , Bb] = [−30,−32, 2] mT.
Its
∣∣ df

dB

∣∣ = 64 kHz mT−1 corresponds to 0.52 % of the gyromagnetic ratio in the
high-field limit along D2 measured in Section 7.1.3, and 0.23 % that of a g = 2

spin1.
Simulating ramping the field along the [BD1 , BD2 ] = [−30,−32] mT axis for fixed

Bb = 2 mT as shown in (c) provides some indication of the accuracy needed to
minimise the first-order Zeeman term. Within ±1 mT the

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣ increases by 44 %,
still a substantial improvement over the high-field gyromagnetic ratio, but to mea-
sure the longest coherence time the crystal orientation must be known accurately.
This can be done by measuring the angular dependence of the ESR transitions and
comparing the roadmap to simulations, as performed earlier in Section 7.1.2.

The spin frequency also tunes with field in the D1–D2 plane as shown in (d),
and the resonator frequency exhibits a small shift with application of an in-plane
field, so it may prove necessary to make small adjustments to the out-of-plane field
required to tune the resonator to the near-ZEFOZ transition, which must then be
accounted for in the calculation of the near-ZEFOZ in-plane field.

7.2.2 Device

A series of low-frequency resonators targeting 2 GHz–3 GHz were fabricated along-
side the high-frequency device used for high-field characterisation. A trace of these
resonances taken with a VNA is shown in Fig. 7.12, with the frequencies of zero-
field transitions in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 indicated. By applying an out-of-plane magnetic
field, measurements in Section 3.5.2 indicate the resonators can be tuned down in
frequency by up to 20 MHz by applying up to 3 mT. There are three resonators
within this range of a zero-field transition, and only one at 2.376 GHz can be tuned
in resonance with a site 2 transition at 2.370 GHz as per the scheme presented in
Section 7.2.1. This resonator and the transition between states [1–3] of 171Yb in site
2 were used for further spin resonance experiments due to the potential to reach a
near-ZEFOZ point.

1Recall a g = 2 free electron tunes at 28.0 MHz mT−1.
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Figure 7.12: Accessible transitions with the resonators available on this
chip.

CW scans of the resonator at zero applied field and low microwave power shown in
Fig. 7.13 give its frequency 2.376 GHz and quality factor Q = 26 600, comparable to
the high frequency device in Fig. 7.1. Notably the level of background transmission
through the measurement setup is approximately −53 dB lower than at 5 GHz, and
the prominence of the resonance approximately 12 % that of the high frequency
resonator, something we will return to in Section 7.2.4.

7.2.3 Resonator tuning

Following the experimental plan of Section 7.2.1, we apply an out-of-plane field to
tune the resonator frequency down and the ESR frequency up, to bring them in
resonance. This can be seen in Fig. 7.14(a), with a field applied close to the b
crystal axis. A broadening of the resonance is observed at B0 = 2 mT, in excellent
agreement with simulation of the spin Hamiltonian.

Fitting to the 2D field-frequency map in Fig. 7.14(a) with Eqn. 2.12, accounting
for the strong quadratic shift in resonator frequency for an out-of-plane field, yields
the coupling parameters gens/2π = 450 kHz, γs/2π = 875 kHz, κc/2π = 27 kHz,
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Figure 7.13: (a) Micrograph of the NbN resonator on 50 ppm
natYb:Y2SiO5 substrate. The S21 transmission through the cavity for
a MW power of −70 dBm into the 3D cavity is shown in (b) magni-
tude and (c) phase for zero applied magnetic field. A fit to the res-
onance magnitude |S21| using Eqn. 2.11 yields the centre frequency
fc = 2.376 GHz and quality factor Q = 87 160.

yielding a comparable cooperativity to the high-field measurement C = g2ens
γsκc

= 8.5.
The spin linewidth γs/2π seen here is substantially narrower than that measured at
5 GHz γs/2π = 3.73 MHz, due to the decreased df

dB . This demonstrates the viability
of driving low-field transitions in Yb:Y2SiO5 with a superconducting resonator.

7.2.4 Attempted low-frequency ESR

With the coupling between resonator and spin demonstrated at low fields, pulsed
experiments were attempted at and around the centre of the spin resonance found
in Fig. 7.14 at Bb = 2 mT, f = 2.372 GHz. When no echo was forthcoming using
the same parameters as in 7.1.3, experimental parameters were adjusted including
the addition of the 3 W solid-state amplifier (now safe to use within the operational
window of the bridge’s circulators), modifying length of MW pulses between 4 µs–
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×

Figure 7.14: Tuning resonator and spin with out-of-plane field. Ex-
tracted coupling parameters are gens/2π = 450 kHz, γs/2π = 875 kHz,
κc/2π = 27 kHz, yielding a weak coupling C = g2ens

γsκc
= 8.5. The large

variation in background transmission, seen in Fig. 7.12, has been sub-
tracted for clarity in this figure but is correctly accounted for in the
fit to Eqn. 2.12.

25 µs, increasing and decreasing the shot repetition time, and averaging repeated
echo sequences overnight (102~103 shots). Despite the relative ease of measuring
single-shot echoes at high frequency, and observing a spin resonance at this field
and frequency in CW, retrieval of an echo proved not possible with this resonator.

With no spin echo, it was not possible to measure coherence times at these fre-
quencies, making the second step of measuring an increased coherence time at the
near-ZEFOZ point impossible with the current setup. To realise the experimental
limiting factor, consider the measurement setup with the fabricated chip encased
within a 3D cavity. The primary purpose of the cavity is to suppress radiative
emission from the superconducting resonator by ensuring the lowest frequency cav-
ity mode it can emit to is significantly detuned from that of the resonator. The
5.5 GHz TE101 box mode of the cavity meets this criterion for both resonators mea-
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~

Figure 7.15: (a) Insertion loss in the 3D cavity is significantly greater
at 2.5 GHz than at 5 GHz, making driving spins less for a given input
power and limiting the effectiveness by which an echo can be read
out. (b) CST simulations of a larger 3D cavity, designed to make
full use of the space in the LCN fridge sample box, would reduce the
fundamental frequency and reduces insertion loss.

sured here. However, the cavity also acts to drive the resonator via the electric field
generated by this box mode.

A measurement of transmission through the 3D cavity measured by a VNA is
shown in Fig. 7.15(a). The cavity resonance is deliberately broad, but the amplitude
of the cavity mode at 2.5 GHz is nonetheless 39 dB weaker than at 5 GHz. This
implies the electric field generated in the cavity is similarly weaker, significantly
increasing the insertion loss to the superconducting resonator, making it harder
to drive the resonator and much less effective at reading out weak echoes. This
is further evidenced in the weak resonator prominence at 2.5 GHz, due to a weak
coupling between the cavity and resonator.

In short, the 3D cavity is acting as a filter at the low frequencies required for
near-ZEFOZ experiments. This can be accounted for when measuring in CW by
increasing the (already low) output power and decreasing the measurement band-
width to increase signal-to-noise. For pulsed measurements however, the 3 W am-
plifier limits the maximum power that can be sent to the cavity, and the insertion
loss between any echo and the output of the cavity cannot be corrected by external
modifications to the microwave setup.

A solution would be to build a lower frequency 3D cavity. The dimensions of
this cavity were constrained by the requirement to fit within the �36 mm bore of
the vector magnet installed in the NPL fridge (see Section 4.3.2). The frame of
the sample box used in the LCN fridge is 59 mm wide, supporting a significantly
wider and longer box. Extending the size of the cavity to 70 mm × 6 mm × 55 mm
creates a fundamental resonant mode TE101 with f101 = 3.46 GHz according to
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Eqn. 4.1, much closer to the frequencies needed to drive near-ZEFOZ resonators
and decreasing the insertion loss as simulated in Fig. 7.15(b). The higher Q in the
simulation of the larger cavity indicates a redesign of the antennae to couple more
strongly to the cavity mode, for example by creating a bend in the output antenna
to increase its length and bring it closer to the device, may also reduce the insertion
loss by broadening the cavity resonance.

7.3 Discussion
We have used methods developed in Chapter 6 to perform CW measurements and
pulsed ESR on a sample of 50 ppm natYb:Y2SiO5, using a NbN spiral resonator
fabricated on its surface. Measuring the roadmap of ESR fields as a function of B-
field angle enabled the orientation of the crystal with respect to the superconductor
plane and magnet axes to be determined. Using the newly built 2 GHz–4 GHz ESR
bridge, transitions from the I = 0 isotope at 370 mT along D2 and the I = 1

2
171Yb isotope at 370 mT along D2 were measured to give the respective two-pulse
coherence times T2,370 = (571 ± 22) µs and T2,433 = (1170 ± 90) µs.

Using dynamical decoupling sequences CPMG, XY-4, and XY-8, the mea-
surable coherence time for the 171Yb transition was extended up to T2,XY-4 =

(3.28 ± 0.12) ms and T2,XY-8 = (9.0 ± 0.5) ms, indicating that low-frequency mag-
netic field noise from the spin environment or measurement setup appears to be
limiting two-pulse coherence measurements.

These high-field measurements are motivated by having a baseline to compare
against when operating at a near-ZEFOZ point in 171Yb with low

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣. To this end,
a plan for coupling low-frequency resonators to these transitions was presented,
involving tuning a resonator to the appropriate frequency by applying an out-of-
plane field close to the b crystal axis, then applying an in-plane field close to the
D1–D2 plane to minimise

∣∣ df
dB

∣∣. The first step was successfully demonstrated in
Section 7.2.3, with a CW measurement exhibiting a broadening of the resonator
linewidth in good agreement with simulation. However a spin echo proved elusive,
due to the 3D cavity measurement setup acting as a filter against these frequencies.
A new cavity with lower box mode frequencies is proposed to overcome this and
enable future measurements in this range.
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Conclusion

This thesis has described the design and fabrication processes involved in creating
superconducting resonators on the surface of a Y2SiO5 substrate, characterised fab-
ricated resonators and extracted values related to dielectric loss from the interface
with the substrate, and used these resonators to perform ESR experiments using
rare-earth ions within the crystal.

8.1 Summary
Using Hamiltonian parameters for 145Nd:Y2SiO5 and 171Yb:Y2SiO5 from the lit-
erature, simulations of ESR experiments sweeping magnetic field and angle were
developed and presented in Chapter 2. These form an important tool in identifying
and understanding experimentally observed transitions. The simulations were de-
veloped further to determine the sensitivity of transition frequency to magnetic field,
and hence identify 3D magnetic field vectors that exhibit coherence-enhancing near-
ZEFOZ transitions in 171Yb:Y2SiO5. Site 2 near-ZEFOZ transitions have a smallest
field component along the b crystal axis, compatible with the orientation of Y2SiO5

samples used for device fabrication in this thesis.
Thin-ring and spiral superconducting resonator geometries were presented and

simulated in Chapter 3. Their fabrication with a NbN thin-film on Y2SiO5 sub-
strate in the LCN cleanroom was summarised, and their tunability with applied
magnetic field characterised. Thin-ring resonators exhibit a continuous tuning of
up to 30 MHz with a 5 mT out-of-plane component [121], while the spiral resonators
show a tunability of 20 MHz at 3 mT.

To measure the devices at mK temperatures, dilution refrigerators were equipped
with coaxial lines and microwave components shown in Chapter 4. Continuous-wave
frequency-swept experiments were performed using a VNA, while pulsed microwave
experiments use a custom-built ESR spectrometer presented in Section 4.4. For

167
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experiments around 2–4 GHz, required for low-field and near-ZEFOZ experiments
with 171Yb, a microwave bridge was designed and constructed specifically for this
project in Section 4.4.1.

Continuous-wave measurement

Using a thin-ring NbN resonator fabricated on 10 ppm 145Nd:Y2SiO5, installed
within a dilution refrigerator at 10 mK, CW measurements of resonator frequency
and quality factor were taken in Chapter 5. A resonance at 6.008 GHz was mea-
sured to have a quality factor of ~400 000 in the low-power limit where TLS loss
is maximal, and by tracking the resonant frequency as a function of temperature
the loss-tangent was found to be tan δ = 4 × 10−6, comparable to high qual-
ity devices on sapphire and silicon. Applying magnetic field brought 145Nd ESR
transitions in resonance with the NbN resonator, causing a measurable disper-
sive frequency shift at magnetic fields in agreement with a roadmap simulating
the anisotropic field dependence of 145Nd:Y2SiO5. Fitting to the avoided crossing
to extract coupling parameters established a high-cooperativity coupling between
resonator and spin ensemble with resonator linewidth κc/2π = 13.3 kHz, spin
linewidth γs/2π = 5.7 MHz, and ensemble coupling strength gens/2π = 1.5 MHz,
with cooperativity C = g2ens

κγ
= 30.

These results show that fabricating a superconducting resonator on rare-earth
doped Y2SiO5 can yield a high-quality device with low dielectric losses, and demon-
strate that a high-cooperativity coupling between resonator and electron spin can
be achieved.

Pulsed spectroscopy of 145Nd:Y2SiO5

Pulsed ESR measurements were performed at 13 mK in Chapter 6 using a thin-ring
resonator with frequency 8.071 GHz and Q = 72 000, fabricated on on 200 ppm
145Nd:Y2SiO5. The resonator–spin coupling for the mI = +7

2
transition was

gens/2π = 5.933 MHz with a high cooperativity C = 153 resulting in an observable
vacuum Rabi splitting. Applying π

2
–π two-pulse sequences produced a spin echo

which was used to investigate coherence properties of the 145Nd electron spin tran-
sition. The appearance of a train of multiple spin echoes separated by the pulse
separation time τ was consistently observable; this is due to the high cooperativity
between resonator and spin ensemble, together with imperfect refocusing pulses
[154].
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Two-pulse sequences were used to measure a coherence time T2 = (409 ± 14) µs.
By sweeping pulse frequency and magnetic field, the avoided crossing between res-
onator and spin could be resolved by time-domain spectroscopy; measurements of T2
at various points of the avoided crossing did not conclusively suggest a dependence
of T2 with position on the avoided crossing. A strong dependence of T2 with temper-
ature indicated spectral diffusion is mostly suppressed at 13 mK due to polarisation
of the electron spin, in agreement with theory.

A significant inhomogeneity in B1 field generated by the thin-ring resonator pre-
vents accurate rotation of the spin magnetisation by application of single-frequency
excitation pulses. By exploiting the arbitrary phase control available through use
of an AWG to control a VSG, frequency-swept pulses could be used to implement
adiabatic fast passage. Using a WURST pulse, an inversion of the magnetisation (a
π rotation) could be realised, enabling measurement of T1 by inversion recovery. An
inhomogeneous relaxation time over the spin ensemble due to a spatially varying
Purcell enhancement causes the decay curve to exhibit a multiexponential profile;
fitting a biexponential yielded two characteristic decay times T1,fast = (696 ± 47) ms
and T1,slow = (9.4 ± 1.2) s. A θ-rotation could be implemented using a BIR-4 se-
quence, enabling the observation of Rabi oscillations.

A three-pulse stimulated echo sequence can be used to probe the effect of spectral
diffusion. This sequence was implemented in Section 6.8, where the fitted spectral
diffusion linewidth ΓSD = (43 ± 8) kHz corresponds to a theoretical spin bath tem-
perature of T = (163 ± 16) mK. This is consistent with repeated excitation of
the spin ensemble faster than T1,slow causing the spin bath to be out of thermal
equilibrium with the dilution fridge at 14 mK. This could be corrected by thermal
cycling prior to an experiment, operating with a longer shot repetition time (with
a corresponding increase in the length of the experiment), or achieving a greater
Purcell-enhanced relaxation to ensure thermal equilibrium.

The suppression of spectral diffusion at 14 mK, confirmed by measuring T2(T ),
leaves a residual decoherence rate at base temperature due to effects including in-
stantaneous diffusion. By using a two-pulse sequence with a reduced refocusing
rotation θ the limiting coherence time in the absence of instantaneous diffusion
should can be inferred. However the data showed no convincing θ dependence,
attributable to the strongly inhomogeneous B1 field causing a change in pulse am-
plitude to excite a different subvolume of spins rather than reduce the rotation
induced on the spin ensemble.

These results establish that a superconducting resonator fabricated on Y2SiO5

can be used to perform pulsed ESR spectroscopy on rare-earth spins in the high-
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cooperativity coupling regime. Operating in this regime complicates experiments
due to the presence of an avoided crossing between the resonator and spin modes,
requiring optimisation of both field and frequency to obtain the strongest echo.
The consistent observation of an echo train indicates a complex interplay between
the field modes of the resonator and spin ensemble, a matter for further analyti-
cal and theoretical investigation. The significantly inhomogeneous B1 field of the
resonator results in spatially varying relaxation rates and pulse rotation angles,
hindering attempts at performing pulse sequences requiring specific rotation angles
and complicating analysis of relaxation dynamics. Adiabatic fast passage enables
pre-rotations angles of π or θ (using WURST or BIR-4 respectively), but the length
of these pulses prevent their use as part of a refocusing sequence. Increasing the
B1 field homogeneity over the spin ensemble will help mitigate this, through modi-
fication of the resonator geometry or using a different spatial distribution of spins
(through ion implantation, for example).

Pulsed spectroscopy of 171Yb:Y2SiO5

With the capability of pulsed spectroscopy demonstrated with 145Nd, we proceeded
to perform time-domain measurements of 171Yb in Chapter 7. A series of NbN
devices were fabricated on 50 ppm natYb:Y2SiO5, this time using a spiral resonator
geometry to facilitate reaching frequencies as low as 2 GHz.

Pulsed measurements were performed with a 4.939 GHz resonator, with CW mea-
surements observing strong transitions from the I = 0 isotopes and the I = 1

2

isotope 171Yb. The abundant I = 0 isotopes gave a single ESR transition visible
with an avoided crossing of coupling strength gens/2π = 7.12 MHz and cooperativity
C = g2ens

γsκc
= 255, while 171Yb has two transitions, the higher-field of which coupled

more weakly with gens/2π = 1.20 MHz and C = g2ens
γsκc

= 8.5.
Measuring T2 with a two-pulse sequence gave a coherence time of T2 = (571 ± 22) µs

for the I = 0 isotopes at 370 mT and T2 = (1170 ± 90) µs for the I = 1
2

171Yb
transition at 433 mT. The increased coherence time of the 171Yb transition is
attributable to the more dilute spin density suppressing spectral diffusion. Dy-
namical decoupling sequences CPMG, XY-4, and XY-8 were also implemented
and fits to the resulting decay curves give a T1-influenced single-exponential decay
rate of (95.7 ± 0.4) ms for CPMG, and fast components of a biexponential decay
(3.3 ± 0.1) ms and (9.0 ± 0.5) ms for XY-4 and XY-8 sequences respectively.

With the coherence time of high-frequency transitions characterised, an exper-
iment intending to couple low-frequency field-tunable resonators to near-ZEFOZ
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transitions in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 was presented in Section 7.2.1. CW measurements
demonstrated the principle of the experiment, by applying an out-of-plane field to
tune a 2.376 GHz resonator down into resonance with the [1-3] transition of 171Yb
with gens/2π = 450 kHz and cooperativity C = g2ens

γsκc
= 8.5. However an echo could

not be acquired due to a greater insertion loss via the 3D cavity at 2.5 GHz than at
5 GHz which had not been accounted for. Modifying the measurement setup to use
a larger volume cavity with lower frequency, or modifying the coupling mechanism
to drive the resonator directly via a capacitive coupling to the antennae or via a
coplanar waveguide should correct this and enable pulses to be applied and echoes
read out — though this may also decrease the coupling-limited Qc or allow radiative
losses Qr, limiting the achievable overall quality factor Qtot.

8.2 Outlook
This project aims to create a device to complement established superconductor-
based quantum technologies by coupling a superconducting resonator to an ensem-
ble of rare-earth spins. This provides an interface compatible with existing technol-
ogy through which properties of the rare-earth ions can be exploited, such as their
long coherence times which can provide a memory for quantum states, or by adding
an additional optical cavity to simultaneously access both microwave-frequency elec-
tron spin transitions and optical atomic transitions to create a microwave–to–optical
transducer. Conversion between these frequencies enables a microwave-frequency
quantum computer to communicate via existing optical fibre networks, and pro-
vides an interface by which a quantum repeater can store an entangled state —
generated by communicating optically with a separate node of a quantum network
— in a solid-state electronic medium.

171Yb:Y2SiO5 is a good candidate for such a transducer. It has advantageous
optical properties with its near-infrared optical transitions which can be excited by
single-mode laser diodes [28] and its high oscillator strength enables it to couple
efficiently to optical fields [27]. Its near-ZEFOZ properties simultaneously extend
coherence time across both optical and microwave transitions [14], benefitting both
applications as a memory and a transducer.

Modifying the experimental setup to allow pulsed measurement at 2 GHz would
be the first step in demonstrating a near-ZEFOZ coherence enhancement via a su-
perconducting resonator in accordance with the experimental plan of Section 7.2.1.
This plan assumes the resonator is to be tuned with a globally applied magnetic
field. An alternative would be to use a resonator which is tunable at zero applied
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magnetic field — such as SQUID-embedded resonators [96] tunable with local field
from a flux line, or by applying a bias current to tune the kinetic inductance [125,
167] — to exploit the ZEFIZEFOZ condition in 171Yb.

This would be a significant step toward a quantum memory for superconducting
quantum technologies. By incorporating this alongside a superconducting qubit,
or via a bus to a superconducting computer, the resulting hybrid device would
combine the fast gate operations of superconducting qubits with the long memory
times available with rare-earth doped crystals.

To turn this into an efficient microwave–to–optical transducer would require the
addition of an optical cavity to the setup. Mode-matching between the microwave
and optical cavities will be an important consideration in combining the two — a
potential route to achieve this could combine a circular inductor (as found in ‘omega’
style microwave resonators [168]) with the TEM0i∗ so-called ‘doughnut mode’ of a
laser beam, or by directing the path of a laser to be parallel along a straight inductor
in order to minimise the cross-section of the superconductor on which the laser is
incident.
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A. EasySpin example

In Chapter 2, and in the later experimental chapters, the MATLAB toolbox
EasySpin [86] is used for ESR simulations. Here some code snippets are presented
to illustrate the process.

First we set up three structs: Sys, defining the spin system; Exp, containing
important experimental parameters; Opt, specifying some options for the solver.
These are used in conjunction with resfields and resfreqs_matrix to calcu-
late resonant fields at a fixed frequency, and resonant frequencies at a fixed field,
respectively.

Spin system
1 Sys = struct();
2 Sys.Nucs = '171Yb';
3 Sys.I = 0.5;
4 Sys.S = 0.5;
5 Sys.g = [ 6.072 -1.460 -0.271; % [D1 D2 b] frame
6 -1.460 1.845 -0.415;
7 -0.271 -0.415 0.523];
8 Sys.A = 1e3*[ 4.847 -1.232 -0.244;
9 -1.232 1.425 -0.203;

10 -0.244 -0.203 0.618];
11 % doi:10.1103/PhysRevB.98.195110

Experimental parameters
1 Exp = struct();
2 Exp.Field = 320; %mT, used in resfreqs
3 Exp.mwFreq = 5; %GHz, used in resfields
4 Exp.Range = [0 Inf]; %mT (resfields) or MHz (resfreqs)
5 Exp.CrystalSymmetry = 'C2h'; % YSO is monoclinic C^6_2h spacegroup
6 Exp.Temperature = 0.020; % K, accounts for polarisation in amplitude
7 Exp.Mode = 'perpendicular'; % Orientation of microwave field wrt B0
8 Exp.CrystalOrientation = [0, pi, 0] % ZYZ Euler angle for crystal

orientation
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Optional parameters
1 Opt = struct();
2 Opt.Threshold = 0; % Ignore transitions with amplitude below this
3 Opt.Transitions = 'all'; % Use this to calculate specific transitions
4 Opt.Sites = [1 2]; % Simulate both C2h subsites or just one?

EasySpin defines the orientation of the crystal or molecule with respect to the lab
frame using ZYZ Euler angles, i.e. angles by which the coordinate system should
be rotated to achieve an appropriate alignment of the experiment. Conventionally
B0 is directed along the lab z-axis, but we wish to specify the field direction in the
local sample frame (for Y2SiO5 this is the [D1, D2, b] frame). This function vec2ori
achieves this.

Convert cartesian field to Euler angle
1 function ori = vec2ori(FieldVector)
2 % vec2ori Convert cartesian vector to ZYZ orientation for EasySpin
3 % ori = vec2ori([x,y,z])
4 % For YSO this is [D1,D2,b] frame
5
6 FieldVector = FieldVector./norm(FieldVector);
7
8 [alpha,beta]=vec2ang(FieldVector);gamma=0; % Convert FieldVector to

polar angles.
9 RotM=erot([alpha,beta,gamma]); % Build a rotation matrix from angles.

10
11 BVec=RotM(3,:); % Effectively RotM*[0;0;1], as B-field is along lab Z
12 [alpha1,beta1]=vec2ang(BVec); % Convert BVec into polar coordinates
13 ori=[alpha1 beta1 0]; % Specify the orientation of the crystal wrt

magnetic field.
14 end

The Sys, Exp, and Opt structs can then be passed to one of EasySpin’s solvers,
which uses matrix diagonalisation to calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
the spin Hamiltonian, returning the resonant frequencies (or fields) for the given
experiment in Pos. It also calculates the transition probabilities (or amplitudes)
calculated by Fermi’s golden rule [87] in Int. The resfields and resfreqs_matrix
solvers differ in their calculated amplitudes by a factor of 1

g
. Trans describes the

levels each transition of Pos and Int is between.
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Example simulation ramping field along D2 axis
1 Fields = linspace(0,500,1001); % Ramp field from 0 to 500 mT
2 FieldAxis = [0, 1, 0]; % Oriented along D2 axis
3
4 num_field_points = length(Fields);
5 num_levels = (2*Sys.I+1)*(2*Sys.S+1); % Number of spin levels
6 num_trans = 0.5*num_levels*(num_levels -1); % Number of transitions
7
8 Pos_array = NaN(num_trans ,num_field_points); % Frequencies
9 Int_array = NaN(num_trans ,num_field_points); % Amplitudes

10
11 for n = 1:num_field_points
12 Exp.Field = Fields(n); % Set field magnitude and orientation
13 Exp.CrystalOrientation = vec2ori(Fields(n)*FieldAxis);
14
15 [Pos,Int,~,Trans] = resfreqs_matrix(Sys,Exp,Opt);
16
17 Pos_array(:,n) = Pos; % MHz for resfreqs , mT for resfields
18 Int_array(:,n) = Int; % (MHz^2/mT^2) for resfreqs (MHz/mT) for

resfields
19 end



B. 2–4 GHz bridge specifications

dB
Pre-amp gate switch isolation −54.8
Post-amp gate switch isolation −54.7
Acquisition switch isolation −56.0
LNA gain +47.8

Table B.1: Measured parameters of active components in the bridge,
derived from measurements presented in Table B.2.

Amplifier Marker
Measurement Mode Pulse LNA Gate Acq dB
RF to Port 1 Trans −1.5
RF to Port 1 Trans ✓ −105
RF to Port 1 Trans ✓ ✓ −5.4
RF to Pulse Amp 1 Trans ✓ −57.4
RF to Pulse Amp 1 Trans ✓ ✓ −2.6
Pulse Amp 2 to Port 1 Trans ✓ −57.4
Pulse Amp 2 to Port 1 Trans ✓ ✓ −2.7
Port 1 to RF Refl ✓ −14.5
Port 1 to RF Trans ✓ −16.4
Port 2 to RF Refl ✓ −110
Port 2 to RF Trans ✓ −106
Port 1 to IQ mixer Refl −41.9
Port 1 to IQ mixer Refl ✓ +14.4
Port 2 to IQ mixer Trans −41.3
Port 2 to IQ mixer Trans ✓ +15.2
Port 2 to IQ mixer Trans ✓ +7.7
Port 2 to IQ mixer Trans ✓ ✓ +63.0
Monitor LO to IQ mixer Trans −11.7
Monitor Sig to IQ mixer Trans −21.6
Monitor RF to IQ mixer Trans −11.7

Table B.2: Characterisation of losses, isolation, and gain in the mi-
crowave bridge. The position of the front panel switches and status
of markers is marked. S21 transmission in dB was measured with a
VNA at 2 GHz and 4 GHz, the mean of these measurements is shown
in the table.
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List of acronyms and abbreviations

AWG Arbitrary Waveform Generator
BIR B1-insensitive rotation
CW Continuous wave

dBm decibel-milliwatts (dBm = 10 log10 mW)
ESR Electron Spin Resonance

HWHM/FWHM Half-width/Full-width at half-maximum
LNA Low Noise Amplifier

LO Local Oscillator
MW Microwave

NISQ Noisy intermediate-scale quantum
QED Quantum electrodynamics
REI Rare-earth ions
RF Radio Frequency

TLS Two-level systems
VNA Vector Network Analyser
VSG Vector Signal Generator

WURST Wideband, uniform rate, smooth truncation
YSO Yttrium Orthosilicate

ZEFIZEFOZ Zero field, zero first-order zeeman transition
ZEFOZ Zero first-order zeeman transition
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